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Named shoes are frequently made in Non-Union 
factories 
DO NQT BUY ANY SHOE 
no matter what its name, unless it bear* a plain 
and readable impression of this U N I O N S T A M P 
All shoes without the U N I O N 
S T A M P are a l w a y s Non-Union 
Do not accept any excuse for absence of t h e . U N I O N S T A M P 
BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS' UNION 
246 Summer Street , Bos ton , Mass. 
JOHN F. TORIN.P,;. CHAS, I. MAINE. S „ v r . * * « 
« • rm: " - , . . . . : - ' " ' • • - - • " > : • • ; —-~~ 
LADIES' GARMENT WORKER 
PUBLISHED MONTHLY IN YIDDISH AND ENGLISH 
OCTOBER, 1915 No. 10 
Editorial 
*«w 
i OUR MEMBERS* OBLIGATIONS TO THEIR BEST FRIENDS ON TRIAL I 
wwwwaaywia; 
METHODS or • It is nothing new in 
LA'D'ORLWDERS t h c unceasing struggle 
between Capital and 
Labor.to attempt getting active and 
leading spirits of trade unions out of 
the way- There are many ways of 
doing it. 
So long as active laboP men have to 
depend tor their means of livelihood 
on their work in the shop the easiest 
and most convenient way to damp 
their enthusiasm is petty persecution 
and discharge. In the view of some 
employers nothing better can achieve 
this purpose. Yet the- history and 
growth of trade organizations have 
shown only too well how short-sighted 
is this policy. For persecution fosters 
and keeps alive enthusiasm for reform 
movements. All forward movements 
in history have flourished.in spite and 
because of persecution. By petty ty-
ranny, discharge, discrimination and 
similar vengeful acts employers indi-
rectly help the movement rather than 
prevent it from growing. 
One way of harming the labor move-
ment is to enlist its active spirits and 
advocates on the side of the employers. 
An offer of a position as .foreman or 
some kind of overseer may sometimes 
effect this purpose. But such offers 
can only lure those of shallow mind 
and superficial thought. Fortunately 
for the labor movement the majority of 
its active spirits are made of sterner 
stuff. 
Of course, trade unions are not 
empt from weak-minded persons who 
fall a prey to glib-mouthed tempta-
tions.. Just as too per cent of perf 
tion is impossible in "poor" human : 
turc so is too per cent of purity o 
motive. Trade unions are composed 
of human beings and are no exception 
to this rule. On the whole, however, 
devotion, self-sacrifice and high-mind-
ed idealism ace much more common in 
the labor movement than in any other 
kind of movement. They are certainly 
more common among workers than 
among employers. 
* . * * 
LEGAL PROSECUTIONS When every at-
the movement of 
its naturar leaders has failed, there 
still remains the inhuman method1 of. 
slander, libel and false accusation. The 
method has been employed with more 
or less. Success in more than one union 
in this country. It has been used in 
connection''with the railway workers' 
unions, miners' unions, steel workers' 
Tin; I.ADIKH' GARMFNT WoMcnt 
unions and several others. In all of 
these cases the evidence against the 
men has been 'manufactured by pro-
fessional sleuths. The Lawson verdict 
in Colorado is a case in point. The 
sentence of life imprisonment on John 
R, Lawson will remain a standing sur-
prise and disgrace. 
Methods of entangling popular lead-
ers of labor in a web of criminal 
charges are resorted to particularly 
when die organization has grown 
strong and powerful. Now the attempt 
has been made on a number of men in 
our organization—men some of whom 
have given their best years to the up-
lift of tens of thousands of their fel-
low workers. The energy, persever-
ance and very success of the accused 
have aroused the ire of a combination-
of unscrupulous employers and their 
hirelings. But in vain did they weave 
their malicious net. Signian, Metz, 
Woolf, Stupniker, Wcidinger, Singer 
and Au spitz now on trial arc innocent 
of the crime charged against them. In 
the judgment of competent persons 
who have perused the minutes of the 
Grand Jury the so-called evidence, on 
which they are being tried for their 
lives and liberties, is practically worth-
less- Their innocence will be proven 
beyond a shadow of doubt and justice 
will prevail- It is our bounden duty 
to see to it that it docs prevail. 
OUR MEMBERS' 
OBUCAtlONS 
Our Union has grown 
and prospered because 
of the devotion of these brothers to 
the organizing and administrative 
work of their respective local unions. 
Sigman, Metz and Woolf, for example, 
have been working incessantly for the 
welfare of these locals for nearly ten 
years. They came into the movement 
when it was struggling against tre-
mendous odds ; and difficulties. They 
h.ive continued spreading the light oi 
Unionism in and out of season, night 
and day. They have spent all their 
leisure time in its service, regardless 
of obstacles. Untoward circumstance* 
have not discouraged them. Repeated 
failures, while depressing, have not 
driven them to despair. Each one of 
them has given to the movement the 
best that was in him. 
And now that our organization has 
made great strides forward; now that 
partly through the service of these 
brothers the New York GoakmakcK 
Union and the International 1-adics* 
Garmen Workers' Union have 
achieved success in the economic field, 
we should strain all our resources to 
help them in their hour of trial. Any 
indifference on the. part of individual 
members to the vile attempt to take 
them from our midst would be noth-
ing short of treachery. Shall we allow 
a despicable band of shady individuals 
to triumph over"' our organization? 
Shall we .not screw up every nerve to 
assist these men to prove their inno-
cence ? ,f 
The trial, which started September 
23rd, promises to be more or less pro-
longed. Our Union has spared no ef-
fort to sec to it that a fair trial be 
given our brothers, and has engaged 
competent legal service to watch over 
and defend their interests during the 
court proceedings. Let our members 
not forget their obligations t o these, 
their best friends and the Union which 
they have helped to build up. Even if 
these brothers were only ordinary shop 
workers they would deserve our deep-
est practical sympathy, feut the fact 
that they have been active on the 
workers* behalf and have helped to 
secure substantial 1 mprovemen ts in 
wages and general conditions should 
stir the rank, and file to contribute 
liberally to the defense fund. 
< 
SUGGESTION
 Q f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
is plentiful. Now is the time to pay 
the assessment^ Those who have not 
discharged this obligation should do so 
without fail It has been suggested 
in some quarters that the workers of 
whole shops might voluntarily assess 
themselves a day's wages for this pur-











our enemies are after is to . 
Union through the person of its offi-
cers. If we allow them to succeed 
they will make a renewed attempt to 
encroach on privileges and improve-
ments''gained in the shops. That is 
their real motive. But the Union has 
seen through their machinations and 
has been all the time on the alert, try-
ing to frustrate them. Let each and 
all concentrate on this task—the task 
of gaining for their best friends on 
trial their complete liberty and thus 
foil the vile attempt on our Union. 
A SERIES OF VICTORIES 
PEACEFUL ine end of the 
JNYHICA'OO"' s t n , Kg I e l*twccn 
Ooakmakers' Union of 
New York and their employers, early 
in August, was a signal for a number 
of less extensive industries to follow 
suit in agitaton, education ami organ-
ization. This movement has as yet by 
no means spent its force. It is still 
vigorously going on, and it is bound 
to -result in a substantial accretion of 
strength to our Union. 
Before passing 
minor victories in 
where, let us cas 
westerly direction. A settlement 
In the editorial columns of our Scp-
e tcmber issue we came very near pre-
dicting the understanding that has just 
been arrived at. We said: 
"Sober reflection on the part of the 
employers and a willingness to con-
cede the urgency of improving the 
condition of the toilers might lead to 
improvement without 
strike," and again: 
"The cloakmakcrs of Chicago are 
now ripe for arriving at an under-
standing with an organized and re-
nsiblc body of employers as soon 
can be formed." 
predictions saw their fulfill-
ment in course of last month and all, been effected in Chicago, w 
mind, ranks next in importance to that the workers, the employers and those 
of New York in August. Kor it marks who labored to bring it about deserve 
a beginning of a new departure in the to be heartily congratulated, 
ladies' garment industry of that city. 
It introduces the principle of .collective 
bargaining*Vffth organizations of em-
ployers and the adjustment of disputes 
by conciliation and arbitration These 
are decided improvements which must 
prove of benefit to the industry as a 
whole. 
It is a victory for 
For 
A GAIN FOR 
THE ENTIRE t i r c industry. 
INDUSTRY . . . . • 
might have developed a \ 
serious and unfortunate controversy 
had not "sober reflection" prevailed. 
The time will come when all reason-
able employers will recognize the 
w« 
unions :\ud scvc IK 
these cases the evidence against 
men has been 'manufactured by pro-
fessional sleuths. The Law son verdict 
in Colorado is a case in point. The 
re continued spreading the light of 
Unionism in and out of season, night 
and day. They have spent all their 
leisure time^in its service, regardless 
of obstacles. Untoward circumstances 
Sentence of life imprisonment on John have not discouraged them. Repeated 
failures, while depressing, have not 
driven them to despair. Each one of 
them has given to the movement the 
best that was in him. 
-And now that our organization has 
made great strides forward; now that 
partly through the service of these 
brothers the New York Cloakmakcr-.' 
Union and the International Ladies' 
Garmen Workers' Union have 
achieved success in the economic field, 
we should strain all our resources t<> 
help them in their hour of trial. Any 
indifference on the. part of individual 
members to the vtje attempt to take 
them from our midst would be noth-
ing short of treachery. Shall we allow 
a despicable band of shady individuals 
to triumph over*'our organization? 
Shall we not screw up every nerve to 
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who have perused, the minutes of the 
Grand Jury the so-called evidence, on 
which they arc being tried for their 
lives and liberties, is practically worth-
Their innocence will be proven 
yond a shadow of doubt and justice 
ill prevail. It is our boupden duty 
see to it that it does prevail. 
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TIONS 
ana prospered because 
the devotion of these brothers to 
organizing and administrative 
work of their respective local unions. 
Sigman, Metz and Woolf, for example, 
have been working incessantly for the 
Ifare of these locals for nearly ten 
rs. They came into the movement 
when it was struggling against tre-
mendous odds and difficulties. The; 
• 
c trial, which started September 
23rd, promises to be more or less pro-
longed. Our Union has spared no ef-
fort to sec to it that a fair trial be 
given our brothers, and has engaged 
competent legal service to waich over 
defend their interests during the 
court proceedings. Let our member?; 
forget their obligations to these. 
r best friends and the Union which 
they have helped to build up. Even if 
these brothers were only ordinary shop 
workers they would deserve our deep-
est practical sympathy. But the fact 
that they have been active on the 
workers' behalf and have helped to 
secure substantial improvements in 
wages and general conditions should 
stir the rank and file to contribute 




AN EXCELLENT Let no one forget that what 
enemies arc after is to hit the 
ihe asses; 
now the hci 
season and work our 
the time to pay Union through the person of its offi-
ce who have not ccrs. If we allow them to »nccecd 
discharged this obligation should do so they will make a renewed attempt tn 
without fail. It has been suggested encroach on privileges and irnpr 
in some quarters that the workers of menti^gained in the shops. That 
whole shops might voluntarily assess their real motive. But the Union has 
themselves a day's wages for this pur- seen through their machinations and 
pose. We would heartilly second this has been all the time on the alert, try-
excellent suggestion. We hope many ing to frustrate them. Let each and 
shops will adopt it. all concentrate on this task—the task 
The duty of defending our accused of gaining for their best friends on 
brothers devolves primarily on our own trial their complete liberty and thua 
local unions. Let no member shirk foil the vile attempt on our Union. 





In the editorial columns of Our Sep-
tember issue we came very near pre-
The end of the verbal 
struggle between the 
Cloakmakcrs' Union of dieting the understanding that has just 
New York and their employers, early been arrived at; We said: 
in August, was a signal for a number "Sober reflection on the part of the 
of less extensive industries to follow employers and a willingness to con-
suit in agitaton, education and organ-
ization. This movement has as yet by condition of the toilers might lead to 
s p e n t " " ; ' 
-
no means spent its force. It is still 
vigorously going on, and it is bound 
to result in a substantial accretion of 
strength to our Union. 
Before passing in review several 
minor victories in New York and else-
where, let us cast our glance in a 
westerly direction. A settlement has 
been effected in Chicago, which, to our 




troduccs the principle of collective 
iningfjrlth organizations of em-
ployers and the adjustment of disputes 
conciliation and arbitration. These 
cede the urgency of improving the 
condition of the toilers ight lead to 
improvement without recourse "to a 
strike "and again: 
under-
' re-
"The cloakmakcrs of Chica 
now ripe for arriving at an 
standing with an organ 
sponsible body of employers as 
as such can be formed." 
These predictions saw their 
ment in course of last month and all. 
the workers, the employers and those 
New York in August. For it marks who labored to bring it about deserve 
ic inning of a new departure in the to be heartily congratulated. 





A CAIN FOR H is a victory for the en-
THE ENTIRE
 ( j r c industry. For there 
\ might have developed a 
serious and unfortunate controversy 
>er reflection" prevailed, 
come when all reason-
smployers will recognize the pre-
Hi. v ~ ' ^ - ^ 
seasons and acute uncm-vention of a strike as a distinct gain 1914. Bad 
to them. Feverish organizing activity ploy incut rendered it impossible to 
on the part of the Union forced the move forward as rapidly as it was de-
cmploycrs to concede that the working sired. But this year, with signs, of 
conditions which had existed prior to prosperity visible throughout the 
this settlement needed radical im- country, the Chicago ,cloakmakcr* 
provement. In agreeing to submit were bent on securing proper union 
outstanding differences to arbitration conditions. The general office of the 
they adopted the only .course that could International assisted them very ma-
rt a determined^ struggle, trrially; and now Chicago is in line 
In this sense it is an undoubted vie- with New York, Boston and Philadel-
ry for the Chicago Cloakraakcrs and phia. 
local union. The workers gain 
something which the most active and 
far-sighted spirits have been planning 
more than a year. Their hope of 
working arrangement with a body of 
organized and responsible employers is 
now realized. This is not only an as-
surance that the present concessions 
wilt be lived up to, but an ! 
of future possibilities. 
orPORTUNITIES & 0 m d e t a i l s a t °»rid 
FOR A the main points em-
STRONCUN.ON ^ . ^ ^ g ^ g ^ , 
tive agreement indicate conditions es-
sentially equal to4 those ruling in New 
York. These are a working week of 
fifty hours, and preference to union 
workers. Wage standards agreed up-
, have been decided to be retroac-
Thc greatest gain is the gain in or- live as from the date of settlement. 
panization. In this respect Chicago 
:cn in a backward state since a 
Many attempts have 
•eh made to organize the workers on 
large scale and on a permanent and 
)Ie basis, but in the end these al-
ls have met with only partial sue-
In 1913 the Cloakmakcrs' Un-
, Local No. 44, reach* 
of numerical progress. Official re] 
had then placed the membership .. 
about 1,000 strong. This was a record 
achievement. But owing to the neces-
sity of controlling employers individ-
ually, and the low -standard of respon-
sibility both among employees and the 
smaller manufacturers, the orgai 
tion of 1913 acquired no stability 
was foredoomed to lose hoi" 
situation. 
report? 
Standards, too, are similar to those 
now ruling in New York; for in-
stance—cutters $27.50, trimmers $20, 
sample makers $23, while the standard 
for piece workers is at' the rate of 70 
cents an hour for operators, 60 cents 
for pressers, 40 cents for basters and 
50 cents for finishers, and seven legal 
holidays have been decided on. 
*he precise machinery for enforcing 
itary conditions, and lor dealing 
with grievances pursuant upon dis-
charge and other arbitrary acts by 
employers, as well as a number of 
minor points, have been referred to the 
Board of Arbitration. 
r. W. O. Thompson, who reprc-
ted the Union on the now defunct 
titration board iti the cloak trade of 
New York, is the representative of the 
Union on. the Chicago board. Mr. ^Fhc economic crisis brought on by 
the war in Europe proved a rfrious Samuel J. Kline is the representative 
obstacle in the realization of the plans of the employers, while Judge Julian 
laid by the present administration of W. Mack is the chairman of the board, 
the International in the summer of The board proceeds by methods of 
• 
OCTOBER, 1&15 
mediation, and failing to bring the not surprising that the corset girls of 
parties to agreement it may exercise Bridgeport with Mary Scully's experi-
judicial powers. Both parties have ence back of them, should now be 
agreed in writing to submit to all de- proud of a great improvement in their 
cisions the board may arrive at. 
When all the details are filled in, the 
cloakmakcrs of Chicago will find the 
change extremely beneficial to them. 
We ask them to bear in mind that the 
agreement in itself, without a solid, 
lot and a strong organization to safe-
guard and assure to them the continu-
ance of the improvements gained. 
The cq/set workers of Bridgeport 
have learned a great lesson in organ-
ization. They now know the differ-
strong Union back of it, is likely to ence between being at the mercy of 
prove disappointing. An agreement is employers and foremen, without a uu-
only the theory of what is t o be done ion to protect them, and of belonging 
or left undone by both parties, to St. to a powerful organization which has 
To make the agreement a Hying, prac- their interest at heart. By this time 
tical reality the workers must develop they no doubt realize that this organ-
genuine solidarity, co-operation, djsci- ization begins with their local Union 
phne and faith in the organization. 
After many years of*experienee-H>f 
unions organized and re-organized— 
the Chicago cloakmakers now have the 
best opportunity to place their local 
organization on sure and firm ground. 
They cannot otherwise hope to retain 
the conditions won and have them ex-
tended or improved oh in the future. 
Chicago cloakmakers,—place the Un-
ion high in your minds and hearts! 
Let it occupy the first and foremost 
place in your thoughts. All the rest 
will come in right good time. 
* • . '* 
and runs like a thread through a pow-
erful International Union right into 
the "two-million membership of the 
American Federation of Labor. 
Now while having learned this les-
son themselves, they are indirectly 
teaching it to the girls and women in 
our and other trades who have not yet 
seen the light of Unionism. It proves 
that girls employed in any factory need 
not slave from morning till night on' ' 
terms of wages and hours fixed by the 
arbitrary power of the employer alone. 
The remedy for this is at hand and 
HERE is TO 
THE BRIDGEPORT 
CORSET GIRLS 
can be had by all the workers at the 
mere asking. It is indeed a puzzle why 
We arc quite famil- people should remain in a state. of 
iar with the manner semi-slavery, subject to the whim and 
caprice of* industrial bosses, when by 
the magic spefl of organization they 
can achieve at least partial control of 
their conditions of toil? 
This is the lesson that the Bridge-
i 
in which girls en-
gaged in the garment trades can ren-
der a good account of themselves in 
strikes. We have seen numerous.sights 
and scenes in which girls on strike 
were able to give points to their more 
sturdy brothers. The history hi the 
waist and white goods industries is 
: with episodes of heroism and 
endurance' which encouraged and 
urged on the .men to similar efforts 
without which it is often impossible 
ire one's rights. And so it is 
port corset girls have learned, that 
millions of workers before them have 
learned and that millions more are 
iming and will learn as time goes 
on. The corset girls of Bridgeport are 
bound to remember that in order to 
maintain the improvements won and 
more concessions in the future 




the trade horizon and in August nor-
mal conditions returned with a promise 
Vice-President Pierce is taking of a brisk season. This offered a good 
of the Situation for the Inter- opportunity for the Union and an or-
nal in Bridgeport and vicinity. He ganizing campaign was launched. The 
informs us that the movement for or- situation required quick and decisive 
ganization is rapidly spreading to action and the active men in charge of 
every industrial city in the State of affairs began making their plans. 
Connecticut where ladies' garment The collective agreement just signed 
workers arc employed. New Haven, with the Waterproof Garment Manu-
ord and places around arc in the ' facturers* Association is even more 
which originated with favorable to tfi*e Union than the agree-
the munition workers at Bridgeport, went of 1913. Some of the best points 
and this month may bring us further awarded by the Mayor's Council of 
tidings of progress in organization. Conciliation to the cloakmakcrs arc 
embodied therein, plus equal distribu-
tion of work in the slow season, ob-
QUiCX VICTORY OF Local No. 20, Rain- servance of the ten legal- holidays and 
other matters of vital interest to the 
workers.
 s 
* * * 
A VICTORY At the same time 
f ° R T H E ^ ™ - t h a t l , , c ^incoat mak-
their campaign the Bonnaz Embroi-
derers' Union, Local No. 66, fought 
and won greatly improved working 
conditions. In a seven-day struggle 
they proved to the employers that the 
state of low wages, long hours, Sunday 
labor and other burdensome conditions 
would have to give place to a more 
modern and humane system. Sixty-
two 6rms promptly settled, agreeing 
to the terms asked for by the Union. 
Among these are two big firms—Rich-
ter Bros, and the firm known as G. W. 
—who'held out for a time but finally 
signed the agreement. A most impor-
tant feature of the victory is. that a 
small insignificant local has been 
turned into an organization of 4°° 
strong. This is a guaranty that the 
iploycrs will comply with the prom-
ises above their signatures, despite an 
RAWCOAT MAKERS
 c o a t m a k c r s Q f N c W 
York, reinforced by the Cutters' Un-
ion, Local No. 10, the Presscrs' Union, 
Local No. 35, and the Buttonhole mak-
ers' Union, Local No. 64, have taken 
everybody by surprise early last month, 
was quick and vigorous action 
that brought good result's. 
In the summer of 1913 a bitter strike 
of six weeks' duration was fought, and 
in the end substantial terms of wages, 
hours and general conditions were se-
cured by the Union. In the slack sea-
son, aggravated by the world war, the 
employers, however, threw every writ-
ten undertaking to the four winds and 
work prices were brought down to the 
lowest point. The Union proved help-
less but bided its time. Trade depres-
sion got hold of employers and work-
ers to a large extent, and a belief was 
widely current that the entire trade 
was doomed to extinction. It is possi-
ble that employers spread the belief in 
tr to discourage the workers. But 
ssimistic prediction was not r< 
aliased. It only shows that little or no 
credence can be attached to 
cations of this k 
July signs of 
osti- inclination to return to conditions ex-
isting prior to the strike, as may I 
. 




part to lay off individual members. 
The Union is now strong enough to 
withstand any attempt to harass or 
discriminate against any workers in 
the shops. 
the toilers who pile up wealth should 
he receiving a pittanccthat hardly en-
ables them to make both ends meet? 
This is the view of the workers and a 
sound view to boot; and, quite natur-
We learn that the workers are proud »%• tbey select this most opportune 
time to force the hands of the em-
ployers. 
Among the worker* who have been 
in a deplorable condition for many a 
month, were the ladies* tailors and 
dressmakers connected with Local No. 
of their victory. They must, however, 
remember that after a victory is won 
there commences the hard task of 
maintaining it unimpaired. For a pe-
riod of five years a number of boiinaz 
embroiderers have been bending their 
efforts to securing conditions such as 3& Most of the employers in this 
they have just achieved. None of their trade arc of a character that require 
previous efforts to organize the work- forcing their hands every yea* at this 
crs m€t with success. This is the time. In 1911, after a general strike, 
fourth time; and now that they have * collective agreement was concluded 
largely succeeded, the experience with an association composed of the 
gained in the meantime should teach foremost houses, mostly Fifth Avenue 
them to avoid the pitfalls and errors 
of the past. 
The present victory and status of 
the local ha$ been won after grappling 
with many difficulties. This ought to 
make the organization dear to them. 
Our International will continue to keep 
a watchful eye over their interests. 
Let the lgcal officers and active mem-
bers bcW in mind that the qualities 
that make for stability and permanence 
are faith in the Union, compliance with 
its rules and co-operation with the lo-
cal and general officers in every sug-




ler movements in 
the making that deserve to be men-
tioned in this column. During the re-
cent prolonged slack season large re-
ductions in wages were forced on em-
fashionable ladies* tailoring establish-
ments. .For a time things went 
smoothly, but when the season slack-
ened the troubles began and the ar-
rangement finally collapsed. 
In 1913 the struggle was renewed. 
In one week the Union compelled the 
employers to sign individual agree-
ments and grant satisfactory conces-
sions of wages and hours. These had 
been maintained during the first sea-
son and then standards were gradually 
lowered by the employers. Lack of 
organization among the manufacturers 
had now left the workers only one al-
tcmativts-the general strike,—and on 
Wednesday, September 22nd. the 
workers vacated the shops. 
There is no doubt but what the em-
ployers will again grant substantial 
concessions, or they will see their sea-
son destroyed. As we are penning 
these lines a large number of employ-
era have intimated their willingness to . 
come to terms. In this case, too, vic-ployces in every branch of trade. 
Naturally the workers are restless and tory is certain. 
anxious at least to retrieve their form- On the second day of the strike it 
rr position. If the trades are busy and was rumored that representatives of 
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chan ts ' Society of Ladies' Tailors, had round. T h e Union was all the time 
met and decided to request Mayor, open to accept reasonable proposals. 
' 'Hchel to name a board of arbitrat ion. — — 
! attitude* of our Internationa) Un- Other energetic movements arc in 
on t he subject of arbi t rat ion is progress among the Wrapper and 
known. Our representatives will Kimono workers , the children's dress 
fide overtures . Both makers and the petticoat makers . The 
employers and workers have seen petticoat makers had a* local of their 
enough turmoil and strikes periodic- own in 1911, but w c r c u n a b l e to make 
ally occurring in this t rade which ca- headway. Renewed agi tat ion and or-
tefs t o the fashions of high society, ganizing is proceeding apace. Wages 
I t is t ime tha t both sides did settle and hours in this t rade a r e t he lowest 
down to a mote or less permanent imaginable, but t he workers , mostly 
working a r rangement making for young girls, arc fast waking up. They 
peace and stability in the industry, realize that only the Union can get 
The workers engaged in making costly them out of the slough of despond-aiiJ 
ga rments of fashion, requiring high raise their s ta tus . Let them follow 
skill, arc surely entitled to earn decent the example of the Bridgeport and 
wages in the season to enable them to other girls and join the new local now 
--. By A. B. 
• 
WIOX MKX BKGUN 
September » r d . wren of-
ficer* anil members of our Union were put 
on trial before Justice Tompkins in the 
Criminal Branch of the Supromo Court. 
They are M. Slgman, general secretary-
treasurer of the International; Saul Mot*, 
second vice-president of the International 
and president of the United Hebrew 
Trade.: Julius Wooir. organiser of the 
Joint Board of the Cloak and Sklrtmakers' 
Union; and M. ^tupntker, M. Singer, I. 
Aahpls and Ab. Weidlger, members of the 
Ford In admitting them to ball some Unit 
very unusual thing In s murdei 
charge: 
"MOM of them appears to HaY* anTlblnc 
n the nature of a criminal history. The 
S5*' 
evidence against them, as shown by the 
minutes of the Grand Jury, is, to say the 
len.it. Inconclusive aa to alt, and of ques-
tionable probative force aa to most of 
thorn." 
And Justice Blanchard In admltuns 
three of them to ball, under a former In-
dictment for the samo crime, said: "On 
the record before mo, I deem It my duty 
d Union. They are charged with mur*
 t 0 a d m | t t Q 0 d o r o n d a t t t a l o b , , , » 
er In the first degree. It Is alleged by clearly, then, a grave error has been 
persons hostile to tbo Union that they have 
been concerned In the murder of one H. 
LelbovIU, during tho general strike ot 
1910. 
Originally the accused numbered eight, 
but the case against Louis Holtier had not 
a shred ot proeumptlon against him and 
he was released. As to the so-called evl* 
"dTrace against the seven men now tried. 
It la well to recall the words of Justice 
made by the District Attorney's office ia 
arresting these men on such horosay evi-
dence tnd keeping some of them confined 
In the Tomba prison for nine and twelve 
weeks respectively. 
The Jury trying the ease has been se-
lected with Httlo trouble. Their names 
are: 
George T. Walsh, 466 Port Washington 
Avonue, president of Herman Tappan 
•••-£ 
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Company, perfume manufacturers, 
Thomas T. CroDln. 92 Lexington Avenue, 
apartment house superintendent. 
Hale 8. Very. 854 West 181st Street, 
bond Balcsman at 30 Pine Street, 
Charles J. Campbell. t i l West 177th 
Street, playwright and choir singer. 
Thomas J. Somen. 233 Fifth Avenue, 
president of Bird-Somors Company, corset 
manufacturers. 
Burton Scott, 51 Hamilton Place, em-
ployee of Now York Telephone Company. 
Rudolph Sommer, 1350 Madison Avenue, 
woolen merchant. 
Reman Sylvester. 230 Weal 99th Street, 
silk merchant at 40 East 22nd Street. 
Henry Rushmnyer, 214 West 105th 
Sireet, real estate dealer. 
Theobald H. Roalka, G22 Went 15flth 
Street, grocer. 
Hugh I. GlfTord. 431 Audubon Av<mue. 
Ihsurance agent. 
William Popper. 250 West 79th Street, 
stock broker. 
Counsel for the defendants Include Mor-
ris Hfllqult, attorney for" the Cloakmakers' 
Union; former Judge William M. K, 01-
cott; the well-known criminal lawyer. 
Abraham Levy; Henry W. Unger. George 
Simpson and Terenco McMaous. 
"The story of the case Is a most amaz-
loayone," declared Morris Htllqult OQ tho 
flrst day of tho trial. "Llebowltx, the 
victim, bad been a strikebreaker, but had 
Joined tho union on tho night before he 
met his death. With a group of other 
union men he was in the street In front 
of the Fourth Street strlko headquarters. 
A group of hired ihugB mingled In tho 
. throng and a genoral flgbt started. Lie-
howllz was taken to Bellevito Hospital nnd 
dind a few hours afterward from a frac-
tured skull,: A onion cloakmaker » « • ar-
rested chazfpd with the crime but was 
discharged the following day in the magis-
trate's court. The coroner's Jury returned 
a verdict that the deceased had come to 
his deuth In some manner unknown (o the 
authorities." 
The trial Is bound to reveal.a good deal 
of Incredible testimony, emanating from 
discreditable sources. There are no Rocke-
feller Interests In the case, and ,any mis-
carriage of justice in the hunt of labor 
leaders would ho resented by the people 
of this country. There can be not a sha-
dow of doubt that the blood-curdling 
stories against the defendants will not bear 
the light of cross examination? they ara 
clearly stamped with maHce fostered by 
personal grudge and hav« all the earmarks 
of having been designed and Worked out 
by professional sleuths and paid agents, 
with the plain object of injuring a great 
organisation. There can be not a shadow 
of doubt that truth and Justice will triumph 
and that tho evtl designs of malicious 
minds will be seen through by the court 
and the world at large as they are now 
seen through by the numerous friends apd 
acquaintances of the accused. 
ACCCHED OKFICRHH AND 
AT MKRTING OF N. Y. JOIXT 
BOARD 
At a special meeting of the Joint Board 
of the Cloakmakers' Union of New York, 
on .Thursday, September 16th. the meet-
ing wound up with a number of addresses 
by representative men, Including Brothers 
Slgman, Mots and Woolf who spoke on 
behalf of all tho accused officers and mem-
bers. 
Brother Wlshnnk, Manager -of the 
Cloakmakers* Colon, said In part: 
The case should occupy our serious at-
tention. It Is not sufficient for us to feel 
convinced of the Innocence of our brothers 
and of the disgraceful conspiracy against 
our Union. Our conviction In Itself will 
not disprove the charges. We have to 
bend every effort to put up a vigorous de-
fence. In addition to Attorneys Morris 
Hlllqult. Abraham Levy and George Un-
ger, tho Union has engaged one of the most 
prominent lawyers In the country, former 
Judgo William M. K. Olcott and District 
Attornoy of New York. A tremendous sum 
of money la needed to defend (ho lives and 
gain trio freedom of our seven brothers 
who are suffering for the common cause. 
When a resolution had been adopted 
expressing profound sympathy with the 
accused ofllcer* In their boor of trial. 
Brothers^ Slgman. Metx and Woolf were 
Introduced to the meeting. Brother Slg-
man Bald In part: 
Wo shall face the court as Innocent men. 
Wo am not guilty and have no fear. We 
have not committed any of the crimes 
charged against us. No matter how the 
enemies of and traitors to the labor .move-
ment nro spreading their nets, we feel sure 
that the labor movement will not permit 
sontonco to be passed on Innocent men. 
We are not martyrs: wp are lighters for a 
great Ideal, and every struggle Involves 
sacrifices. Everyone active | n the movc-
• 
mmit and true to the Interest of hi* CIMS 
must always expect to have to Buffer at 
time* for his conviction*. We feci sure of 
acquittal. 
Brother* Mot* and Woolf spoke In the 
same strain, ^"hoy felt that no honest 
wage earner in tola country wonld ar** 
for a second believe that they had com-
mitted the terrible crime in which scabs 
. 
tlona of work and life. Make no mistake. 
The trial which 1B now going on In the 
Supreme Court Is not A mere attempt to 
take the Innocent lives of our beloved 
brothers Slgman. Woolf, Mots, Singer. 
Weidlngor, Auspltz and Stupnlker; It Is a 
hold and determined effort to crush our 
Union and to put back tho fifty thousand 
organised eloakinakera and their families 
and traitors tried to Involve them out of
 | o ^ c o n d l U o n o f u n i n e r c u u , exploitation 
revenge. Why, scabs and traitors are 
I 
» 
dally committing various crime* and are 
ready at any time to betray tholr fellow 
workers; and can there bo anything worse 
than falsely accusing men who have la-
bored many years to Improve the condi-
tions of the suffering tollers? In their 
view justice must finally triumph and all 
the accused would be exonerated. 
Among those present was Mr, Abraham 
Cahan, editor of the daily Forward. Mr. 
Cahan aald In effect that the entire labor 
movement was keenly interested In the 
case. He confirmed Slgman's Impression 
that the labor movement would not permit 
tbe conviction of Innocent union men. This 
case would certainly strengthen the vari-
ous unions. The great moral force of the 
Jewish people was always at ita beat a t 
troublous periods. It la then that all dif-
ferences are merged In unity. At the 
present when It la clear that a sinister 
plot to destroy the Cloak makers' Union 
has been hatched, all forces in the move-
ment will . a l t . to-mi* the struggle 
against the dark elements conspiring 
against It until victory will crown their 
combined efforts. 
Tbe meeting dispersed amid touc 
scenes of enthusiasm and sympathy for 
the officer* and membera about to face 
their trial. 
and inhuman treatment which has been 
tho cursed lot of the workers In the cloak 
trade before the organization of their 
splendid and powerful Union which alono 
stands between them and starvation. It 
!• Men more than that, it is a blow aimed 
at the iihtlrc organized labor movement 
of this country and particularly at all or-
ganized Jew lab workers. 
Behind the prosecution of this case 
against our brothers stand lined up In 
formidable array all tho powers of oppres-
slon, reaction and crime. The District 
.Attorney of this county has practically 
surrendered the,'machinery of justice in 
this case to a gang of tho most notorious 
and unscrupulous characters In the under* 
world of the East Side, Professional scat) 
herders and jail birds have fabricated the 
case against our brothers from the begin-
nlng to the end, and they are supported In 
their Ignoble work by some of our most 
notorious siave-driving; employers. Every 
crook and grafter whom tbe Union has 
expelled from Its midst ns unfit to associate 
with honeat workers, has been picked up 
by the prosecution an, a witness against 
bin* ou* brother* a n d tbey^porjuro their black 
THB CLOAK MAKERS' 
tfK! 
(Labor press please copy)
 t n 6 ! r 
To All Organized Labor and all Cloak- body 
makers In Particular. *Me* 
Brothers: 
Seven members and officers of the 
Cloakmakera* Union are oa trial for their 
lives. They are charged with having com-
mitted a murder on a strikebreaker five 
years ago. Their real offense Is tbelr un-
loyalty to the cause of labor and 
mslastic devotion to the strug-
>ndl-
souls In an effort to send seven men of 
noble characters, high Ideals, pure Uvea 
and innocent hearts to the electric chalt 
to be executed as murderers. The prose-
cution baa unlimited funds and all the tre-
mendous facilities of the Police Depart-
ment and the District Attorney's office at 
command. The defendants have no-
lo roly upon In their straggle for life 
except you, their fellow-workers, for whom 
and for whose welfare they have given all 
their thoughts and energies, their whole 
existence and lives. 
To enable the defense to meet the com-
bined and formidable forces of the prose-
cution, to enable them to prove that they 
are. innocent and pure, that the Union 
which they represent Is strong and truft 




world tW Aopth of the Infamy of the cor-
rupt guns of their perjured accusers, large 
funds are Immediately required. 
To you workers in tho shops and fac-
tories this final appeal Is therefore made: 
Win you calmly permit your enemies to 
take the lives of the** men In revenge for 
their service to you, or will you rally 
aronnd. your true comrades and faithful 
loaders In this solemn tour of their crisis 
as one man and help them to make the 
fights of their live* your fights by con-
tributing to their defense speedily and 
BPnerously. tbn* demonstrating to the ene-
mies of labor that they are not dealing 
here with seven Individuals but with hun-
dreds of thousands of workers who a r t 
determined to prevent the contemplated 
legal murder with their last dollar and to 
the last man. 
With fraternal greetings, 
INTERNATIONAL LADIES" GARMENT 
WORKERS' UNION. 
JOINT BOARD OP CLOAKMAKERS' 
UNION. 
Send all contrlbutlots to the Interna-
.loimi Ladles' Garment Workers' Union. 
3> Union Square, New York. 
11 
TRIAL BOARD AT WORK 
One of tho provisions of the new agree-
ment In tho Now York cloak trade 1B a 
Trial Board of three, one elected by the 
Umoti; one by the Association and one 
Impartial person, to review cases of al-
leged discrimination and unfair treatment 
by employers. On September 14th, the 
first two cases camo before this Hoard 
«ith results favorable lo tho Association 
In one case and to the Union in tho other. 
The cases and tho decUlona rendered are 
of some Interest. 
In one ena© the Union charged discrim-
ination against the International Cloak 
Manufacturing Co. Thera had been trouble 
In the firm tfjsfeonneclloa with payment to 
the pressors for legal holidays. Other dif-
ferences subsequently occurred and two 
premiers were discharged. One of these 
procured employment elsewhere and 
dropped hlB grievance; the other, how-
working force, also because of incompe-
tence, and the chief clerks, Brotber Wlsh-
nak for the Union and Mr. Stelnbardl for 
the Association, could not agreo on the 
case. 
Alter duo investigation the Trial Board 
upheld the emr.l lyera' action on the ground 
that there was not sufficient evidence prov-
ing discrimination. 
The second case was that of four girls. 
skirt finishers, employed by the firm Parkin 
£ I^tbovsky, vbo had been receiving $7.00 
a week, although the minimum scale .was 
111.00. The office of tho Union enforced 
tho minimum scale, but after a while the 
firi!i discharged them. 
In this case, too, the Association claimed 
that the Brm had discharged the girls be-
causo of a desire to reorganise the 
shop. The representatives of tho Union, 
however, proved up to the hilt that tho 
girls had been discharged because they had 
Insisted- on their rights through the Union. 
it was a plain case of discrimination for 
union activity. 
On sifting the evidence the Trial Board 
held that the four girls, A. Mltltn. O. Left, 
Beckie Left and L. Strasberg, had been 
discriminated against and ordered.'tb*1r 
reinstatement 
The declsloa is signed by A. E. LeteoBrt 
for tho Association, Georfte Wlsfanak for 
the Union 
man. 
U . ; , l . - - : > i - . . . - l - - - - • • • . - - " - — 
and Benjamin Greenberg, chalr-
AGREEMENT SECURED JlY THE RAIN-
COAT MAKERS 
AGREEMENT made this 31st day of 
August, 1916, between Waterproof Gar-
meat Manufacturers' Association, herein-
after called tie "Manufacturers." and Lo-
cals No. 10. SO, 35, and «4 of the Inter-
national Ladles' Garment Workers Union, 
hereinafter called the "Unions." 
Wltnestt'.h: 
1. The conditions of employment here-
inafter Mt forth shall prevail during the 
continuance of this agreement In the shops 
of the members of the Association and 
shall be observed by the Unions. 
The scale of wages and all other condl-
•»er, pressed the charge of discrimination, tlons, shall govern all work dono outside of 
claiming that he had been unjustly dts- the shop by contractors or otherwise. 
mlBsed, and tho Union sustained him, 1, Each member of the Association Is 
' The firm's contention was that the two 
pressors had been discharged because of 
reorganisation and a reduction in the 
to maintain a Union Shop; a Union Shop 
being understood to rofer to a shop where 




hours or labor and rates or wage* an here-
inafter stipulated prevail and where ID 
hiring help union men are preferred. 
Nothing herein contained shall prevent a 
manufacturer from dtacharglug employees 
on account of misconduct or bad work-
manship. The manufacturers declare their 
belief In the Union and all who desire Its 
benefits shall share In Its burdens. 
S. The following, shall be tho weekly 
minimum scale of waxes: 
Cutter* J2T.RO 
.Preasera 24.00 
Under PresBers 20.50 
Part Pressors 15.00 
Machine Button Sewers. . 18.00 
4. The prices to be paid for piece work 
are to be agreed upon by a committee of 
the employees tn each shop and their em-
ployer. The Chairman of the Price Com-
mittee shall act as Shop Chairman and as 
the representative of tho employees In their 
dealings with their employers. Prices to 
be agreed upon shall be based upon a 
standard of 70 cents per hour for actual 
work performed. 
Piece Button-sewors shall bo paid at the 
rate of 43 cents per. hundred for double 
buttons and 38 cents per hundred for 
single buttons. 
Immediately after the settlement of 
piece-prices, a price-list shall bo prepared 
In duplicate, one copy thereof retained by 
the Manufacturers and the other delivered 
to the Union, and whorever the price of 
any garment shall have been- agreed upon, 
the style number of such garment shall be 
set forth In the price-list. 
In the event that no agreement can be 
reached by a manufacturer and his shop 
men as to tho price for a particular style, 
price experts shall bo appointed, one to 
represent tho manufacturer., one to repre-
sent the Union, and if It be necessary a 
third, selected by the other two. 
Piece workers shall not be required t o 
work on the garments in dispute until the 
prices thereon ihall have been fixed. 
5. Wages shall be paid weekly and in 
-cash. The manufacturers, however,-may 
have a reasonable longth. of time after 
work Is received In which to check off and 
examine same before paying thorcfor. 
Kach worker shall be supplied by the 
manufacturer with a book wherein entries 
shall be made of the number of garments 
made, tho price of each garment, the style 
i 
ARMBNT WORKER 
number, and the total amount of'wages 
paid. 
6. The hours of labor shall be as fol-
lows: On the first flvo working days of 
the week, from eight A.M. to twelve noon, 
and from one P.M. to 6.4g P.M.; on Sat-
urday from eight A.M. to 12.16 P.M. 
No overtime shall bo permitted within 
tho 15th day of November and tho 16th 
day of January, nor during the months ol 
June or July, except on samples. v-No 
overtime shall be permitted on Saturday 
nor any other day for more than two 
hours, nor before H A.M. or after 8 PJ i . 
During the periods when overtime Is 
permitted, employees may work six hour-
per week overtime, providing all the em-
ployees of tho manufacturer are engaged 
to full capacity of the factory. 
Week workers shall receive double the 
usual pay for overtime. 
Employees shall not be permitted to 
work during tho ten legal holidays which 
are established by the laws of the State 
of New York, and week workers shall re-
ceive pay for all legal holidays. These 
provisions as to legal holidays aro binding 
pending tbo decision of the Council of 
Conciliation In the Cloak and Suit Indus-
try. And such decision shall govern tin 
Raincoat Industry. / 
No employees shall be permitted to 
work more than six days each week. Thoso 
refusing to work Saturdays are permitted 
to work on Sundays if the shops In which 
they are omployed aro usually open thai 
day. 
All work shall be distributed equally 
among all employees as far as practicable. 
No work, shall be given to the employees 
to be performed In their homes. 
' All Bub-con trading1 within the shops 
shall b<i abolished. 
Thorn ehall be no time contracts with 
shop employees except foremen, designers 
and pattern rankers. 
Kach manufacturer shall register with 
the Union tho names of all contractors or 
other outside places where his work is 
being made, 
7. During the pendency of any dispute 
between the Unions and the Association 
and between any- member or members ot 
the Unions and any manufacturer, there 
shall be no strike or stoppage of wbrK 
'•tthi'r by the manufacturer or by the Un-
ion, either In the shop of the manufac-
' -
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turer or la the shop of * registered coo-
tractor, each aide hereafter pledges itself 
to discipline HB respective members who 
may violate the terms of this agreement. 
and upon complaint of either side, that 
iiny member of tho other side Is violating 
ihe terms of this agreement, the Unions 
:UH) the Manufacturers are to Immediately 
investigate sucb complaint and wherever 
a complaint Is sustained, agree not only to 
discipline the offending party, but to take 
nuch steps as will eliminate the Infractions 
complained of. 
8. The same sanitary standards shall be 
adopted by the employers aa exist In the 
Cloak and Suit and Dress and Waist In-
dustry, and the employers shall extend 
such other standards as may hereafter be 
determined by the Joint Board of Sanitary 
Control ID those Industries. 
9. A duly authorised .representative of 
the Union shall have free access to the 
factories of the manufacturer* to ascertain 
whether tba provisions of this agreement 
are adhered to, upon notice to the em-
ployer and In his presence or the presence 
of his representative. 
10. This agreement shall be binding for 
a period of, one year from the date hereof, 
and ahall continue thereafter from year to 
your unless notice in writing of Intention 
to terminate it, shall be given by one 
party to the other within thirty days im-
mediately preceding the date of Its term-
ination. 
(Signed) For Waterproof Garment Manu-
facturers* Association. 
CHA8. S. HOROV1TZ. 
For locals No. 10. 80. SB and 84, pf the 
International Ladles' Garment Workers' 
Union, J. P- COHEN, 
^ 
Monthly News and Events 
lly M. H. DANISH 
PHILADELPHIA Hl;:-v ORGANIZING 
The last two months were, beyond 
doubt, the liveliest In tho history of tho 
Philadelphia locals from the point of view 
of organising activity. A number of shops 
that have heretofore been regarded as In-
accessible for the Union In spite of all 
efforts made and energies wastod to enroll 
them, have come Into the fold of the or-
ganization. To-day, there remains, prac-
tically, only tun-- shop In Philadelphia that 
Is without'tFe pale of tbo Union, but even 
from this shop committees have come to 
headquarters lately to request that the 
Union should call them to a shop meeting 
as they were ready to Join tho ranks. 
Among the shops that have joined of late 
aro such firms as Dlttman's, Harry J. 
Cohen's. Kremer & Sons, Nathan Albus', 
Porlburg & Cooper, and Strawbndpje & Co., 
some or the leading cloak houses of I'hila-
Mfhta. • 
Now with the completion of the 
ing work, a fact which hiin not escai 
attention of ihe employers, there Is 
reason to believe that they are dealing with 
a completely organised force In the trade 
that la fully determined to defend Its just 
demands. The next point on the order of 
the day in Philadelphia Is the nem meet-
ing of the Arbitration Board which was 
scheduled to take place last month but 
WBB delayed, owing to the ract that the 
general officers of the organisation were 
overtaxed with organizing work in New 
York and the West. As far back as August, 
a meeting of some ZOO delegates from 
every shop In Philadelphia dlscuBSfld a list 
of demands to be presented to the em-
ployers and went on record as protesting 
In an energetic way against the treatment 
accorded to tho workers In moat of tbo 
shops, particularly as the employers have 
been favoring the few non-union workers 
In each shop In preference to tha Union 
people and discriminating against the 
latter in violation of tbe agreement. A 
committee of 16, of thtt oldest men m the 
trade, was elected at that meeting, to 
prepare together with the Joint Hoard a 
detailed list of Improvements that are or 
vital Importance to the well-being of the 
organized workers of the tradt. Among 
these, which the next meeting of tho 
Board presided over by Director or public 
Safety. Porter, will pass upon, are the fol-
lowing: 
**Ji-
T H E LADIES' GARMENT WORKER 
workers In 5. Whenever a price committee csnnm 
- come ta terms with the Arm about price*, 
u 
2. Mo manufacturer whose factory Is price adjusters must take up the case not 
not a complete Union shop shall alt on the later than 48 hours after disagreement 
Grievance Board. 6. Overtime la expressly forbidden in 
. 8. An Impartial chairman for the ail shops before 8 A. M. 
onrd. 7. No overtime la pern 
• 
Grievance B a
4. Every dispute that cannot be ad-
Justed by the clerks must ba adjusted by 
the Grievance Board within 48 hours of 
!ta occurrence 
BOSTON'S NEW AGREEMENT 
Among the many victories scored by our 
International during the past few months 
all over the country tlte new Boston 
agreement surely deserve* mention-
Thanks to a compact organisation that 
embraces every worker In the trade and 
to the experience they havo'galned within 
the last fow years on the value of solidar-
ity and unity, the Boston cloakmakera 
have been able to record excellent gains 
and march from victory to victory. 
The new agreement, ox the amended 
protocol as it la officially called, was 
signed early In September after a number 
of conferences were hold with tho raanu-
factur«ra a t which the Union was repre-
sented by Brother A. Rosenberg, New 
England organiser of the International 
Union. We shall cite In th i s column some 
few of the points gained by this new 
aureement. an agreement tha t did not cost 
tho workers one wasted -hour, nor one 
spent dollar. 
1. I t la deflnltely asserted that the 
Union has tho rfght to demand an invest!-
gatlon in each discharge caw, whenever 
it is deemed necessarily by the Union. 
J. Wages to week workers shall be 
raised According to this schedule. 
Scale on 
Present New Aug. 1, 
Trade— . Scale. Scale. 1916. 
Skirt Cu t t e r s - . . - 134 .00 $86.00 
Cloak £ Suit Cut- 84.00 35.60 887.00 
18.00 
24.00 
mitted In any 
shop until 90 per cent, of all machines In 
said shop are occupied. 
8. No employer is allowed to hire help 
from the open market, but Is obliged to 
call upon his Association in case ho warns 
help and the Association Is In turn sup-
posed to apply to the Union for said hcl|». 
9. ' No worker Is to be employed un-
less be or she has a working card from 
the Union. When a Woi'ker AWes on his 
book more than, 6 months of dues to the 
Union, the Association firms are obliged 
not to.employ him. 
10. Girls beginning to learn finishing 
at s*klrtB or cloaks are to get not less than 
six dollars per week a t tho s tar t . 
Trimming Cutters 
v
—-Coat Pressors. . . 
Coat-Under P res. 19.00 
Skirt P r e s s c r s . . . 
Skirt Under Pros. 
Sample Coat Mak 
Simple Skirt M 
\ 4. Decisions 
muni bo enforced not la ter 







THE GREAT SUCCESS OF THE CLOAK MAKERS' 
MOBILIZATION IN CHICAGO 
September 1916, will mark one of the 
red letter months in the history of the 
Cloamakers' Union of Chicago^ What 
the better elements of the cloak trade in 
Chicago hoped for W aspired to for 
years, to organize the workers snd to es-
tablish standard working conditions In the 
shops has hecn realized after a very strenu-
ous campaign of several weeks. To-dsr, 
the Chicago cloakmakera may congratulate 
themselves on the fact tha t they have s 
Union and union conditions In tho factories 
and that thei r erstwhile stubborn employ-
era will recognise the union In the future 
and will heed thei r complaints and griev-
ances. 
At the last meeting of the General Ex-
ecutive Board In Chicago a decision was 
arrived, a t to organize the Chicago cloak 
At the request of the local unions 
several organizers were appointed to en-
gage In the preparatory work for the 
general strike. The agitation has met at 
the very outset with s hearty response. 
The Chicago cloalimakers began to come 
Into the Union, with a rush and right at 
the commencement of the season It even 
became difficult to keep some shops from 
str iking without delay. The general 
officers of the Union were compelled lo 
stay in New York all during the past 
. : ; • . 
if 
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summer owing- to the very strenuous light 
(hat our Unions hare had on hand here 
at that time. Just as soon, however, ns 
the stormy days In Now York passed away, 
President Schleslnger went to Chicago. 
Tho agitation for a senprwl atrlke bad at 
that time, reached 1U highest point and 
thousands of Chicago cloakmakera were 
-.iily awaiting the signal to leave their 
machines. Soon after the arrival of 
President Schleslnger In Chicago, the de-
munds of the Union were prepared and 
sent out to the 160 firms engaged In the 
cloak business of that city. They were 
sent out on September 6th and Monduy, 
September 13th, was flxee as tho last day 
on which the manufacturera were expected 
to give their reply. 
The demands In main embodied provis-
ions for a 50-hours work week, half holi-
day on Saturday, double pay for overtime, 
seven legal holidays with pay .for week 
workers and Blundard prices for piece and 
week workers according to a graded scale, 
the same as In the New York Cloak trade, 
a board of sanitary control on tho same 
lines as In New York, recognition of tho 
Union and the establishment of an arbi-
tration board to settle disputes. The 
week between September Cth and 13th was 
one of tense and anxious waiting. The 
whole city was deeply Interested in the 
outcome of the situation and the leading 
English dallies of Chicago, "The Tribune.'" 
'The Dally Newa" and others devoted 
columns of space and savers! editorials 
urging both sides to settle the controversy 
In a peaceful way, just as the New York 
manufac(sja>ra saw their way best to do 
during the summer. 
President Samuel Oompera of the A. P. 
of I-., who happened In Chicago during that 
woek, indorsed In a very forceful way 
tho demands of the Chicago cloakmakera 
and the newspapers gave his statements 
deserved publicity and weight- Mean-
while tho cloak employers of Chicago or-
ganised into two Associations and after 
several meetings elected a committee to 
confer with tho Union. After a few con-
ferences both sides came to a tentative 
understanding on the 11th of September 
to give over'all questions In dispute to a 
board of arbitration and to abide by the 
decisions of this board. The menace of 
the general strike was thus eliminated aid 
tho officers of the Union elected Mr. 
William N. Thompson, once member of the 
New York Board of Arbitration for tos 
Cloak Trade and recently the attorney for 
the Federal Industrial Relations Commis-
sion, to represent the workers" side at tke 
sessions
 }of the arbitration board. Ton 
manufacturers elected a retired employer 
by name Mr. Samuel Kline, as their spokes-
man and both sides agreed upon Judge 
Julian W. Mack as the Impartial chair-
man for the board. His decision was to 
be accepted us final and binding on all 
questions that were to come before Ik* 
board. 
The- first session of tho board took place 
on Wednesday. When the question of 
wages and prices came up, the employers 
on the plea that owing to the very, .meat 
formation of their organisation they were 
not able to come to an understanding be-
tween themselves on the price scales and 
to Investigate and study up the material 
they have collected for that purpose, re-
quested tho board for a Ilttlo time to pre-
pare themselves. The board granted them 
a week's time until Wednesday. Septem-
ber 22nd, on condition that all work made 
in their shops in the meantime should be 
appraised at prices Died by the board on 
September 22nd. The Board then took \\> 
the other demands of tho Union. The £0 
hours week work was agreed upon, ar.d 
time and a half for overtime. A sani-
tary board and the preferential union ahep 
were agreed upon and the officers of both 
sides were Instructed to prepare during 
the ensuing week a working plan for t t s 
settlement of disputes arising from com-
plalnts -In general and complaints In dh-
chargs- cases In particular. It was also 
decided to abolish the deposit and security 
system atlll In rogue In some Chicago 
shops, as well as payments for needles, oil 
and machine belts, 
t h e newly won agreement will beyond 
doubt make a mansions change'In the 
working conditions of the cloak trade In 
Chicago and, together with the other vic-
tories In the cloak trade lb other cities. Is 
calcnlalod to bring the Industry a step 
nearer to the plane of general improve-
ment and elevation which the national 
administration or the "Union has marked 
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THE STRIKE IN LOS ANGELES. CA1_ 
'Way West, out oa the Pacific Coast, in 
the city of LOB Angeles, where the climate 
1B mild and the poft winds are a boon and 
« cure for affected ana" diseased lungs and 
hearts, fate has caat over soma two 
hundred clo&kniakers, most of thc-ra vic-
tims of the proletarian plague—tuberculo-
sis, from the Eastern cities. New York and 
Chicago. Los Angelea has about a down 
small cloak shops and these workers 
found employment for themselves in the 
shops after they had regained somo of 
their former vitality. As most of these 
I cloakmakers belonged to the Union of 
their trade oat East, It was quite natural 
that they sought to build up a Ultlo local 
01 their own, which they did—hence, Local 
No, 62, LOB Angeles. 
It appears, that in LOB Angeles, as well 
*s anywhere else, our cloakmakers have 
had to face some bitter fights and opposi-
tion In order to keep their local alive. A 
year ago they had a strike In all the shops 
of the city and won it with the help of the 
International Union and the local labor 
movement. With the coming of this sea-
son, however, the LOB Angeles employers 
locked out some of their men. The Inter-
national thereupon notified the office'of 
the A. P. of L. of the situation and the 
LOB Angelea district organizer of the Fed-
eration, Dro. J. Dale, took charge of the 
Los Angeles strike. 
Up to this date three-fourths of the 
ni.i have won all their demands and 
returuod to work. The shops that 
are still out maintain unbroken ranks and 
the general office baa recently donated 
1300 towards their funds. The whole town 
Is In sympathy with the striking cloak-
tnakers and warmly supports thorn. We 
hope that they will succeed In breaking 
down the resistance of their obstinate em-
ployers and that their existence and self 
respect as union people will be^asured 
and drained the resources of the local un-
ion, the members of Local No. 76 began 
to think of a strike in the cloak trade and 
started to prepare for 1L They have built 
up a little treasury during the spring aea-
son and have won back into the local those 
workora who hav« become Indifferent to 
the Union. By tho end of August demand* 
were sent out to the employers asking for" 
wage Increases and*"sooo after that the 
workers were called ou t 
The strike was a success In most of the 
sllops. Only in four places the local was 
forced to oxei-t Itself considerably In order 
to win. With the assistance of Vice-Presi-
dent Kurland of Boston, three of these 
shops-were signed up. The remaining 
factory, Kofferman Bros. & Arnold, Is Btlll 
out. They have attempted on several oc-
casions to get their work dono in some 
rcefer shops In New York. Tho general 
olfico has frustrated these plans, however, 
with the assistance of the officers of Local 
No. 17 and the Boston officers of tho Un-
ion, and tho general offlco In Now York 
that has lately assisted t,fio strikers of that 
shop financially, confidently expect that 
this firm will soon be compelled to settle 
with the Union. 
THE GENERAL STRIKE IN THE WORCESTER 
CLOAK SHOPS 
Worcester, Mass., has not escaped a Gen-
eral strike this season and the 800 cloak-
makers working In the shops of that city 
Were ordered out Just as s 
work began 
-
In spite of the waist strike of last year, 
has weakened them considerably only four days 
THE RAINCOAT STRIKE ANb ITS SETTLEMENT 
The rush In tho raincoat trade In New 
York that has filled up the shops agoin 
and brought lifo and prosperity after a 
slack period of several years made itself 
quickly felt on tho state of affairs of th« 
Union. The local deserves full credit for 
the rosulta accomplished through this 
strike; they knew the right hour when to 
solso the opportunity and they have built 
up a strong organization In a remarkably 
short tlmo. 
There are in this trade, In Now York, 
about 160 shops Including tho contractors, 
and they all employ about 1,600 people-
There exists in this trade also an associa-
tion of' 20 manufacturers, many of them 
Important firms in tho business. The re-
mainder of the trade Is outside of tho 
association. When the strike broke out on 
August 30th, tho Union was In the midst 
ot a conference with the association. With-
in two days after that an agreement was 
entered with the Association and soon after 
the Independent manufacturers came to 
sattlo In crowds. The entire strike lasted 
and the raincoat makers 
Ocrozdn, 1915 IT 
have returned to their shops, thsir efforts 
crowned with victory. 
On Tuesday, September 14th, the rain-
coat makers celebialed their victory In 
the big Forward Hall with a mass meeting 
and a band of mimic. The chief speaker 
at this meeting was Congressman Meyer 
Loadon. Bro. Horry Dublniky, the leader 
of the strike, was enthusiastically greeted 
by the 1,200 assembled raincoat makers 
and was presumed with a lotlng cup In 
recognition of bla services. 
The prosperity In the raincoat trade has 
reached Boston as we!l,*ond the workers 
In the trade that have been compelled 
through deplorable conditions to gtve up 
their local have taken on now life and 
started to agitate for a fieuvral strike In 
the trade. Tho Now York victory of the 
ralvoat makers has produced a great ef-
fect on their Boston workers, and it has 
alio Induced their manufacturers to look 
for means of preventing a strike. Some 
conferences were already held betweea a 
committee chosen by the workers and some 
of the employers at the Boston state 
House, and from Indications It Is pretty 
certain that tho conferences will end In a 
peaceful manner and the workers will come 
out of this situation with a strong Union 
and Improved conditions. Vice-President 
Dublnsky Jfgapt prosent In Boston to ne-
KOtlate wTni the employers for a final 
settlement. 
LADIftS' TAILORS READY FOR A STRIKE 
The ladles' tailors' trade of New York, 
from the smallest store on the Bast Side 
to the richest establishment on Fifth Ave-
nue is buzzing again with activities of 
a general strike. It Is apparont how that 
the lessons which the employers of the 
trade havo received last year and two years 
ago have not Impressed them enough and 
the Union Is now trying, with the assistance 
of the International Union, to Introduce 
Into thq trade stable union conditions and 
to force the employers and the associa-
tion In tho trade to live up to'their prom-
ise! aa responsible employers ought to. 
To b© sure, this vory spirit of irresponsi-
bility was the main obstacle in the way of 
peseo In this trade for the last few years. 
The workers after bitter struggles with the 
•tnployars. and the police which was always 
ready to assist their traployen, gained for 
themselves a 60-hour week; 117 per week 
lor the tailors and many other galos. The 
Union signed an agreement with an "as-
sociation" that WM supposed to bo repre-
senting tho entire trade. The outcome of 
each successive strike, however, was that 
the omployers would repudiate their obli-
gations, violate the agreement signed by 
tbem and force their workers to work be-
low the scale and stay in the shops long 
hours on Saturday in spite of the Union's 
protests. Since tho outbreak of tho war 
the trade has Buffered considerably In this 
city and tho treatment of tho tailors In the 
shops has become so Intolerable that their 
proverbial patience has come to an. end. 
Tho International appointed Brother 
Julius Woolf as manager of Local No. 3t 
to supervise their preparations for the gen-
oral strike. Tbe Local soot out a set of 
demands to the 600 employers In tbe city. 
Tho ladies' tailors' of Brooklyn wero also 
affected by this agitation atd the same 
demands were presented to the Brooklyn 
employers. Chief among the demands are 
advances for tho tailors and assistants from 
$27 to f30 and from 124 to {26 respec-
tively, a strict observance of tho overtime 
clause, and the unabridged right of tbe 
Union to enter shops and settle complaints. 
On Monday, September 20th, after * 
i .Tie- of smaller meetings, a big meeting 
at Cooper Union Indorsed the demands of 
the organisation. President Scbleslnger, 
.'acob Pahken, and I). Felgenbaum spoke 
at Ibis meeting and their speeches were 
greeted with an outburst of enthusiasm. 
At this writing tbe strike Is staking good 
progress. 
A NEW.LOCAL IN WINNIPEG. MANITOBA 
From tho far Canadian town of Winni-
peg, Manitoba, there came last month to 
the genoral office a request for a charter. 
There are In Winnipeg about 260 workers 
employed In the ladloa' garment trades, 
cloaks, ladles' tailoring,.etc. 
Winnipeg Is one of the best organised 
cities In Canada. The general office has 
Issued a charter and the local will bo 
henceforth known oa the Ladles' Garment 
Workers, Local No. 32. The charter mem-
bers of the local have made up their minds 
to affiliate every man and woman working 
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THE NEW LOCAL No. U. ALTERATION TAILORS 
Towards the end ol the preceding month 
New York has acquired a new local, com-
posed of department stores alteration tail-
ors. The General Executive Board a t its 
Chicago meeting has Indorsed the grant-
ing of a charter to these people who h a r e 
heretofore belonged to Local No. 9. Local 
No. 9 is «o overwhelmed with lta bigger 
protioms, those of the cloak- tailors, that 
It !• practically impossible for thorn to 
dovcto avnjr tlmo to the store worker*."* 
Alter a conference with the general offi-
cers they h a r e received a char ter aa Local 
No. 30 of the International Union and 
opened headquarters at SO E. 10th S t r ee t 
Brother H . Marquis was put in office as 
bushes* manager of the new local and 
together with his Executive Committee 
they are planning to s t a r t a big campaign 
among the alteration workers of the city's 
stores,. 
STRIKE OF THE BONNAZ EMBROIDERERS 
WON , 
The Bonnat Embroiderers, our Local No. 
<6, that have gone out on strike in the 
end of August, have won their fight in the 
space of two weeks and have wrested from 
their employers a number of Important 
gains and solid assurances that they w i l l ' 
live up to their agreement. 
And abore all, the embroiderers have 
won for themselves for the flrst time H 
real Union of about 400 members, but one 
that lncludea practically every ttonnac 
embroiderer in the t rade. The general 
office baa given them a great deal of as-
sistance la the paat and will see them 
through until their existence as an organ-
ization Is completely assured. 
A NEW MANAGER IN THE JERSEY OFFICE 
Aft»r Vice-President Dublnsky loft the 
Jersey City office of the Joint Board, where 
he was employed us manager for over a 
year In conjunction with the general office. 
Brother Maxln Kovlnsky, a well-known 
worker from Local No. 9, was appointed 
in bis placo. 
• • • - . • 
. 
BOSTON'S NKw LOCAL No. M 
Boston has' an acquisition In tho form 
of a new local. The. ski r t and dressmaker* 
that havo hlthorto been a pa r t of the 
cloakmakera' organisation. Local No. $S. 
have applied for a separate charter and 
were granted It- The causes given were 
tha t sklr tmaklng .having become a large 
and growing t rade in Boston, Loral No. 5*> 
was not In a position to devote sufficient 
attention in It and the best interests of the 
shlrtmakora demanded a separato organ-
isation;. 
: • - . ' _ • - • - . . _ _ _ . - ' . - . 
Saul Metz—One of the Accused 
, By A. HOBEUURY 
In the September luue of this magazine. 
H. Lang gave a brtof biographical sketch 
of Morris Slgro&n, :ho Genoral Secretary-
Treasurer of the International Ladles' 
Garment Workers' Union. One of the ac-
cused associated with Slgraau. In tho absurd 
murder charge in Saul Mots, the second 
vice-president o( tho I. L. O. W. U. Let 
us. therefore, glance at his antecedents 
and review his carter In tho labor move-
ment, both In Russia and In this country. 
Met* is a very enthusiastic worker in 
the ranks of labor. At tho present mo-
ment he is the manager of tho Cloak 
Pressors' Union, Local No. SS, the presi-
dent of the United Hebrew Trades, a mem-
bor of the General Executive Board of the 
International L'nior, and in addition an 
active member in tho Socialist Party and 
a hard worker in Its election campaigns-
No; wonder ht, was singled out for prose-
cution ID connection with a charge of mur-
. dor by the enemies of our growing and 
powerful unions. 
1N1US5IA 
This enthusiasm and energy displayed by 
Met* for the working claaa and ita move-
ment appears to hate been born in him In 
his early youth. He was brought up in a 
purely working class environment pins the 
poverty and helplessness which Is so char-
acteristic of medieval conditions of Indus-
try In W«SY Russian cities and towns. His 
father was Just on ordinary Indies' tailor 
In an obscure place in' the government of 
Chernigov, and Met* bad to start working 
in this trade even before he finished his 
elementary school course. 
Add to this the accident, of^  a bad-tem-
pered stepmother Bnd annoying domestic 
troubles and we find the twist Imparted to 
his character a t a very early
 (dale. Metz 
freely talks of the manner In which his 
father was held under the thumb of his 
stepmother; how he made hlm'bellevc that 
his mother was dean, while. In reality, she 
had gone to America to obllterato un-
pleasant memories. He tells how his soul 
revolted against the petty persecution to 
which he was subjected. fThree times ho 
ran away from that sort of "homo" and 
once he was forcibly brought back by po-
lice transport. 
At seventeen he waa-'already a full-
fledged workman, but ladle*' tailoring hie-
ing a skilled trade, and tho revolutionary 
organization of workingmen—the Bund— 
having aueewded In getttDff toe worker* ID 
tho shops secretly organized. It was dim-
cult for anyone to get work In a atrango 
city without an Introduction from a branch 
of this organization or one of Its members. 
So Metz was thrown upon bis own wits In 
order to keep tho wolf from the door. For 
a period of throe years he earned tho 
scanty means of life by various'occupa-
tions. Ho acted by turns as assistant 
coachman. Janitor, coal salesroom attend-
ant to a troupe of strolling players, and 
similar occupations until it was time to 
present himself for examination as to his 
physical (Uncus for compulsory service In 
the army. Bet his motbor's existence be-
ing knows to tho authorities he was de-
clared her only legal provider and exempt-
ed from military service for the time being. 
Thus tho. knowledge of his mothor's ex-
istence was suddenly brought to his mind. 
After diligent enquiries ho discovered her 
whereabouts, became very eager to meet 
her. and started a correspondenco with 
her—his test friend In tho New World. 
ACTIVITY IN THE BUND 
In the meantime sheer necessity com-
pelled him to lead a wandering oxlatence. 
Firal l i e •rent to Poltava where bo met 
soma relatives, and in his peregrinations 
touched Mogilev, Home). Wllna, Kovao, 
Smorgon and similar Industrial towns. 
This was In 1901-2. He was poor and 
penniless and bis only chance of earning 
a livelihood lay in finding work In a tailor-
ing shop. But thoJDtmd was strongly In-
trenched In every town and the workers 
la the shops swore fealty to it. Their 
method of organisation was a sort of closed 
shop. No newcomer was admitted unless 
he could show bis connection with tho 
organization. Metz was puzzled at the 
question he was asked everywhere whether 
be "beionrecV His ready offer to joln-ur 
do anything demanded of.him made them 
.. 
c 
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• even more suspicious u d ' r a flitlf » • 
rused. 
Being a secret organisation the local 
leaders of the Bund^wero naturally afraid 
of uplos and were cautious In admitting 
anyone Into their coterie without probing 
Into M» antecedent)*, without arguing with 
and converting him to the cause. Tnls 
entailed on MeU a difficult process of pro-
bation. In one place he was allowed to 
work two wsreks. in another he bad to 
•ell an article of clothing for car fare. 
Not until he reached Kovno did he succeed 
In getting Into the Bund through making 
the acquaintance of a boy In a restaurant. 
This boy put him to a test without in-
forming him of hit Intention. MeU was 
already working, but he bad not bad tho 
privilege of being present at a meeting ot 
toe organisation, and the First of May 
being near, MeU's conduct on that day 
was to prove whether- tho movement was 
sufficiently dear to blm to be worth sacri-
ficing something for I t 
For In spite of the prohibition of tho 
right of meeting and asneniMy and strin-
gency of police regulations, the workers 
then invariably celebratod the First of May 
by abstention from work and street dem-
onstrations, braving arrest and Imprison-
ment. Would MeU abstain from work and 
Join the demonstration? His boy acquain-
tance decided that 'otherwise he could not 
be admitted into the Bund's fellowship; 
and Mets duly went through the test and 
qualified for membership. 
What was more. MeU developed such 
enthusiasm for thiB adventurous move-
ment that he- neglected to respond to his 
mother's call to Join her In America. For 
eight months he tarried about the free 
ticket ihe had sent him. utterly oblivious 
of its existence, until stem necessity re-
"called It to his memory. 
• , , 
THE CRUCIAL POINT 
Tbla stern necessity came after a funeral 
demonstration at which Mets acquired a 
certain prominence. A well-known com-
rade became very sick, and having no 
family ties In that city to .attend on bin 
sick bed Metx cheerfully undertook this 
noble service). For throe weeks lie at-
tended him day and night, and when tn t 
sick man breathed his last, MeU arranged 
J the obsequies that took the form ot a pop-
ular dem oust ration. The doparted com-
rade bad so endeared himself to the mem-
bersblp that the wish to pay him the last 
respects In, a manner that should prove 
memorable met wltb general approval. 
The demonstration took place, but the po-
lice promptly disported it. Not boing a 
native of this town MeU was easily pointed 
out as the ringleader and was In Imminent 
danger ot arrest. He returned to Wllna 
and rather than fall Into tho clutches ol 
the police ho decided to avail himself of 
the free passage to America forthwith. 
' These evenU stamped himself on bis 
mind and character, consecrating blm, so 
to say, for servico in the labor movement. 
The adventures of a secret movoment 
are very attractive to youth. They pro-
vide an outlot to IU superfluous energy. 
Their very dangers and pitfalls, however, 
aro apt to create a mental reaet.on, and 
thiB accounts for the relapses Into Indiffer-
ence and Inactivity. Met* was now com-
lug to a country wbero the labor move-
ment was proceeding by open methods, 
coarting the full light of publicity. For 
twelve years now he haaf been In IU service 
and bis enthusiasm, though sobered by ex-
perience, has acquired that practical as-
pect which renders It more sUble and last-
ing. Let us now follow his career of use-
fulness on this side of tho Atlantic. 
IN AMERICA 
On arriving at these shores MeU went 
to PltUburg, and in order not to interrupt 
the continuity of bis adherence to the la-
bor movement, he Immediately Jolnod the 
Socialist Party. 
In 1905 ho came to New York. He was 
eager to Join the union of his trado, but. 
at that time nothing like the present sta-
blllty had been reached in the tailors' un-
ions. The ladies* tailors, to which present 
Jurisdiction laws would assign him, then 
pinned their faith to the I.W.W. But some-
thing had happened, not for tbe last time 
in IU history, which repelled MeU and de-
cided blm not to Join the Industrial Tail-
ors' Union. The Occurrence was a strike of 
cap makers in which the Industrial did not 
scruple to practice scabbing. The shop 
organination of the Bund In Russian towns. 
Its perfect loyalty and solidarity had taught 
MeU something different, something bel-
ter than such unbrotberly conduct carried 
- on in the namo of union. He spurned such 
unionism. It was utterly worthless. It 
was an obsUcle to progress. 
Thereafter MeU sought an opportunity 
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lo join the Clonk Operator*' Union, Local 
No. 1- The opportunity came In 1906, at 
a conference In connection with the Hlll-
quft election campaign, at which Ah. Ros-
enberg, the past president of the Interna-
tional Union and a member of this local. 
was present. H w u through Rosenberg 
that Met* w i proposed and finally ad-
mitted a member of the Cloakmakers' 
in ton. 
PLUNGES INTO THE WORK OF THE U. H. T. 
MeU was thus initiated Into a movement 
of wide ramification.,. The Cloak Opera-
tors' Union was affiliated with the United 
Hebrew trades. Metx soon bocaroe inter-
ested in this body and its work of organ-
izing the Jewish Immigrants, who aro 
working In numerous trades and Industries 
In Greater New York and nearby Jersey 
citiol. The regtiiar meetings of the United 
Hebrew trades, held every Monday even-
ing and open to the public, are something 
of "an attraction to every Intelligent work-
ingman. His Qrat visit to one of these 
meetings made on him a lasting Impres-
sion. He found himself listening with ab-
sorbing Interest to the debates affecting 
the Interests of various trades, and thence-
forth became an active worker In every 
movement to ameliorate working condi-
tions. He attended shop meetings, helped 
tn all agltaffftan, served on committees, or-
ganised strikes and worked In various 
campaigns. In 1907 ho was elected by his 
local union a dolegato to the United He-
brew Trades. 
Promotion In the labor movemon*. is slow 
and gradual, but when.it comes It la ac-
companied by Increasing and more onerous 
duties. Leading men work considerably 
harder than minor official*. Tbelrs Is not 
a bod of — " 
ACTIVE IN A SERIES Or STJUKtS 
1907 saw the commencement of renewed 
efforts to organise the workers ID the 
ladles' garment industry. The p«rlod of 
itrfniiniiit activity then Initiated had the 
sumo effect as that of a pebble thrown Into 
calm water: It spreads rlpplea on all sides. 
The organising campaign which gave rise 
to the successful strike of reefermakers 
in 1907 has slnco stimulated many trades 
snd Industries. It has resulted In Vrlnglng 
Into existence a mighty movement for up-
lift which Is still growing and increasing 
Meu has lived and moved In 
It, He has witnessed and helped Its growth 
and extension. He was active In every 
strike. 
ID the reefermakers' strike Just alluded 
to (which was under the leadership of B. 
Scbleslngcr, the president of the Interna-
tional, then the manager of the Cloak-
makers' Union) Metx displayed bis usual 
energy and activity. He was one of the 
numerous victims then battered up by the 
police and blrod thugs, but this baptism 
of blood only made htm a more determined 
worker for the cause 
It was about that time that he was 
elected a delegate to the Joint Board of 
the Cloakmakers' Union or which body he 
soon became the chairman. 
In the strike of the retail dry goods 
clerks Meu assisted In the agitation. For 
his pains be Was arrested a t an open air 
meeting and charged with the "enormous" 
crime of speaking ID front of a store, but 
he was immediately released. 
vlti 1909, wbon the historic shirtwaist 
strike broke out. Mot* made himself use-
ful In the extensive agitation of which the 
Union stood In need. His doty was to go 
from hall to ball where the strikers were 
congregated and address and encourage 
them. Frequently ho neglected his work 
in the shops to engage la what ho deemed 
a more important work for the cause of 
labor. 
When this strike ended with partial 
success the United Hebrew Trades recom-
mended him as label agitator for the 
Bologna Makem' Union. The agitation car-
ried on by the Unloo was confined almost 
exclusively to two big shops then on strike. 
Met* succeeded In adjusting the dispute to 
the satisfaction of the srorkera. 
In the summer of 1910 the agitation 
for a general strike in the cloak and suit 
trade reached Its highest water mark, and 
Metz had contributed a good deal towards 
the formation of opinion within and with-
out his local uDion and to the dosing up 
of the ranks. Somewhere about that time 
he was sent by the .International Union to 
Cincinnati to adjust a dispute of cloak 
pressers. This was a case where a strike 
had been called precipitately, occasioning 
disharmony ID the ranka. MeU succeeded 
lu restoring hjirmony and bringing a ten 
days' strike to a successful conclusion, 
wresting Improved conditions for the 
workers from the employers. While In 
. 
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Cincinnati ho organized a local of skirt-
makers, and before leaving was proaented 
with a medal for good work. 
In the mean time the great cloak strike 
in New York was in the making. The 
loaders worked feverishly In organlxing 
the general strike committee and allocat-
ing the stupendous work to the various 
sub-committees. During his absence, In 
Cincinnati Mou was elected a member of 
the general strike committee, and appoint-
ed to take charge of complaints occurring 
In shops that bad signed individual ngree-
' nicnta. 
There la no need to dwolt horo on that 
memorable struggle and its crowning vic-
tory. Its inspiring stages are still deeply 
engraved on the minds and hearts of our 
membership and tho public generally. To 
such energetic workers as Mots the strug-
gle and Its glorious progress and termina-
tion were sufficient reward for tho years of 
painful effort thoy had spent in the Work 
of agitation, education and" organization. 
When the strike was over Mets was ap-
pointed manager of the down-town office. 
To this office were allotted a large number 
of non-Association shops located down-
town, employing 11,000 workers. For two 
years Metx managed this offico, attending 
to the needs or the workers with his ac-
customed seal and singleness of purpose. 
until a regrouping of the employers and 
formation of a second association In tho 
Industry—the United Association—neces-
sitated a corresponding rearrangement in 
the plan of business conducted with the 
various groups of cloak manufacturers. 
During an interval of seven months Met* 
was organiser of th* United Neckwear 
Makers' Union with good results accruing 
to that organisation. He conducted a gen-
;
- „e ra l strike which ended favorably for the 
Union, and the employers signed agree-
ments granting good terms to the workers. 
One of the Improvements effectod by this 
settlement Was a change In price fixing. 
The difficulty attending all bargaining at 
fixing piece work prices In the clothing 
Industry is the absence of standards, and 
infinite variety of style Is apt to com-
plicate the problem. The tie industry is 
no exception to this rule. The nearest 
available plan Is to have a board of ap-
«* pralBors, expert at Axing labor values that 
are Just to employees and employers. Mets 
was Instrumental in establishing a price 
board to overcome this difficulty In the 
nockwoar trade. Samples of new style ties 
were to be forwarded to this board for 
appraisal, snd the system has been work-
ing satisfactorily ever since. 
But Metz's experienced services were re-
quired In the cloak trade, and early In 
1913 the Joint Board appointed him man-
ager of the Brownavillo office of the Cloak-
makers' Union. Ho Horvod In thla capacity 
for two ytars and succeeded in bringing 
. under union control all the objectionable 
shops In that locality. 
SHALL NEW YORK IMITATE COLORADO? 
A man who made himself so useful In 
the service of labor Is tho butt of onornles 
and traitors to unionism. These, with the 
aid of concocted evldonce, are trying to 
fasten on Metx and his colleagues a crime 
of which they have no inkling. So guiltless 
do they feel that when, In 1914, Slgmau 
and Stupnlker had been arrested in con-
nection with this charge, Melz, having 
been Informed that bis name figured on 
the bill of Indictment* voluntarily surren-
dered to the District Attorney. 
As proof of the feeling of the rank and 
file, of the general esteem for high char-
acter In which he and his fellow accused 
are hold, Mots as well as Slgmait, while in 
the Tombs prison, wore elected delegates 
to the International Convention, held In 
Cleveland in June, 1914". They had been 
released on ball by Justice Blanchard a few 
days prior to the opening of the conven-
tion, and both were honored by being 
elocted high officers of the Union—Slgman 
an general secretary-treasurer and Meti »* 
second vice-president of tho International. 
Mets has. in addition, beon elected Presi-
dent of t i e United Hebrow Trades and 
Manager of the Cloak Pressors* Union, 
Local No. 36. 
Their second arrest Is now shown to 
have boon made on as Inconclusive and 
questionable evidence as the first arrest, 
and Justice Ford has admitted them to 
ball. 
Sentence on them, supported by the evi-
dence alluded to, would be the greatest 
travesty of JUBUCO. Happily Now Tork Is 
not yot in the power and grasp of any 
Interest comparable to the Rockefeller In-
terest In Colorado, or wo aro greatly mis-
taken. New York—tho people of New 
York—will see. to It that no perversion of 
justice like, the Lawson sentence shall 
happen In this State. 
• 
Our Women WorKers 
Conducted by M \X1XK PEXMABK 
THE WAIST SHOPS STRIKE IN CHICAGO 
Chicago la In a position to record this 
month, besides the remarkable occurrences 
In tho cloak trade, a very lively movement 
among; the waist and white goods workers, 
with the net result of two of tho biggest 
•hope In this lino having won strikes aad 
Joined the Union. Our Local No. C9 which 
lias had up to a few weeks ago only about 
ooe**bundred members has a membership 
of almost a thousand now and Is going 
ahead with plans to organize the entire 
trade In Chicago. 
Tbero la a, big plant In Chicago, called 
the Herzog Shops, whore ladles' garments 
of evory description, from negligees to 
glove*, are being made. The workers in 
(tint shop, mostly women, apeak a half a 
dozen tongues and Include Jews, Bohem-
ians, Poles, Italians and many other na-
tionalities, i t la not difficult to imagine 
tho lot ofrffese girls. They were tolling 
foT 6, 6 and 7 dollars 60 hours per weok. 
The strike agitation that began In Chicago 
several months ago In tho cloak trade 
found an echo in the Herzog; Shops too. 
With the assistance of tho Glove Workers' 
Union and the Women's Trade Union 
league, our local No. B9 took up the tight 
for tho Heriog workers and called them 
out on strike. President Schleslager who 
hiippenod In Chicago during that time took 
an interest In the matter, and, with loyal 
assistance of president Fltzpatrlck of the 
Chicago Federation of Labor, and Mrs. 
Raymond Robins of tho Women's Trade 
Union League, the striko was won com-
pletely. A Union shop, raises In wages 
and an Arbitration Board to1 Investigate 
and Ox over the wages for the workers In 
the shops WHH agreed upon. The firm also 
xrsnted a 50-hour work week with a half 
holiday on Saturday. 
The waist shop of Steinberg A Sopkin 
Hrot., where about 160-.people are *m-
• 
ployed, went down on strike on September 
8th, owing to the discharge by the firm of 
three men who belonged to the Union. 
When the workers went back to work 
after a strike of five days they took:' along 
with them the discharged three men and 
besides that gained an agreement with a 
60-hour week, 10 per cent increase In 
wages for girls earning less than JS.GO a 
week and also an Impartial committee to 
Investigate and fix prices for all the work-
ers In the shop, as It was agreed In the 
Herzog factories. 
THE BRIDGEPORT CORSET WORKERS 
LOCAL No. SI 
The International Union has during the 
month Jiiot pound planted Its roots firmly 
In a new Industrial field, the corset indus-
try of Now England. 
Th(j readers of this Journal are already 
awaro of the remarkable ootbreak of dis-
content In the corset factories of Bridge-
port during tho middle of August when 
thousands of women and men went out 
under the Influence of the stormy strike 
agitation that has enveloped the metal and 
munition workers of that city. Under the 
leadership of organUers from the Ameri-
can Federation of Labor they have suc-
ceeded In gaining falses in wages, and, 
what Is most important, their working 
hours were decreased from 56 to <8 per 
The question arose, quite naturally.— 
will tho girls be able to maintain their 
gains, will they Join the Union In suffi-
ciently largo numbers to ensure its exist-
once? Those questions have been now 
fully answered. Under the leadership of 
Mrs. Mar>' Scully, one of the organisers 
of the A. F. of L., a local of corset workers 
was organised In September and its mem-
bership has already reached "the 3,080 
mark at present They have been granted 
I 
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» charter by tho; Interna tonal and Vice-
President Pierce 1* now In Bridgeport to 
take car* of this organization. 
In New Haven, Hartford and other towns 
la Connecticut where corsets arc being 
made there has meanwhile commenced a 
similar agitation (or a 48-hour wook. 
. 
THs" NEW MOVEMENT FOR LOCALS 
No. U AND No. » 
At the last meeting of the Now York 
Committee or the Q. K. B. In the end of 
Augnsl, there have appeared before the 
Board committees of the Wrapper Makers' 
and the Children's Dressmakers' Unions of 
New York and requested assistance to put 
their locals on a substantial basis through 
a general strike movement In their trades. 
The Board has thereupon Instructed Vice-
Presidents Halpern and Metx to investigate 
the condition of these locals and report 
back to the general office. As a result of 
these investigations the general office has 
appointed Miss Rose Schnelderman and 
Bro. S. Solovloff as general organisers for 
these trades to begin preparatory work for 
the next big spring season. 
In both these trades there are employed, 
without any exaggerations, about''* 16,000 
people.—-eighty per cent ol them women 
and young girls. The economic conditions 
in these trades for the last few years havo • 
been so bad that the girls lost all gains' 
made In their general strike In 1913. The 
manufacturers' associations In these trades 
have not lost any opportunity to weaken 
the glrlB* locals and have hampered them 
at every Btep. The new movement has 
provoked enthusiasm among the workers 
and new hopes for better conditions In 
.the near future. 
- — a 
WAIST AND DRESS TRADE 
There are clouds overhead In the waist 
trade and one need not be a prophet to 
Btate that, unless radical measures to lift 
the tension will be taken and some very 
tangible wrongs righted, a storm will 
burst, and a fight that has been hitherto 
avoided by every means known to tact, 
forbearance and conciliation will eventu-
ally ensne. 
For anyone who was present at the 
great mass meeting of the waist and dress 
makers on September 3nd, at Cooper Un-
ion, when only a fraction of those anxious 
to come In found spaco within the 'walls 
of the .great hall; who has listened to the 
speeches made by the young women from 
the floor, and felt the atmosphere of the 
gathering, determined workers virile and 
active, yet full of deliberation and fore-
thought, -cannot,escane the conviction thai 
tho thousands in the waist trade keenly 
realise their conditions, know where they 
are at and aro fully capable to choose 
their right course of action while standing 
at tho parting of the ways. 
Ostensibly nothing new has happened 
since 1913. The same Protocol, the sani» 
machinery for adjustment of disputes still 
exist In the trade. Yet the experience ol 
tho past two and a half years havo brought 
to the surface now evils that the elimina-
tion of these Is considered of vital Impor-
tance. 
Last year the majority In the trade were 
inclined to ascribe tho bad condition:- In 
the trade to the world war. There cer-
tainly was an element of veracity In this, 
but the succeeding months which brought 
• degree of stability to the industries of 
this country h«ve shown that the effects 
of the war were only of negligible Impor-
tance In this hit nation. The manufacturers 
have persistently, season after season, vio-
lated the preferential shop clause whjih 
has in turn weakened the Union percepti-
bly In a number of shops. The Arbitration 
Board has time and again admonished the 
employees to observe-the clause; the Un-
ion hao even Issued a manifesto last winter 
reducing tho re-admission fees to a mini-
mum In order to offset the charge of too 
high Initiation fees. The employers have 
not compiled with all the standards set 
In 1913. 
The big Cooper Union meeting was pre-
coded first by a meeting of all the shop 
chairmen and price committees In both 
- departments at Beethoven Hall, which »w 
crowded to the doors. • Ways and means 
were discussed for the re-organlxatlon of 
the entire trade, and as a result a special 
organisation committee was elected of I ''••'• 
persons. Their purpose would be to go 
through the entire industry and to leave 
no stone unturned, no effort spared until 
every shop Is enlisted for better condition! 
and the enforcement of gained concessions. 
8uch shop chairmen meetings, it was de-
cided, artf to be held every month and the 




Woman in the American Labor Movement 
B) <.i KMUiii; I1ARNUM 
(In American Kedmlionint) 
The American Federation of Labor Is to 
M particularly congratulated this year up-
on Ibe unusual signs everywhere of the 
awakening of the American working wom-
an. She Is splendidly in evidence In labor 
meetings and conventions. She baa be-
come a brilliant speaker, a successful 
writer and editor, a moro and more capa-
ble organizer. She Is In the front ranks 
of the BufTrago movements of various 
states. She la honored and feared as a 
labor lobbyist in the halls of state legisla-
tures. In abort, she has grown up. 
" Since Its Inception, tho A. *\ of L. haa 
advocated and haa ceaselessly struggled 
for working women's advancement. "Work-
ing women, organize," "Equal pay for 
equal work," "Votes for women" were 
slogans of this organization nearly a half 
century ago and straining efforts and un-
told sacrifices were made by its ploneera 
In behalf of working women. 
In the prostrating August noondays, In 
(he dread chill ralnB of November, through 
the blinding, bone-searching cold and 
stornsaatjf winter, tho first union women. 
encouraged and supported by their 
brothers, passed literature in city squares. 
pleaded and argued at factory, gates. 
picketed, despite hired thugs, police and 
patrol wagons. They suffered ridicule, 
scorn. Insult, prison and oven death, that 
the working women of the future might 
come into their own, So It Is, that min-
gled with our rejoicing at the present pro* 
gress of women. Is a sense of sadness that 
many of those who labored, ao faithfully 
In this cause aro not allvo today to share 
In celebrating ita substantial victories. ' 
Women, from tho beginning of the 
trades union movement, have played a 
tremendous part in It, as_ loyal wives, als-
ters, mud sweetheart*. When tho chapter 
on "Wivea of Trade Union Leadera" la 
written, tho world will bow before a hero-
Ism. uhozecelled in history. The bitter 
bread of poverty acorn and persecution, 
often oaten In loneliness and intense anx-
iety, has but fed the faith and loyalty ot 
these silent, unsung martyrs. 
The faithful subport of women's union 





labor organizations doubtless will be dealt 
upon In other pages of tola Journal; there-
fore here one need only emphasize by a 
sentence the groat power women exert as 
consumers. 
Most encouraging of all, bowtver. Is the 
great progress In direct organisation of 
working women Into trade unions, for here 
It la that the Impossible has been accom-
plished. 
It la well known that "with statistics, 
there la always room for difference of 
opinion," nevertheless, let ua glance a t the 
following. In passing: 
In New York State, according to ths 
State Department of Labor, In July, 1894, 
the entire number of women unionists In 
all trades was 7.488, whllo In September, 
1913, they numbered 78,632. In th* 
waist, dresa and wrapper trades (needle 
trades are second only to textiles In the 
number of women employed) the number 
ot organized women grew from 0 to 32,900 
betweon 1894 and 1913. In the last year 
reported upon (1912-13) the Increase In 
the number, of organized women In all 
trades was 111 per cent 
While these' figures aro Interesting, far 
moro significant are the accounts of the 
lateBt convention of women trade unionists 
called by the National Women's Trade 
Union League In New York City laat June. 
• At that convention twenty-six separate 
trades were represented by delegates from 
ten leagqea In as Many cities, one of whom 
was the president of an International un-
ion In which more than half thp members 
are men. 
Besides these, there were present five 
delegates from central federated unions of 
five cities, and at the mass meeting which 
opened tho conferences. Cooper Union was 
filled to overflowing with a working wom-
en's audience. The executive ability and 
practical sense displayed throughout the 
preparation for and conduct ot this con-
vention, through the medium of well-
trained committees, have .established the 
fact beyond question thst working women 
are taking thslr proper part alongside 
their working brothers in tho national 
trade union movement. 
• M B 
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for fuller womanhood and a richer life. 
The moat Interesting report made to 
this convention Was that of the organiza-
tion committee, which was unanimously 
adopted- This report passionately empha-
sised the ract that trade union organiza-
tion should be the great object of tmdo 
union women, that their energies and 
thought* must not be diverted into other 
channels. To those who are closely fol-
lowlng women's industrial progress, thla 
note was most of all encouraging. 
Committees on education, on social ac* 
tlTttltt. on legislation, on suffrage are all 
rery welt In trade union organisations; 
but never should It be forgotten that edu-
cation, social, activities, legislation, even 
suffrage, are Qf secondary importance to a 
trade union; th*y must not be allowed to 
divert the resources of unionists too much 
v
-txom the main object which is organiza-
tion and more organization. Consumers1 
leagues, women's clubs, suffrage parties. 
^ 
educational, legislative and social organi-
sations already are devoting their main 
strength to their especial objects; trade 
unionists should co-operate with these so-
cieties for common advantages, but never 
should they lose sight of tho fact that for 
working women tho fundamental necessity 
Is economic freedom through the trade 
union. That achieved, *he can successfully 
acquire for herself and successfully guard 
all the rest, as trade union men are doing 
fbr themselves. 
* The main idea for the working woman 
and her friends to bear In mind is that 
she must loan upon nothing, that she must 
stand erect and achieve freedom and power 
for herself. So long as eocloty Is allowed 
to lake the attitude of pity, protection and 
condescension to her. Just so long will she 
remain a weakling and a cripple. She and 
her frlepds must busy themselves In re* 
moving the unjust handicaps from her sex 
and In supporting loyally a brave struggle 
^••••l^t^t^t^t^t^t^t^H tH^^^^* 
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.553 Djn IV CnR3D»lH p'P £3*3 D1TR1 IP3 
-iya?R inyo lyoVos-cw ,-tyaB .p'oya^R pR 
WSPJwn'R PR 33npEfiB*OD3^ yi 3^%,h3P3y3 
mp jyp oy .3i3yi*^3-iyo"3n8 i n PR 
iyt3tBC3y3"R yiyn cip ,pn t3>3 5yB»nix 
-mv *n iVD"3i8 prrnw nnyo lyo^'cys 
'D^RS yiP'n."3M33»l!r«P Ml ,D3R>3 -^T^"rt3 '1 
1P3y013P33R JR'PR t3V -PR DyD83 »1 PD 
nPE pR lyplBOC* IP3313^ BC1PE DR1 ,DP8E 
•DiijEjn n«B DioiB'Mntssy D P I |pnPDPu 
Dpianns "IRE tyasyyilys y?« .jyaiumys 
"»TTiP031R 1*8*10 D3RDy3 DnCDIBfi |y3B*l 
.0^3 '5y3 lye- !Po DB» iREin PPRO o y ^ o PR ,»w> 
* * • ^ -n" .lPP-mPD3iR rt«if» "i ORM 
jr-ynsR y?B pni RW Tl" W»ia»yo» n ' 1P38138 pQ |y?»'o ye"3B^o W»>J»»5P 
-pyiiB >iiB *" \vtoa isnwiiwiy*** tm -jnjS.t,MK »1 ipnR ,npD"3iB ya'DPnt)-|B'3 
.Tin |y?»E w»3r pc nrtrrc ft lysvnt oo oyoRa n-pnybrc .lya^Diyc |ym« m 
pD SyO'B 1ST /yD"3 P"R -1B3 RT PR IBT «» ,b"inyp"l«S ,03R»3)P n 110 33^ P*llD3y n 
•yo yiyn .lyj'rta^iBTia PB^RE PE ,5i3?3 .cmpn 1B3 »| jPE^ yr; 
npntf inyo D*D .jpiRiips oxi3P3 PR JHIJO n iinKt? iv *NB MI ip I-R 3PH K IRJ 
PR ,33i3yny: i'lya'R D3r3P P*re IPSPS ,358Dip i p s ^ v -wan* — PR CRV 
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Directory of Local Unions continued 
LOCAL t)> 
35 New York Pm»cr« . 
36*. Boston, Mass.. Ladie*'Tailor* 
37. Cleveland Cloak Prefer-.' b'&ton 
. SS. New York Ladic^ T;ui..i- . . . , . 
41. New York Wrapper and Kim-':;-- Maker*.. 
42. Cleveland Qoak and Suii CtUWl : 
44. Chicago. 11!., Cloitkniakerv.. 
411. Syracuse. N. V., Pretfimkcr*. 
4T. Denver. Colo- ladies 'Tailor*. . 
4$. Cincinnati Ganmmt Ciin-r-. . 
49. Boston Waisimakers 
50, New York Children 1 irt-vinakcrw. 
' • 5L Montreal, Canada, Custom Lalio* Tailor*.. 
62. Los Angeles 1-adh-A* G^rni-.-iu Worker . . . . 
53, PliiUddpSct, P a , Cloak C/m«n 
54. Chicago .Ratncoal Maker*.« 
66. Boston Cloakmaker*-
5 8 . , New York VVsltf Buttonhole Maker* 
69. Chicago Waist and White Goods Worker*.. 
•61, Montreal. Canada,'Cloak and Skin I ' r c -
62. New York White i>vJ -Worke r . - . . . 
S3. Cincinnati Cluakiuakcrs " 
64. New YorV Buttonhole Maker* 
. 85.. Brooklyn Ladies' Tailors 
66. New York Bown* lMiihioiricrcr<...... . . . . 
67. Toledo Cloakinakcrs . . . 
69. Philadelphia Cloak l-iiiishrrH 
70. Toronto Skirt and Dressmakers 
7L Chicago Ladies" Tailor*.<. 
.73.. Boston Ani:d«aiiiated Cmicrs . . . — 
73. Wo|S|iJer, M*»* . Cloakninke; ».. 
•16 ToledoCloak and Suit Cu".or-
79.: St. Louis Cloak ODCI • 
80/"i»ri<lgeport Ladies' Tailo-V1 
61. Chicago Cloak and Suit Cu*u:- . . . 
88. Kalamaroo. Mich., Cor-.:' Workers 
63. Toronto. Cana-I*. Cutter-.. , < 
85. Cincinnati Skirtinakcrs 
90. Buffalo Garment Wr^ rKt-
s2. Toronto. Canada. Cloak Prefer ! 
98. Cincinnati Skir: Pre--
89. Pimhurg Ladies* I m l o n ; . 
100. Providence l.->d;-' 1 ' -
101. Richmond Ladies'Tai!o»-
102. Montreal Canada, Raincoat Ma^er -
,Mfc .St,-Loui| Ladies* TaMor* 
108. Stocltion. Cai. .I . idic. ' I afj 
10B. Ladiey Neckwear Cutters* 
100. Fall River Ladies' Garment Wor' • •• • 
U0, Omaha. Nch. Indies 'Tiil 'T.-
111. Cleveland Raincoat Maker? 
112. Montreal, Canada, Ladies' Wa&iifaleersl , . 
'118. Newark Wain and• White C - - ' : « * . . 
I R Raincoat Makers oi" S\ :. 
J 
. . . . ' 2X-> ;>••>.. <au 3i 1) *i&m, ' • ' « - - ' . 
t i 2 P r o • • 
720 Le*r|ini[.r V.- . . 
•:• >: 1 Cif 
. 112 Pry Ofci 
.-., .124 l!- i; i t * f - •:..:••• \" V 
. . . . 
iT lS MatfH •: ;:,. •] ; ra »nn its, Ohi • 
•*
 f M ' , )!-.-• 
, .78 E Wth M '•'-•• \ 
. . i»>. V. Berrl S : ada 
. . . . M l H, Caiicai -'-. i - • Cal", 
. 58S ij •• Pa 
1X48 '• i w . • kfeww HI 
. . . . . . . . Ml V Rajtf'l S :- '•-• '•• 
KW i onyrti >'. t'ev, i'ork CUj 
. . .1*15 W, Di -
. ,;'7 Brin • !-'. M »vr -4' (.'an Ida 
. . . . ::*i !-. >-.r Si - City 
. . 1M '.' -• - . -.' anati. Ohio 
'••• ft". : • - - . • -
. . . <5 Gi-aliaoi !.. :>n. N . Y. 
. J ; ; , • • 
an f io , Ohio 
, - . . , *J3 X' n«'- :-•.. 'Ipho, P i , 
4 ^ : : - . - . • | . . . . . 
. . . . H47 & Span! • •• t, III 
. . . . - : 
.. - tcr, '• 
. .•'..._. . .fits i tarn Sr. Poted 
. . F r a i ' - ' . -.iiiklh: \ 
6" O'K" -> • !:- pan>,CiaBi 
5 H V. [4 .•*• . < :•;• :.V«r, 111. 
mi - :." St- Kafai ' ; icb. 
101 ! ' •••la 
/ , . . .289? » . &b >; UiKinnaife Ohi-
7S VVi9i 
. . . " . . . . * . : ' . .i»- : iiada 
,*•.. .^11 \<.i. .lead. Pa 
r. : X M i - •<. i . 
. i n * nan*t,'Va. 
;•' . C '-ada 
.Fraternal Bl'Jg. Hi 
:• •: >tocklofi, Ca! 
^SSOJ'at* Av :>u. N.^X 
• • • - • • 
. 2698 I Qtnaha, NVIK. 
Xil BcrWeE; Ohio 
u' • ' i' 





1 9 1 5 ,"1 y 3 « D p tf 
v m T^aymnn oa»5 mnna ywbw 
pB T»rp5 l | l .©3*SE* TOH IVrOV 3^83 
-J1K IIS *>Vi "UH DJp «iyoi»JlWD »>3 T31R 
REU w ^ - v n ' i P b r t t ) w PR D W i r r w 
TO 3'IK .yD3«V3 Jn.TR *P1K ypRB8 H T«"i 
TB ninyo lytyn >RT "i ttf lya'tfnv Uftm 
-wwnuj iy» -»TSTH «t ntfwv'im - i v ^ 
•O'IK lyasn v o B*H ,otp » w pa i w n 
i»>n PR C«1 .1PBPB» *1 pH OEEtypW 
orwoBTipn i « w n iva* .frv -.ya'oan 
o^v muga n PK n iw .-wwte my"j 
.»! JP3P3 t3CBDJTp»3 P« 1P1W> 18N J'EMH 
•ww lyiyn p*.n»»3»mM»-vt y?» jy^i 
jnVT3lK 18B jM'tW « JCBafi'lR H ,y28J 
-5*D .OBtra'ya ;myii 08ii ,"0«1B vooys 
.0 ' ' n ' » i D yanayoy 
TllM jyoy^K 1318 1181 Djp ,lyO"aiB H 
our 113 jyayp T D jViii« ivw»osn*"a. ;y; 
-i:i(E-D3ycy-! 
"3yi pK p« iyuv*K -»y=:?:"tpjE'ii«iK 
0^318 .!8PD ]yD'C IPO «^on?t 
-HtJX ft 0"V n PR IVDX'K -313P3 ip PR 
n»Hl ^83 iioan ORII n .DoayooyDB jy5 
.JRHD i"^3 oy jy?*» . i ^oy ; 0*3 oa^ts 
~IR *i Dip ,iyn$iiya jyjRteyinBB PR by 
jycpyo T » iy^8r "WWE* Maw pc iyo"» 
r^Ba-oayEin DPV*IBB DJOTT*!! syo H D ^ 
jyoaya">'ys£:*iR tytyn ^S-iyn tyyut? *i*ta 
•wcy:? yftno DIP uresn yd .n&eny* 
.Nwcann DTR lySmi 
*ys jnyiaiR iyaH>*no*iyB is oa^EB n 
oyn pD DHoftun W 
\9V*\Vt 1BQBP |ya^i3'e 
,iyj3nyny3DMK yoo'oyya iya"t Dip 
•383 -vn IIWOU iy;3"i3 iya^ ptfyu j«?yii 
.'Toona'K nyv 
-syD E3838e oyi 110 5»n«ony iyT3iK 
cin B38iy3 D'IKIKB *ii t3»03 o«n i»-cyo 
.imifiiyi D38^y3 PK "UOSjrti .ojyetoyo 
: lyajriB-ya jyoiw" iva^n T O 
•w wimi K h* MU»»5iw»« jnyD3»3„ 
isnyoyaiyn nc eNbnwvtons «i wwm 
,ix-iyi nrwa ]VP .7yo"2ifc" n pc y38> n 
.*P»noD 
D8.T lyoitfi oinp^piy i ' i« jya^n v o 
Tyox'K iP3»n 83»p^ po iy3B::Pi85p H , 
yt3i'P383n8 I« o^o |y^n38.nyo3iK is >iv'i 
S o » c ^ 3 P B ecvcnyBiyp ya^oiBiioatnys 
- ^»t ojnv t3EBBnVBiyp 8*8 *tt J^Ht* »it8 
p« iinaiiyj o^'oiy |ya"t IIIK»33 ytsn 
>-. w ,y5s lis .t383ip lyesy^ pb vijiyo 
•«n citfii n *N ,c*na »?ya >n *K .nyo^ai* 
,iy33»T3iso*a osyc^oyc Din lye^snyj jya 
K .iB'vg^Dsia yoE0«5m»n rj iy3y>Tiyc 
-y: I»riOy3D 
PK I8»3V lyDBCPl*^) n n 
,DDI3^IK lytmrt , cna »^ ya n jw pn*» w 
-p^p y*un;w IKD ?833'D K D^8 »ay»nw »8" 
iy338D3« 1M« IB?8* " t ]yHBDn3'K PTJTJ 
PK 331iny^ PBMK .IW V^SO'SB IBB p'ECKP K 
n83 D^sn 33i3jniya yiyn .)ipx«p383itf 
nvan oyii n PK 33»s- |yo»o p« TPOVK 
.1»OP TiwiK iv 3:ipiKDcn8E iy>B iy33»ia 
j a r t in»3V?p n ivansrya T O l y r * 
"3» pK pit*' P3 pK Qt&y) jyaijn i*o c«v 
n v w p»5a}« lyansii T D ^ .iKiitny-: 
.ooyv 
w !Sn«nv3 onn'oysain PK »3«P^B- VH 
,3JU"O "wtaiR ^*J3 ,P8 ip3^yii .oayc^oyc 
PR p-ur pa pR oayo^oyD ojn iv ooays 
B3»«sw oayopoyo lyiyn .EPWOS*!! 
D»l«5 pR 5yo^B8P Qy"3 8 PB 338E;8 DJH 
-5oyD ijn .KaBivc PR noona^R oaybis; 
PE !p¥3'"iB oyi pn« lyoiip oin»B toys 
"3l5l3Bmy031R JIB /33>3V318a ii'Dpy^Rp, 
PE IIR opD«a lie jtf'vBPJBaiii i« u^o jy; 




"typrpjjn m y m w o n « * njn 
-jpwiPSipi «l .lPD"P3npv.tr pR o-KSir 
« VIK |pap;pj28 r n w j p* C"v yv;w; 
«j .OP38'3P PC 03*5 Dip iVB'nBtrWC 
.D383 PK :$o nynt»iH in» 0*«nRp3 lP3ijn 
-pyv,8 *n lP3«n PTWT ewo n * p £ injp 
n oat fc *p -S31SPHP3 TPT TRD lyayays 
n TPV.» ui ,!P"P3 D»3 i»3"» iimpormK 
-pa syii pR jyas-i " i Dijn .jpaatfaMTDe-
no« i»>n »i lyswn ,pwja o'j jp3"t .JPSID 
lystp IV?BD3TVT P5p*c n . .jyis^iyD 0*3 
•3yo»5t?e3y *Oh»t PR OPTBDETPB ptfa >M 
o«n tPcopta ptpn pc Tp3**k mnp; .o<vi 
poops OBT jpapapaaR uuptytt T'PT T*C 
.oafeeTPC e«n ip D*K 
D*H ivvviovnv TptaiR TR /"tyovR pR 
T H jOBTimTRfl D»Ti?OTRB plena osRoy; 
P»PH p t OD3pn n Tin t"iiS'no tP" -TBO 
pTR' W pR IS'31' lyDKCPlS^P H OR.T ,D"? 
B3POT83. 8*1"? f>K38C'P3TPDa«R 1 pR 
-«pp ipn v w 3^«cny DD'-nsTjn DTypvtjn 
-38 lyocmp y^s TID lPtio /tfye TPCDR3 
'pa^inpcpa Tp"i p« " t jyc^yn iv iy33"TOt? 
-3"^3 03">3 D8" ,!31R PC TJnpTP' .P3R? 
-pyiiB PD TNTPE iPs^Tapc JPTPH nrftsto 
pR an5w r * ,»3in PD D"? ptpn \nyn 
R D8"> ivan^Ty T O jy!>pn .noKTye 
-•csowio ?«t D»»>Tnan pJjJMn PD PT382 
PR DP ? 18^81*3 83TR TPU1R TP3'R |PT 
-iv38 jppPTr Povy* n ' oa^cs nuaw 
-]Pt"PP3 ipcsjre jnpt3iR ipcf'pn iv ijruim 
/tficoiR TP« | 
-38CV338 TI DR.T TJOJPW >P"TD Iff! 
•j«rw«v, 01m .Tyaopoayo jpo23 OPT ip: 
vwb p'p »vn |»>M» *•» -UK* jjrny V* fp*t . 
-«T Tjnna inyuiR t« ,tnyt iv D-IRCE-P: 0*3 
-pa O*.T n .^p"ib lybaprpa R ipanp ]p* 
-n'D iv D ( ,P *1 onp»s5 yDjyopscRP iwin 
lyoyjTPc D^3 Diyaopc jnpt3*.R ip>8t .Ijn 
T»W| ,« | «J»1R tjj'5 Dy Dlf^  03'^ CB n 
iv ,yrP"» 13*16 yooys yiyn iv OS^&B 
IPa^n *>! pa?y« ,ppji» im pa IJ-HD yipn 
-3s ptpn i838» Hm .|y^3CMR ipcf>wnyj 
"E«C P3«D3"R 1P11P3 ]Pt5f«l1 PDJ^PPS 
U1R PB jyarw D»^P3 "t IPO^RH .Tyb^Tm 
1PT Ty3« ,»nD8BQ'D PC"DPR1B POOEy'D n 
n PR 1VDP8 IPW3 JPi^I 'M C81 ,OP«D 
jy3Bn '»t DRT ,1PD»3T8 *1 PD |PDinPD3'R 
pc P3B5 n 5P»D lyTPDyaiyc iv i»c5«nw 
* 
. • • • . . 
-pa tn«R c c T* t38" 15? ..t3«? 1PV;R; 
-"C H IPSp; ^PQ"=18-083 n (JWJ OV13 
1P5P3 l^t -ipD"3iR-?nRDP "1 lysp; ,cny3 
jn"«pa n iy;"i y^pu y^ R n J*R .jrhjH 
-If-tB PD imBpyj DTV138D B*Wfl n *18C 
!8CiR^ jy;y3 D"P n .C>VDPPOPI V>P38»OPD 
^p.B-f»3 it D^R ip3pn ipp ,RnR-,R*Rp ;.K 
n'*R iPnRiips Dstrc'ipc t'R IHOIR^ CRP &KT 
IR iP2"^3 OP" .D'SiJPCp: P3^3:p503y2S^ 
•3JW3 -lyJBP'iyesi nyi T I R py^o ip:';"»< 
-D"P:'D 
y w t o i p ipn«v3'nR j^c jnijopr PTP*! 
fSiW'O'Tp pE TP3 R pR 1P1.TD "ipo^aia 
-P3 f'y-VPBD D3'hap3 OlPtt ,IP3313n^^p2 
pR D'ru PR cifv, i8'V8t>:»j-»if |R ipa 
oaMcw ^ n y c ijn t'R IPOVK .PiBoa* 
1P131R PD IPP3PS ?n»v R ipapj |p-»Rnps 
yD3H?ipya n pc yastto .pj'vRi'JRn* 
y i y * jysRn o«ii ,iyt?3yo W U R ]P3»T 
IV 1PSP3P338 imnij' PR iPDSy-l? TODP3 
iny ' t pc npispmo w^ jnpv "i lyc^pn 
,D"n3p3phP3'R n .^yapt? n | « Tyv-ia 
,PO"^ yip*-: p.c J^REIP i jn pR ?'31P3» n 
-ys [IB p«v cyi iP3MvyjE"i8 ^'i IMR o«n 
-ip28 .nietri Pocipnyc p« oyo^s PD'V 
• .iR^an .Q2in:v: rvi art "i IP38-1 OO»»CIR 
iy33'D ^y3JH»'P ,iyP'3B1DD ,^1R» ,VOP« 
-iyD om PK 3^I9WQW iP3"t .i-erR \Mt 
.D3H?m»y3 ipipp "t jpaSPii pR ?P3pna 
T3C»IR jp:sn paf-jm ,[yc3Pc VO-SPDPBCKP 
,mpj*?njpT3 ip i p.c "BOWO,, *~I o v i i c r 
-PJ38 r\ jpapa »i"»«w 'T*bip iPrnyJinp 
ip»» ,o>3 'nipso DIP p'P jyawr .POJB^P 
-i3'0 opn in* IV'iV" tpt'ivp; om: IMCJIR 
.[psy* oyn o"p3'D3nyi PK ,?p&'nw IPOO 
"P3 t8jFlP?W* » PK^Da^CS P3^V1 1PT31R 
.pnP3y*T H D'HR 5«t t3"P3,03p-, 
* * * 
T^ R iR'av ipraiR &$* H 
TJP3Rn8 PK PTVI31R .npTia yi»H pC PC 
pR 0"3*IB yirDBiDD'a'oTR ]IR D:R»V 
,9&\m PR royo ,I8C3*T .o^8P8^ p r y t 
-!38385tf3 TWI^  !r>PV JP=8^ ^P'BC"3 D\V; 
•& JJTP'n pO P'tfWl DPT TRC 0"3T8pl 
,p'T» 3313yi1P3 TpT PK IV3"I " t .D>BP 
prp'inpaaiR IP3P3 ocBcypy;* own M jpr 
• 
1916 ,n y a s E p « 
jyaip oxii jysaivBR* .jyo^v ya5ym PR 
-»'3 n noio IJJD"3IK -iy:3yo n \yzvm 
i«i DP PR onm pR ,!»PDiV3S3 JJ^P'BP-
l l t f V ' O 3y01«P H D»n 0'3 TBlJlKll |«p 
-)P VD13 S '^RPD »1P0 0*0 0"18BE*nna JIB 
njrov»H jy^i ,*ipt"irjpM iff*1* o^ *« aanaKD 
-RP3R3IB ypnBOsr it o*o urwfcftw jy3yp 
-*n pK jywnyoMEMR y&ws o*tf PR W* 
OTRwnna pR oanyo^R oyEitp *i 
-*3R3*IR pK isoy^ iyoma B o:jny?w iy3»n 
nycnyoji*
 Cm -IPDVR iyD"ii »t .\iptm 
-:IR jyvasa pR lyBiBinpoaiK pn iv po 
M PB n c h in* ;ROIRB pK D»a j'lyo 
-wi* ya^eayo M IV jyaatfya pD PK iB'jr 
DIV iyDjnyo:'K ynyr o»n own IR'VRPJ 
-"3iR yiy*i ipnyotnyD - U W R .prmm 
DRII IB^RIURSIR 1 CKT /ny i^"o-*iyo 
*«5 oy;"?p iy"T O'o ft "i IBO ^n D:3BE 
-lya'oayo iyi T""s DHRB R MI T I on»v £RP 
ia»^o «nx T>" "iyo"n PR SKatfiwiyoa'R 
IIR iRP^myE iRpnyoR -ljn pa cnjttoyo 
1«DP^ jyiyn ryaBn *t» T« nyovR pie 
nya>R ts&nnrx CVR »n jyaM -tsay-iySya 
pK pK mytaiK pK ivnc pK iy5"i"o n ix 
^BJ ivasn DRII ww n iv .D-I»"IO yip™ 
l»cy^ nr! .BWKW po oa»? *i lynyiya o*j 
DIIRII Ktau yaRniK p*p PR oy DRT ,03iy$ 
jy^ Bt D*TBOPWI ;»R jyo^aiR OKU ^y^T'D 
"IBB D3RJ"3 P3 nhS *1PT PR pfi JPEB^ pS? 
i«3 yi tswJa DB3 cm 'ii tytjrvii VJMIR 
•^WjVoa"* PR ivun HRIOT H .|yay: w 
jy^yiTTJj jyoiRi TJ^T 'O -iyb"3ik ^*y.\Vi 
nya iv iyiip V5PTII T»H oy .punp Dy 
nt^rwfi jy^yn jy^Bnycayo tmrni tynpoc 
pu ."nyCR^pc-aJBn pD n;80t?iv « PR jys 
iyii
 fDpsjp' po lyrnaup n jysi«myo3iR 
•^wiR pD.D38*yun3iRii ' l Tm !p:yp »*| 
-^"no « aapoDa'jyii mv pnrpDain I«'VRT 
ytfyii nyoaiR vixl> >n nyam ?ipo3t$p yp*r 
.lyo^anR "t 
Ifenmwa IT DRII i«cy5 Ui5;»»^ DRT -
DRr- .Dawtfya iya«n ^y>r»o DPD>RP iyo 
-ya um>*« ipa«n -iyo'*aiR jnjnaK |y;»»S'o 
iyyny> R^^ "2*)R |PMj»$>a DRV, IIR D3my> 
•yn pR iy*tf> onjr iy?jni pR nyovR 
njn PR p»5p .enn ^yi^yo .no .iRC'io*: 
PR onmi copy EURO n pB nynyoenMc 
.IRoiyro njn »'R pyo ,w w^wn PTIRTII 
npB Tin iy5oyo iv cySB o^no TIKKS n 
o'o ou ip! jya'3"R D^IV n a^R ; 33tfo'o 
tpc^p;iv:« pj^ nycya ») -nR»a :*i iya jyow 
T?DJW T* jyaBn D^IX pi»a .PDB W U 
oyn i"iR82 H DRII oy^ R jy35BB iv jyanppa 
.jyo^cy: 
-iRyao'iR iitfyii iyo"n>pv3»K y5R gm 
lyasopiB^p -iy'83Rp'c n jp^yivpnyii o»-
iy>'ii T O .PR oaniya iy"t o»™ »n ww 
•3R lyi DRT lyaBn \w PR iy?Bt »? *iyaB 
p»p oyii .[B'ap yp^Bot? B jns ,p»^ R 03yo'T 
IB 1*^ 2 t*R ojyonsB |tf .|ya«n ou ynyp 
>^B! iyo DRII pR 1BH0 ?«J jyo CRll B^OB« 
•ain .'iRyno ul'lSa t^ K o n .jsno 0'3 
jyno iyay> jyvopjnB pt( OJVR pnn'Eiv 
Tt ]yno »u .lvcxm inyou* ipo^aiR *i 
yonu'^ S'VDH-ou .ypnwDf B PR unauiyB 
PR jyayanya'R pn Tii<R jyno pR .i«'3p 
•
nio 
•wnRDTjf "?Ty?R PB irmB> y^ y'B ^sa 
•D3BUP lyri'aRiiBjn PR iyw3Kn« .|ya 
n TP3ROPIB5P ip'RaRp'c n nyovR ]y3B.i 
-'3R31B nyn iy^yoc iv ovnaysy^ya yocy3 
iy;yp cnjn;R .imwa iyoDPE R *PIK WVR! 
ORU E3Rcn:«p vt lyanp iv |yB»n oo "t 
iyo"ii »i i)R jyaiRiiyi iyov*R jyasn »t 
-Rp'c .0E3ipiv iin pR iinyDya^D « i«a 
I«>3P H pypR o5yoe- ! nyasopiaJp ny'«a 
5«r Iiyviyn yiy»R' PR pn»a»iK \'v\x 
PR r«5B lyocny oyV :yeny3-iyo \pXi* n 
1«T pit? oyn yana'R qui .jypaRnva yiy"R 
.o"v -an o^ o jyoip R>*OO 
* * * 
•ya bu rJBs jfttq TO 4«VO 







IK TP^T'C *T DRII 0*'31R' 
jy:yp DTHO oayoiRa on»5 pR *iyo"a 
-ya jyasn TO .Dp*noD JIB b"v pR IBHD 
•V5T*D yiyn nm MI yfT'se**^ y5y»u lynyi 
$$$Efi mv.Vi DP'HOC pa o»v vtt jyasn 
DP"IDD n pc yD3*cya n . iyna y*iy"< w 
iynoins'R o-;i3 o^m' pR oB«w n PR 
PR o"PC»i5yn HE lyaan'ORB D*O SiD.PR 
jypiiyaDMiR jyaBn v*i>'o n DRII iyr>^ 
• 
-lypreii wyonw o ^ T ^ i j n *> 
1.TK \rvym onoya v-w DB OBH n pR 
nonto *i DBII .o-inp -ivB»D»:«pff u n 
$**'D THpl Ot*n OSBISIHD'D osn BT»V I'M 
P* lRP'noo'roiB yawM *I 0*ipDE*y3 
-V3DMK Dtp 't 0811 IJtty^B H |yVTD3nn 
n iw DJBPD p o s y ^ .1914 r « D»3IR 
Dy D«.1 »»p3nB5DO»31B VD'HBUnppT3"H 
O'O lPnp3«i« "r 180 038092 1*$2y*MW 
op iwijn »t »« 5w»*n?K D»31K *W«I 
-8.1 oy pm ,imp ]B*yn u n * .unpjumw 
-D8*IB IID o*-;o»o -ypntiB *youya T» p a ' 
T *1 l»38n /U8* IW2B2 *'U*3*R 'O'lya 
inyov3 jyoipps opops TPPBDPIB^P IP'BSRP 
iy*> pa D-D* ^ n v i w m i n .DJR*?*IJBP 
; jjfDJipiiw 5P'D mpi " i OB" ?8JBB,yaiy*3»K 
yn-n J*** pH 8'BP*P onyop ipoy*B pB 
.B'BSpiR^D pK .|lfDDB3 ,P18* W 0*0 
* « * 
CBI T O jynyr. .oiyo^yoyo DPI ipayn lyo 
ys'fcny \ntp\ *yoi8i ptfpp iyo"3iR n 
"D0"31N v l .P18* W PK **•' D28B"*1iBp 
-pyauBo iln" . ^ n R a'ltaia iyj"i prutse 
iy |yi* ;o"5 i8**-i' lyj'ocyB'ya no IPIIE'O 
-«ii pa njn:yoo u n .jwnp'183 *M. IPP 
IPDV,*B tpssn T O ' " "U»35yt iy i t'K o w n 
-DIPDORP : $jnae»*a an ; p i r W !** 
—lysso ^pssyo ; $2G-Diyo'no' ; $27.50 
liKiayoD ipi PK IPD"3*-B P'OB* ISD ; $23 
60 ,DI«D"1PBR IND piaiD**" 8 ' ojyo 70 
8 ojyo 40 .oiyoyia I B B PI3IDB* 8 DJPD 
rums? 8 03yo 60 pB DIPDD»2 IBB piaiDs? 
8 "D*PI^R-* ^y3'^ „ *P2P** . D I P P E D IRS 
.*pi8ia*' oo^ocya v w i'« in*1 
PIRDOBD >i 'ja*im TOT ^PJ 'CBD H 
pK pHyil DV*B103BP 1^8.* BJW'W» 
1 8 yD2KiD3y jysyn D»3ID3D ys^yii • Tin 
iy*8r DBT«>TP miri3B lyjyn njn8 iyo»s 
•yn D'*3iKp3DnB oyn OBI—pyii o5yoyoy3 
'.|KP«nD'31B 11K mB83 8 TOT |1H 
nya^yn JBO i n .IHOBORHD .8 .*« -">o 
•'3*IK i jn HMK W'Ji1 **} lyoBtonyo atp 
i u rM 58P8081B |'iyo:iK -nwjs iB^no 
Tin po nynyotHBD nuT nyox^B T-K ,PTI^ 
-IK M8 T\B83 iPfBJBP'C Ijn >PW 18*31* 
; 
"!jn IBS D3''iy3 8 I'M D8T PJ'llJW H 
"B""? D'o o J j r u s ^ 0^ 3 ]yo 
'iiv is lySp'HOjy o;ypy3 yr o ^ 1 ' 8Pp ^ 
oyn oy .«IBC8P ,iy3^p^33i8 ie p« nyoD 
ly^yu DTI3 '5"y3 y^8 !***• ^'*x 8 |yo-p 
I'R P''TOD 8 pD 33n"OiyC H D8"l PJH3"8 
-'Jl<318 yPIBOE* **1 ,«I 18B D3*ny3 IBD'ITS 8 
i n OB-** l»':i' i in pe o^pj'Dyno DJB'VBI 
-IN H 08-T i**3P2nny oyb83 , " jwimnx 
•JKC DEnjmyj jy3«n LBII !m3yot?Qi8-co"3 
-D'18 T5i3n; o?*oy3 ]y38.i D3yo5yoyo oyT 
iP28r( ••: C8i' o*onjn .|jnjni oiycp2y3 
iv a»3i03D n [ysys'vny^'B OS^MWS^R 
|W»3'*8 cjn jycuya »»i iPsvn |wr"Tri'*rin 
-D3y (8 BT'DO'IK ojypys D8/t D811 3yii 
.»IBO8P DysyoB^p 
18 D3yo5yoyo i n r*8 |»i jytyn I*K 
-.y'BSBp-e' *T nBB ajri *TyDD8*^yD,,i«3iK 
.J8'3*.' Ty58P8* "un 180 pK lysaop'B^p 
•i 08n cBi'oy iy3*8**y3 ly^ B-T iyo"3n8 n. 
po nyoo"3 yooi3ynyio"i', p8 yocp'ops 
•W8* 8 lys^K oyny:8^By3 iysBn i8*2i* "un 
nyojiB ^808 iy:yp iv 32*oL«n i y i .o"v 
-o;tnyD p8 yoT!'3K3i8 IB oro |y5-!38n 
-v'K t ^ o y o v s PE ocstnyBiyp y3*50T8n 
r t o DO osyn D8i -lyiBv.ya DMPD iyo 
|yD3MlM y3,DY,B h 18 33ny3'nyc 8 D5B 
-**n 081 T I B lip -Irani -D-vi'Dpia-in \pvn 
.Iinyn D38oy3 iyf'yii |y03Miy3 yiyo 
pR D2'11W. 8 T»8 D3*liy3 PDOyU t8*T 
IB* P8'D3nj*n iyry*t P K .i8^8t';83-i8 
"ye .33^ *5 'jnn8' a^yotnpDj'n inip} KJBP 
n « is \wtvy D38oyj ]B3»n jysinye y*> 
pR jyD.ya 8 I*IR nyo-'aiR •>; |in*t*JK3 
|W«i iwinyo j w n ny3$ .pniga iyiys-r 
.a^ Bc-iP l"8 P« '""^"np hi^3 imw IVD-R 
-u 5RPB^ iy38opi8^P "VF, a*ri 1913 p8 
\>H DP31B IPDlDy.T J"t D3'n2TIPi 44 • IJW 
D3"s 03HV3 lyJys'EB "un .a'tnyaoyo 
xyo 1000 DBnya IBT DB?I JBPB> "an OBI 
•D*D *ijn "iy38 -10 8 lywrn 1*8 OBT .oiys 
•3*X3,,8 oyo83 n o*o 'y^iiwr, jib oyo 
nys pc mm:yDD lysny-pj -un pu ,T"n 
-«2 y}»$P *T iyF*HV *8 ,D"P3*^ D181*03B 
•8318 i n D8*i ,-IPD"3IR 'n 'ycMiv *R ,cyo 
-iri82 pooyc vp ipsyaya D ' : IBI IB'SBI*: 
. • 
1915 m?3*ttp*-
i m w a »a£yii TPD*-3IK n m .oayi ov 
-wf ROOT h on;-' iwyp «i is BW-n«ii 
•un ipw iyo»aiK »•• IPPIP Mm v ipttfan 
.lyinitfp 8 PR p*fa i y " ! PK ,ir*wo»6 
• f n iw&pyaDMk ypso m iya8<i OI IKI PK 
O»IU **>ya n lyaanis w D».i3y3y*y3 you yt 
.lP33VTyi8D 1 jyayawssJ " j 
•ya*,! 3 8 * * P I 0 IID cn»5»» # W n 
y j ' W i o K PM iP3iaya u»5 IITDBCWO TT 
I»*K> jy*j?n no oy-:8a yo-inyo n -P385 
"T D»D NO |yO DK11 DT»D Dp3P* pD |yj"T 
PR .ipteoyp 0"v iptyn PR Snip i n y 
ODfccya PK P^IOD ^Kiyaycn 8 *i»3 19U 
iM»»R^o«D8 18 D*D O3pona« \ts urHp^j 
ojfbvD »c*ni n ,cyo«3 pooa-Dani n pc 
DJ^K PK o^x P>OP R .vjyny VSES'D «PI* 
py^o n jyi* iy^ij .a>nn PK o«Ja iy338ay-
\ 5ya$io iya:8Dy3:« i v o«n jyoippaa* PK 
V .irfcpiir. TMay T'K Dsycnnft i y i PK 
! K lyuKUuv "Un*n VI »*T 1913 P« 
lW'ar n own 0"** -^n P*R pK .'IBCKP 
W K t ro iy3«o w oyo83 n tysaimiyya 
• i jyayaiwaa pK N l i W W ODayona* 
pK .ipiaiotr PK cyem»n \vm\ lyaanyist 
wyonait ay-i DPD83 n ipa^i JKPD tpDtriy 
pniayJo-o »»i tysvn i «n j n .iyoipyassa 
-an o-na »5n **i m ant .tyavisiyc on»n 
o*a m*xKP3R:itt p»p inpo i n tytTMiY jya 
p#3 jya^aya Tyo"2iK n ~»KD PK 08>iPa 
wn n« .P'noo J inywrn 8-ayiiD*iK p'R 
nya iyo"3iR y^R ipa«n lyaopeBPD iyo22 
.lyByc y*uj"t \m^ 
oyc«3 n DKI &*a *yD«n* p'P PK oy 
I»a*nr TO iim -lyayanyoa-.K T ^ ptfJW 
-ya eyosa y^y»n pis? iya«n nr iw yty^i 
Ty?y»T .iy5oyD iy5nv,«i T* .|yD*« oi8> 
.ayn « &v tf»#5DnR TT oy" P'^ Wa 
T* lyaifn p*noc pc 3*o iyo*M\s ajn 
-Mia pc nynyoe^KD DKI ;yaa^p cnf i tnye 
03BffonMD» i j n p t oiyaoyo .oyoTD yea 
.. -yaaij ;ya*n ^ " o c n " ^ «i« ioy":«e 
lyoya w'iyoif?w»3 PK W&B K IVD5K,I 
riKtfa 8 iyo3'i|E8 H* "W 5yL-D'e ^8'yo 
-;*K-^-; pc aai^ yot? n .iKty^no^aiK MH 
-»a oia PK iHrf^o'ain IK 5K3Kt?ynyb 
_ • 
-180? 8 ty3«n « i DKii c r i n p o rpan»ya 
•38? »o^« H iv i n ]y-tfiypivpniY Pirn IPP 
o*o"un imaiya oy ivayn »i PK mtpv-
iya8i*v38 W->VQ 8 038oya WW " t bKH 
iyn pK a'oyno ipa*»t CKII •«'0"3TK PDMIP: 
313V3 P180S* lyOS'K PK pf»ai» r j .JK';i. 
.on^o lyiyn IUJ Tinye i iny jycaoypya ix 
v^ot- jya'-r nyo^aiK ^ IK jyo-iv T O 
cm .iyp3^nya ny28 IPtio «! 4JPI TB«I 0>o 
• »i ooip juaiKiiys oiyn IIIOBP 8 nt oyi38; 
"Win *1 iyo^8n«c»iK pD ysKsciK jnyi*r 
y3»^p 8 iy:»p 13838383 in** 13^D .jyo 
oyumiyajK 1"W tptv^i ]ic nyo^aiK 5;IKY 
D:tw»XBp.H jyoipya w nina my»i y?y 
y^8 -jyaimiya T . ^y TBOS'K o^n iyo ya^jni. 
-wis iv iy33i33"*iOPaf ys'Tiynnc y i yn 
DKT .ly^Kcyasin |yi«t n"*«a ojn iyvr ; 
»T t8 lyovK PK .Ttiyo lytsiyc Mn PK 
- i y tHjnyj n8ia iyo\r.ya 8 i*a pw lya*-. 
tpo>'ii isaiy^ «t arnnKDiy H oyn ,3^ 82 
iya«n »1 OKII op'-ooio yi jyaso \t o'a 
.o38oya "lyox'K pa 
IS'*KP3K3-I» n iy» ayn lys-o^^K Tin 
8 ^83 invnyi DM3yac>iK PK 5KP8^ ojn IIE 
nn«T am—iyo"P3nyiii? y^y*c o^o neoBr 
•aw .iy"no pn ^t 5tti j a w »i m pratp 
18 j y o ^ t T J » » « oyii ^Kj^py^oa'K ^w 
n n*3 iy?8» .iybinyo3*K j n y n V I K O ' I K 
-oyo ya'oyno n p8 I H W run pc yocsya 
iyo58nw6'iK DIM DKT jyat^i jy3'i PK Diya 
inoys pn "silt oiyaoyo n jytio (8»3P » 
pK 18'av -on lib c*ri IT jya^o Win |IM 
pK ^KP8^  •*! DiD T38H pK 138.1 lBD"3nK 
DKII DP31B jyiyr pK yoosya SKiyaytrr 
nyi pa pn^hvil 1'IKE 0"3iKy3Dn« oiyv. 
.]8*V«P3K318 
* • • 
lyaaisynya y3*5oy w 
yattm i« lyoviK I»,TM 
-38^ Din p« .iyiyii iv oJKDiyi lyaymya 
03»i3yy3 ocny j>! D8'i DKII JKPD py^o iy; 
-yaaipK iyt»ia * i p« Dycn«m *i \vy' 
om pa 6*o3yi3 jyiy^ p« jyi^iiya opm 
Tyo>i318 H jy^-ll T>1'083 T383 .T'lD 
nya my»n u*3iiiy3 p n « T^ys o*'ii MI 
lyovm ipa'n D I » I D n i ^an i .jyoc^ 
-*.K 0^ 3 ip^yn lynpotrHja yiyi;iK .oomn PK .038^3 inyn |ypiaipB POMT3 pK M'3 
, 
• 
I nypvim wjww D H ^ -ip-r 
.jmwupa BMPD D»3 PK nmaa yr*Do>D«BPB 
-ya*K PR T» iyp ryo J*»u MI btnya cm 
•\v»tfp JHMTK »\MK ipts^-iyc p»b 
IPPMtya misps vt iva*n "5im pK 
pK T'lD Djn pK aa«y?BMK PO DJWX 
IP>iya pic nnjyocoiK H |W«t DDUIM PK 
jynytya DMRIKD jnr* b«n [yo PK Jra-tip 
l*w "»n t»3P3»3 Dtjn om .pft'D IPOU « 
-pa own M^ya^m *PIK b"nayay5y3 -irpK 
-'DCyn B -;:;;;•:;•:::* Y'fc b«H M pK ,b1BM 
pj'XKiD'D *i .p'Bcyp D3$'SKpaK3"iK jys 
o^aiK ycnjwir pK p?y3c bnjnscya ban 
-*n tjny^ab'b ya'ojrno pK W D 1 pK 
/way^a yiy* IB38D jyeiaya jya 
bDKbya njmvH i*R CKH bayonaK # 1 
-UHO oayciw mwyB«n nyn D*a irwwa 
18D lyoya PK ,IKP"K<BKOK DTjniPDpyc 
-38b .1913 pc ojyonaR nyi MI t«»3v nyi 
D1«*JfD DyT DKM jyoMlB PbCP2 H pB p3 
-.KyaDMK B«n iKC'K'^ baRp MK SUMWP 
-ya3"iK |ya«t "ipaBQpy^ P n ">HD Q" 3 
H .bayonsw jytyn pK ijntjuya vfrimv 
-»na« y3"5a jyawiiya TIK |pa*n w a n * 
5pa'> inyx .\HVD py?D PR B"aiK pe aatf 
jyopaia ya'bDMv yiyisK pK m t ^ m 
v * • * 
* i 
b"x lyn^yt -un pK ; ' ' ' v 
-RO D W , n w n ^ w n w i - n B 
tatfn p'asyp i v t bnrvcyaaR jyaip bnpa 
-yaDMK ,66 >KP«5 ,18'ar DiinyTmab* n 
m*K IKD puaniroyaciK y*y*B bcasyp 
-fonyaa* b*n OKH *IB=RP » pK .biysbyo 
-'« D'nD **»3 n T* lV3«n syb |yapM jpb 
w w a ps jnayot?w pb5« n IK .ba^i^ya 
,0"3n« 3«p3it .pnaiDt? vsitf WTpiii 
mnrna pe TS6T**Osbycni(P *n ^ac^piy 
-5«n IK OIK o n jypamyj nysM itf>jm bn»t 
ya«^  iy«i aw pK ynyi lycaMiw n ;yb 
bnaipix -un pn jsnyoya^ PB i» "aiyo ? p 
pK i*'ap ^KP»^ iy*n lyD n^oMK wt-jyTO 
-3Wb iv 3ifb po nypn«bt? lysijo D.TK 
nyo DTJTB bsyiMina D*MI -anairiy ^jn 
pK bn*Bcn*i3 pK ^K3«cy3"tyb3,K n byita 
-y3 n DKI lyDMi tain bis^ ny .nayayiDW 
W * $WV bCPMll '.•••;:-•• ;-;i« 1«E 3;Ujm 
mp'bppawj? pD lybapv jy^ynbDna*K \mv* 
D>t»'5 ba'bcycys n*a |ya'M oy IKH b"bfa 
•:ii(BOiBn .imvn va .^ yb"3^K baybiiu 
-sjn PK lybs'K lya'M nyvy^ B y3*ciiK n p« 
-ys n po b"P3'bynb H atf»5tt mior' ;yo 
lytyn pK oi«BPn,"a i'w Tyo"2i« iwhi 
oyo ybis pwna iysM taw byii bKa«b 
•'awn? ya'Dnm jnytaiK pH cmams lyayii 
.b'^ llt-bSICVKt 
* * » 
•j*n n pc ,20 ^KJ)«? -?'T ' ^ » V» 
Din pa jm^n -»n b'c ^ W 8 , f ? a 
Diycyna bin pK 10 *>you ,5KP^ BiybbKp 
-"b 5»n3KDb¥3 ojn pK 35 nysij ,5KP«5 
jybj^ K T3iK iy3»n 64 *iyoi3 .5»Kp*f Diyp 
.bKJWD iytayyS pc aaysav pK DtPirnyaw 
»t jyaijn D^pa'byno ys-bayc y f^far b'D 
.b"anK yb3y3"vyaDMK pjmayscMK 
n iy=»n 1913 PC iybK3Wb iyait i p« 
ijnyb'a K bwcysas IPO"3*IK DWP3*n 
-ipi cpyi iyb5«ny33« otfn nysJyn .p^ nDD 
iysanyoysDMK lyainiiya pn iysKn »n .lya 
-5K PK pK jmaibp cowans .riyctT'v, pn 
•;K PK py5b im urn ,D3KC«I;KP y3"oya 
ly^yr, lya^BDns^ K yir"c«5pLM Jny^ 3K PK DKH non^o n jyn «iyi i s : PK jybipya 
lyawn oyot'D 62 .pnyn bEBi-ysa* iypo 
-anjnKO y5« mapayaass -b^bycy: ^> a^ 
CPDTD ytyn ly^Mis .iK'ar ivi pc ?ya 
.jpri'pK DKia lyoan—yDMna 'Mix H iBa'-t 
boaaypya o-^ x p'btr K lyaKp ya5yu ,.n 
.DayonaK byn ipanryaiyosiK *p5d3Ji PK 
•yn cm PK am cm pK bpata lyroia^i K 
lyby'K PK ?KPK^ 1P^ 3Pb"^ p3a1K iya**5p 
.biy3byo 400 wo ji^ vKPaKanK yf^ K^C' K 
jyb'n lyf'yn Dyb«3 n TK >bam«3'K PK Dm 
npbaiK T* !Pa*n vi yaiim IMK lybpaia n 
-»n *Mny nya»bPa5K is D3m3yib>s 'nwa 
•ynyoaw TP"t bvuja;»K b'na *?Pa H ipa 
DpmyasmK pmv PK bayo'-TaKftyayanP 
is,;p *i .bpaiB iybC3m>a |*t*a ipp'i* H 
K vw bistiya D«n PK ,t«5c^n |jniya PK 
•auya PK -nno nan .b»nayay>ya jnapDKB 
lya^^ iyb"2nK n 'K cyo^a n *K pK IPP 
noDnaw yvaw n t^jyaKn mwi jyonya 
jya^n cyc«a n-w T^ayo .jnyaiybaiK oyw 
iifpytiK DiK b'nBBnyc p'33 33i3"e yryn 
iy"i ivaw .ipb^anK n "a rbib n jycnya 
-
1 9 1 5 ,n y 3 8 o p » 
-pa T*K 1P3BH 'n DRN ,PBD3PH V3*aV3 
-3PDBMV V< »W WH T)n8 tMOD'* 
iy?poc sr* P* 1*° 1"* V ?*« v o w 
-JB y^io PK tinan m»«n. DTO.IKWB 
p* t»vs*o iwrianp o w n PR Tmn»o 
Tjnn T8C SBDKP Din pnrvEas »l jytfpn 
WPP WH ? i"*« i»i ">*& ' " ap:is .pay* 
•VTR .poVn itfy:r IPDO>^ Tin ttfns W 
-«3TR no a n e w n lynniya om D*D OPII 
a*o ptfa ppiD iv o*a an lysgn "I 18 wo 
soijnjin D*O i u .iPJKnuB yrv3"K IMM? 
T»y DDPD iW"I. y3*PM ,TyD"3"l8 jnaPlMD 
j ro ,IM9MN timyy^ f ro IPMOPPIV iyo«te 
IPBS-IO jpovy* i 'ra .tvocmp povy* n 
"JPS^PIW. IP1BH jytltflVlV O'J aiR ,01*3 
.lyiiyaifte D'Rj«rmra^3iB n ]M$im ,TIBB 
,oi"0 lya^iinna B>B 
. J K W cnyp*n>-
D3'*vri n 3* nm5p3 P^K BD'C .3 .3 
BD*K 40 ,18*31* DnPP"CPlS^P n "IE Y1KB3 
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•D»IK tsvn 3:nns5pEMH CP*BB po |»n»eys 
lw p5*» iyD"3TH ]yp«*33y 0"3 IVBUyj 
"KM'R Tyt3"3T8 IV"! |1D ^"HO VP3'n 8 " 3 
jrociwwa »m m « n 3385 unmp . r a a ^ 
Tytyn *IBB D"3WJ IVUID"V ys'^DJwyn 
n i j , -\)n~"DTBB "flno Tin TRB ;IK VJH'K 
DsyaPTB"* |w »"I»**IK>P. n .*tthP$ ^«3 
"tfD t¥V13K3KBBTI 5*8 IWBfl "I ."DO"B 
"»« JIB 01<3ttW T"TO ,|»|TI'K VC'DD^B'K 
pR .P 'O^BB iyo>'3T8 mnsiiys Di'imja 
mysipmjBiiJn ^ i w w *vo ivnvi ORH 
-^3W i»:"i itfSvntMi^wnB y p w ^ v v o 
•i«iK B3ypy: o*3 n« DTB I* W* injrac |ya 
n DBH ,iyt»<B»cp?Bb jro«T3 n, PK | » » m 
T-jra D2«3»J 'DTBB 1B3"> 03jn3yBjn3'B 
1 Djn w ,1905 pR xmaifnfi W3W1 imB 
Dp^ BB *1 r » .BP'TEX HD1BD J'B jy'TP IIH13 
Tin po Pirns lyHwur: »»n nt« j r tg io 
TycJasy ijn pR P 'D^BB lyii'twriyoiBP 
ivi^r JPS-IBII vg>«BMte wi " 3 is riywtti 
•jn W * 3 T R 30 Tip IB jjnBiuo ttfnyiny 
VW .B3yOK*1B» IUi?**33y D'PK 1VU8D1B 
.D3^ TJf3 0*3 1E1H DIPS T ' 1W3 DBH 3»'I BIB 
.IWIPTIH W 1WWWB 0*3 BT VDB* 'IH? 
-1H3>B n PR Din3BTB TR»K D'O T'&W HJ 
wins r^« i r w a »OTBB iip»fc wjnaw 
VTlWl TB'P PK (E"D5»>B»Xlp ly3BTBe'y3D*lK 
W S T K PB - W E y3Vnyiy33Bj« inyo D>B 
•o^B'i'Bo i»w n« -nn3p5 P ? » PB |yl«Tp 
.iyojn3:BP V&O 
TytaB'raTUDs'K "an pR tP3'n T,«T 
PB rofeiro $y»D iw$3 33uy«y3 W S T B 
ewa PR 'Twn i y p .imu'D inycnyjiBD 
BIB e*3 .5ysy3 *n o»na MTR lyiiys 0*3 jam 
-o»n i n v /tw 5IB»? ,t33»3p3»'5 m T j w n 
-*5 TJHB -CinBtfl *W t33B^,13 *UB B'3 .JB2 
PR Tram jy3BDt?y3 P B D"PD*VU J« I .5»D 
•wrm P B ny >38?3. pR »tt 0"3iB y3'D3'o 
TT33B oun TV .iyev>3"w yDDipe pB iyatpy3 
: <J5£BP'D-ntfMP B PB iyD>'3TB P'^B |W»W' 
y»w3v w*n PB 17 pB -imp lysvijiB T3»P 
lirJnp I'K DTyDD3'By33B *iy DB^ i v n * ' 
D38oya v.B' 17 yiyn jys^n I P E B .Ty3»T3 
wits i«p .iyv3j^3 iv £<ron»tt IBB D^K 
p p ..jBhoyi D»3 D5BB3lny, cr.'K »n lysyn. 
•lysyiysiv o>3 iy3'T DJTB «l IPSBJI T3uy3 
•JTP 0*11 D'3 iJlJtt t»K 1jn31B» i m 
-D*m yn3yx3y5j p'P t w r n s iw SM.I Hgkn 
•31K ivuya iy3»t ir»»n»iyD iyB"BBipio 
pc^yiip ,iB3T3"n pB BBBemnrvB Tjn iyo 
- '5B ijnjrjipviSBiun Mn .finsn m y n p« 
jyiiya wt—arJ TB3"> DD^jnrvD n—5w 
w i j b am PB OBBtmnn'B iyn iyD3i« 
can AniBo DB^ni oy^B iv;?'*33y jyo 
.onsn V"\V"i IiB pjnp nyo?B» ~w$aoyp 
iy3B'vBP3KnB yT*3 yiyn |IB Tjnn'B n 
- j n pD ]y-ynBi*3»B phiya I»5TD«3 jy;*n 
."DTKB iy"3 "OH 
pB DB'1 *D18B TB3^> t33in3yByi3'B h 
~V33^  D'3 r.i'D K o'o 110.1*' yosTiy jnn*R 
nn'K .D813B1B jny3B,xi?Biun p'P \VBM 
y3ynynBiv3iK jya^ixsij ivnvs P B pjniv 
-"I8B y^83B'V83 pD'n3 m " 3 JIB ijnjP9»*D 
: yii»0Bftij»B3BP PB y*BTy3'5 n — iy»o 
o'myo'ys iv t^jn ."lyoc^B'VBD jy3"T T^C. 
-181 T D i n B . -B'lsn yj»» ps 'TIBH Ty»p 
n ."nysjn r i PB iy"TC3B*iK DO DBI \VI 
-m iyj»»i BKU -piy [yiyn nya'B lyDKnyn 
yoms Tyo'*3iK i n pK ;y338sy33B D^ B2 
iya3^PiyB jy3Bn ymBB08?B i m IMB PB 
n :iyt3jycui8 DB'in '«i« t>'a BBtf n 
y"3 n IB <3'n3yo'y3 jyaijn uny3B*vi?Bim 
.E"D»TPBB'n t»B -ypDBQ 8 D3B"I0 "D1KB 
•"^3 nyn p« y3i8iE,ni3-3^8n .?y'3'>jn*3?8n 
-iBn *«pp ;IB nyino n lysBn n'liBn .IP= 
DiynBB P?SB DBT is .t3iyBB3yy3 Tin D''": 
TH'K J31.TXny y3'DDHT«B ,yOBI338? « 
cm D'Dijn iy3"viy3'B D»3 oy3"P osyp 
yo^8P*p*B iyey |8 tj'o 3B- D.VR OD'3 nn'B 
-KQBiB inWB'Vi^B^^ J*D"n D»D .nyOBv, 
iyp'DBosy^B oyi 3« 113 pra opynt? KT3BJ 
pa ny D3"« DIIRT pK w s i K iyp>>3;y 
iyi3ypiD iiR ijnjyiMo .IVDD^B'KBD n 
T»»TO PR lyny^so'c ofi'imjn .iyD"3nB 
jyoJBll .tyDD^B'XBD P'P 0*3 D3H ,03**31' 
BP'DB^BO'BBP n PE imnyp3B »n»3 T ' 
vm^» 18 i3Bny3 \ya^iti\ " t iyn WMMBB 
"V3TR IB « 3nW33«5lD .>'D18B iyD'>31K 
,5y3"? lyp'OD'^B'SBD « jn« " D I B B i yo 
-B'XBD .ijnyw p w D"v i m D'o '»! lyJyn 
. .jyoD'^ 
n v w t3iycD3yy3 D>3 OBH HTBH nyp 
TI t>R T13 ,P08B B T8C BT3BB 8 DPP8D8 
•RP3B3TB JIB y'V8D'38 P't D'D [y33B3y33B 
-D»D -pan iyp^33in3DB-« ojn iyz"«v IB*V 
n ivayii vwx p't . t w i u n i n pB o3yo 
* • . • . • • 
. 
r 
t»«?r*u n»o Tyfieayp « . B O ^ B ^ B B B . t s rosw T-nc 8 .IBEBBUB 
• O ^ D B ^ B B lye^ona \\b T y p e ' s B roi 
.in?' JIB if&p I'K ppaopotjm 17=26 ojn *«m ;.*n:'re:ri?«i> JIB \yz-vfsryz) 
n i 3 I B n -K pe 
,$PO* £03 B i»K DV «W31DDH yiinaiiya 
Unmn P« 81 "W3K V> |M*BM .Tya«'W 
»ipn DB i w i y : ORII |PP3yo y35pv3'*R 
.DKBO p*ic 8 p* ntfps y-i»2 
uyi» pc iya»K pmn PK m a n njnp 
-ya DBH "IIBBJ n ivoyu jypayo vayoSyt 
Twn IB'P jura yjy-iy^Bnyo O'O ]yp3¥P 
ninpop B ow*D^p TyMj>D»3 B umya PR 
-un pR DDy^ s? PR eRii r^B PB "warns » 
o«n ny .ODBstfyiya W B H R S ipa'DVR 
"ipi pK D3»n3»a Q*3 opa"f na |yiy*T ny3« 
a pniyj u w r jaumun n w a i K 
Q'pK w a w B IB .Tyinoc'iK 18 ,ny*n 
~pa i'K p'onp ynjyD"3 pn .|J»I ifcanasn 
-pa as n Ban V.tim n^yo-poma B !P" 
ta^ipi n*^5yax$ CRSIP DPI ")8B bjnsyn 
ta$B« IP I¥ii P"»on npooyns lirwimtt lyn* 
PR—T»38? DP3P3"K p'l pR Djn3Pllp33B H 
PR o^na jtfyna .uuvwa iyta"3iK i in 
TiW 8 Bgnya PR ttfiiDya oy iy3Bn iymo 
l«noya imiya m»jn I J P P oy ttt»n .5RD 
-lyoaiR iy»P3 338$ pip imyor pn DSBII 
, .IvaaBaya 
Oyil DR11 ftPHWa B 1»33"")3 B*l V0*5 
-BP8B ipwn ipanayorya 
ivnun onsn W"l pR n-mn *iyp jyn 
W B B 183"* oaihayeyis'R n ny-wnaw 
"8"ya tavPBbB PM&V TP PR /»B5ay pR 
lib jyDD^B v^BB y~.y;8^^8«jn n p& i n 
*jn iy3"» pnisB'x^Bnin n .B^x-nyiy' 
*T aiinpjB^ "iw pR B5"no«f iiniya D58= 
*jn J r « o nyi lib IPOD^B'KBD y^o^KB 
•myt n pc nya-'R jyiiya PR vn«fl ny*o 
ccnnya -^t iy3*n CRII -,yD"3iR ya»ajr.i 
D«n ny .o^yn iyva8a ijrt nya'R DSBoya 
"»n iyB»»3nR n I'R T,3 D»3 \vw/i oc niip 
pp'onRB yi?>t3D^8,xBD n pR -113 D'3 .\vn 
-BB "un PR TIR linjnaBt ,ijn3y^ J^8 JIB 
nyino PR D*5ru TB R pc pien njn 
"»t " t OK»i T*R aauyiiya w a n K iyi pM 
D'; iy3« ipnyocnv » VIR a'nyo TBW jya 
ipp'onp yn3yo"3 ys^yiR jys'n "» .iyi3 
o5yn -»tyn pR osy^c PR DWI r^B po 
«t iy3"» D3"^b J'D"I3"R |y3"53 "1 TB 
iyi3 IV VlK im J '0"I3"R 11083 pc ypBo 
pD 1jn3B38 yPBD fi BnPlRD JBrrOD'lR pK 
n pR ; noca DIBD *iyi383B ,B"p3'nyD 
•ya "ii* (pn jyai»yr iypayo Bp3"c IIDBJ 
nyn yayi3R pR -!yo"pa'nyD yoxyiyaaya 
nins ycniya t?3yo \mr o«a -IIDB3 n : iyo 
DKU IV m oiayii DP PR ipj^yn ^y^B inyo 
.jinyop iv Da»»3pa ny PR .oa"3Pa PK to 
yoD"D ya»'t jyB'i5 — ,!P3jn3 -lyi'P'B'iP 
jik 331B3H lytyn pR -P5B B>3 3MR ,mn3 
iv nina p-p nys'R^D'a nn'R D3"^3 DV 
vtfw OK-, j3iD3»i ima«:8 I»K iyD"3iR 
"D'lR ,tmnS0 'iy'13 IV B3"3P3 PK iy |y» t»K 
"DMK 11D83 H DD8B B"V IV D"V PD 
-yanjfOMR ncBtpys JIR 5BBI* «• Jy jyon83 
H DKU iyssniK 3y*5iv .iypayo P3'>anyn 
BB^ OJPya D'3 ^R3 iyp BCBW3yD»ll ye»389tf'3 
poH-ari rays B 5»CK M B*3 .unnp*m» 
»iiv pR won* DRII nins imB .yaiyay 






1 9 1 5 n y - a s a p s 
1 H J1D 1W"K P'l Oyil »T)«n 
D:V=B>IBB |IB opyn ipoipya PK i» 
T1K #«n « PK..58D1811P jyC'VK Din pK 
nm pb oasyn 8 can JIK .TIT ^enyswp 
-KoriyB a*oan D»i BTK lyaijrr aatfaKnya 
•'OBID'D »i"i oSTEya lyaw "t sya«n jy; 
IV liriD'IK lysine P* W W ^ K * W 
iptyn .jyn«n y;y=B5E>ya pK TVDB'K jnyoi? 
PK w n pmo'w w v w n .TPCOKBO'D 
DV 4tbi pR pn^rwo m*n ny T O "3 
-iy anayoip r e TK a»n .PIVIDMK iyiyn 
l»t po TID i n iyiu*a OKI T*K -o-iny^ p 
ijn nya^ K BtfN"K* lya^aynys .iiwoayo 
cm 04 .lyaayruK ya»t pK yc«= W ' 3 - I K 
n* :*Dcyn awn OKII oyaawB im jynya PK 
.imnvn my"* po t t a 
jyayp o»\*i3yay5ya B "a TO jy^yii itrcn 
•5yva'*K yo*8Dyw3*K mmaK jysyanya^ K 
-»3i« -yri pK ipapj- i?:*oyo pn po ip»»n 
BIB pa lfcjy? nyj'OD'O *iyn jawyiwa IPO 
•jnyoa^ R inyj'pn no cjyo iMwrJria 
*nyiy> "H£jw># pE n«op«njn O5B .D:KD 
DC« *f«n i yp oaitfD ,imn»> yjjno n»D 
PK |ya:io"s n pK ipTnc w D"v jya'cya 
~>?8» PK fyawt W S I K -iya'8 pawner 
/imiropy* pK IKOBO'SB O5B -O'rjy v&ti 
lyctcyp iyo"n D*B .-lyiTb nya-oa'D o*8 
nya'ov'K ijn jy;y; pK Was nenfe jyaya 
ISD'VU 8 pmwiny yi y^ own oiaa nonSo 
-*nn IBD IBBBP pn .i$nay5 y*8 pK IPCK; 
-pa *y*D aiuynya jy*nb -ijn own osrny 
.58© ny*E D3iiy3 ny own KpnpoB -iPD^n 
-in yoTt^wiw ya*n n ipam inajnjn 
-"o n opMiyaoMK.'mi wv Qtfn Tyo^a 
•ya o^w" Kpnyn* PK aaiayiiya n >8rajia jycna vf>» jyn tanaanB inyo 5y<c osso 
o'j im iy o«n .t)3U"myD |jniya !yo?8ii 
a;ia»a"»nyE; tn»p «t« oyaa pvt woay^m 
pK ."'aiSB' i w » \ i n pK na»s5aay p« 
»jn lipy'J, qyn anayo^B^oya I oayow^wi 
P18DC IP DW" 1908 pK P-1«' W pK "TIKI 
nyo"2i« n pK oyon8T$»D n o^J :^^ Klly3 
p'T nyo"3^« n jy;yp anmi lya* -iyn«n 
Dy»srmoo3wojn pn ly^8^8fl P« C"18T^D 
^ -n»» ' i »3 oiyo^s'iv im a'3»K3iK PK 
^ ^ .oamcya ny own ? ^ IP 
ny": njny.WB Vt*to n jy«yj |8T PK cy 
•"isny onoya own oayas'^BB nw iy3oy-
.iina^'v Dy;yr*t oy^a 8 pK ivnoyaaw iv; 
"P81B, TyiW t)"»y3^ 8 33'p IWlBlIP 8 #01^  
•"ii |»D»ns 8 0*0 ioyn yoomBya 8 ."DIS^ 
pa D*iK in 038^ *TWn iyp .oayiwB iy_-
T» onya iy .oyawajniri yoois y:M»n '* 
"nyoDwia 8 *i» wrjoyaaw oayoK'^ KB ps 
ti-iK ^yo'n 0iP3yn3;y5*ip 8 O*D nyo"3iK 
B»n OKII iyoc'^88 ">y"i .B8P yc'pKi p*i 
-oyr'3ya ycnwoo'n yysn n iv ami cm 
nw »8n. PK 'oa8oo8P «i¥ nsn.a -
D^D iy3oyo cy»a oyi o38noya—."Dnitj-
jyn cm-DTK ot"ii iy nyca aau'iocnv 
-18 nm ,D38"oy3 i2^ B»t Ti *W o«n ,:»v 
** iyam3j"K ;s OIWB oa»in DB^P iyo": 
! owiDayp*K-pK y*ay^ ip*iB pa t9\n 
n »a |y?8D .oowa 818 anjynynyi 
.lyvtyn H p'K tyayayytys ye»0Kip8B.'ix 
.iy081PWDD*18 n D'3B pK CD8B 8»K ""« 
H iifi D»anao y3ya,lv^ y£» n saun'^ya KIN 
-ya B»3 T* "* IP38" Dyp'JDDBB 118 DC1E 
jm^pBK PK Tl iyo'18 y?8 |ya"i »t .D:*" 
PB JBHPD81D"18 »*J ?8t iy •lyp'BS. D1V 
lyBw^ ocDMK ro«a PK D"nop3y^yB iy": 
pK o"P0B»vr» p'i i8B nyasyo cy^s cvi 
nyaw .D»an30 po5yo'cnyB .yo58 n lyay" 
yayancya-ca n 18 .oiny^piy nyp'so i y 
0*3 D31PI p»p DTK 0*3 y>V10'DD38P W^HV 
inya 5wt iy J,n lyayavyrys 8 lyJwow iv 
*riKn ijpp 03»53 .ojrv*5pya inya 0'3 Tyts 
lya^ Wfi lyoysc jiitaK biyj^o pn pK jyv" 
.5y*as"»3 p't ?j3 onyscyc ^D K 
H Dn'K lySlDE' tyfrlB" 2Q02V3 'T '^ 3 
.nsyays jyiyn pa BMTK )y»Di«B yaisicn" 
nyrn nyDyap unnw yau^K nyaw tnyr "P 
—nayaya nyo»anK nm38 18 IBB ofnyiiiy 
-iyD IPT 03"$3Tyis iy P8— 5'IITO Tnonys 
c:yo8?"i8B pK i3yaya jpipn pa ^omi: 
.oi3'D iyoxy5 nyi P : 
-ya J8T pa TK) 1897 ipiw 1896 p8 
-njE- ojimyems'K y~ Pfc "lyompyD ipn |y" 
iv lynfeaj^K on'K TK awn (i^ai* w. 
ja'O^o TyT*:c* iysf*TK s wx i y rn ;yc*~ 
j3WB?a'>K n iybi3ya3ij own mwi W 
D«n D^ DKll y'V8D3PD n n^ B V» o^ yoi." 
• 3 ^ PK hjH"3» ys»TK H iyB"HV D385P3 
• 
nypiMJ"!! wyo-iw D * T ^ i n i t 
.D"i¥ IB »HK mstsp pa^ajH tr j PB 'TIKI 
j«f .iffDPn pit ipspn r58 ivrocw P B ip 
D^ PPMtDJP mpo r^B T» OB-i DBBiposmin 
lyapastfpa * !PiB»y3 i n n PK "iv tw 
iy3'B1B 1V3B 1VC1BK' 8 O'D OD'*x:iWI 
D'lIB W I J Ml DJT.3B3 "Will1 "UV .IPIPE 
« jis iipspmpn K iy aum anujfc'ip pfi 
D>8 |OT T»B 1» ."-OVJ PB3DK3 ^ m«-331D"V 
.nnv'2B Jan ije pniys 
"H38P OPK IMP iy DB'tf 1886 pB [IK 
IBB .esyaB'JisB [pco'ia ayi IBB DBI 
i'K on'aa yiyoipy:EMK JIB yo"f» y a - n n 
YiB DJ"D oy im .nas lycDayn iyi CKI 
-D«P B pK i t ppy r i «—pvnip ya'in B 
tram o»'pa'3"5p K oyey .J: .1 M ' :BS 
iyo'ii3 iyi pc TyaysTyw n PB W K 
D«n nyayrryiya B DJB ! IB'*B3 iye"0'ia 
pB iyoo'3'D B iyiy» i* Djyco B iy iy 
i'K lysJyii .IPDO'3'D lyocsyn i m 03">'E 
iyp /UB* liB lyiysyi lya ' t e rn njr 
C1K DayOB^ lBB I'K D'3 1P2B DHP3 'Tttttl 
1»> won ny .»3Be*n" B OW iyi* .niaa 
[yovaBtfacpy DPI IBC IPEEOPP B IJIBI 
p»rD3"iip ip PK DB'iBoy^BiB lyr^ajy 
.iPDB i^m o*: np v» -\ntf DVW PB .Jy* 
-JK yoDsy; n wa .lyoyBB* vnp cpyr lyatj 
-opo. t>Jnp»ip ip oip\i .ptfnBii jwopa 
-yj iyo"3i8 is pK "ojyoB^BB n* iya 
iyi .oyn DDPII .IDIBD-IBI3B5 P* "»w 
-ya PK I « I B pooyi: ,n D'HK oon syt 
Niw i " i o "lyc^jy iyi pK 33iipoo"3 
jpu ipcr ip iy i ipnpi t'K CKT 5»m ,o5yii 
-»^ J3P iyi JIB 5p3y5B itfvpntri oyn IBD 
J313P11P3 JB*3P THE) lyK" 
an am JIB *»DB3 H nm pw W w 
p^D a^B ^ i jyD»3iB »n jy« »« -ippjys 
»3 iPcpBti IB D3»m .D?y» njn pn vvw 
IBT IW'i^M .r>BDl-M lyP'bD'KBSy IB ") 
ty33i3*my jrunn jyaBH "t ?B ^napa B 
*D»a [ya'in pH .p*58 Ti ""3 iyp3B"i"iyc w 
IPP3po n *PIK jppipiviyejnB JB r"»ay^ 
.nyj*iPT3 frBBoip I^B D'o jnyDB- DB» 
W3j» OIBD i m m3 .PH *"TrptW* iyaB 
•naa iwmn B b3»Tr«n ypKts pic DJJH *iy 
1BD r>B W3 1P3B TTO^BH IP /13B* PH 
•»31B DJH B'Q r^ BDJ? t'K pK Iyt3*'3-IB |B 
.0D"3 IPO 
]PT'11P3 t3BH IP C»m PK 1P131KV, Ipl .D"P 
'BIB TPB"53jy J'nuD IB'BISE'IK 5y*B '1TB 
17 .»n DB« t*K iruimi yn J3B'~BDP^ 
DCB^P ys'DO": p*T |y3»n ipinif WIKIIP 
.DPD'iby:2B is*: 
"J"13TPB DBlBiy3 DB-1 HIKn.Tp'p IB 
0I"HP3 nP3'13 IP^ MP I'K T.18* 24 !'3 |y3 
P3'03»n n ^p'DBcy&O'Dim pB r n i u 'v, 
DBH DIIJ u p b a h p't .Y: cniTB t3c«p?y'y: 
IB TJH pK p»1830»3 H p'T DCIBIPJ "lip 
nB".3 D3"H «^I IJra OWE JU .DPDM*lPl1'3 
-B30'3 PK inp: IPEIBT cwi H icrvippiyB 
-"p3'npa)y3>^YBB3 n ipaijn *n ^"" -y' 
-piBn p*i iv tyj;iKnvys jyi-T .ix-iyi IPO 
P3"T H pB 1P13'P '1 pB 1Pt3"aiK y3uKE 
IPBBtrys DB-I nu3B3 n iy=yv. ."ww*"-*? 
p*TB30'3 pK iynp3 .*unnpp-iPDB3 p'l vt 
?>w pK TitfyssMpD-iBP pmv jyoip IIK 
.D'K3101 
•'Dan cjn t3«np3 '"men lyp -ipaB OB-T 
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PK mnio i PR iW3T0»itJ PMOPJD*" 
tprjm TP oyn I«T eeny .P*BC pc TPVTPH 
ni i BEBTP R 
BOB* 
Ptf3 jyrn IJWD'JB'VBO »T 3*J* ny 
n |»3»n ,DTseyn o n B*D JPTP'TBIV 35BH 
.pnynott n«a |«i « WBITIK D3B'3P-T>'TB 
O^ RHDJy .D3BTV2 pUS- Ml .DTBBPT TPT 
-:IR PR BBU >"ma TPT (R) : ]rt»a » m 
po iRDTyoD TPT .C*B" PD iwpnerpB 
-rye ycpjnn »m H PD PR . I B ^ C B P TPT 
-y£ |Wrf»ttBP'B — DjR»ai»"n po TPOPTB 
V I P D iRP'iyeB TPT ps PDOBOT PT"3
 t\ta 
-TPD iyn .iRDDynpa pR ,TB3"5 <I« I B C ' T 
•JBP inB33»p»R PBVP3«3TB n PD Tpoyro 
nyoaiR PR DB» ^»nt) TVT (3) ; pnsopn 
T$DPCKTB> PH lyomyn .DTo.pE iPsns? 
-yjB'D'CBP "TT n PK.OJRBBRP .i p w n 
icopPEiaBo n IPBBTDTPD ;y3«n 0411 |pr 
pK p8BB0"H «lKDt7"K — TJB*> PD DTPT 
\4itf PR ?P33BP*B fpB* CPT ry. .TU^PS 
IIR £"na TPBCTP nyi iv y«?'»3 B oay^yaiv 
-M P>3B-T TTP5p3 PR pBOW^l
 (JRt:P»R 
TPT pR iPaawn pip"i op'-nyjD'iR ijnjit 
^»no iyt3"iiv 
T?3 ossein njn pc |p$"ncvt3B*«: y r ' 3 
.[yaB* jn^*3 J;HTB"|B*JP 1 P I«DP lyayu 
noona'R y iy pR TVD"3TB *l tie* oy TB 
.COB^ iv pn OTP;B!TB l"t iv jjnyv. DSM^IP 
5»nt3 iyT — »*iBBjn 1 5 a y^» Tin 
-ryco po lyTBi'.ya |y3ntnyo3iR PR CB'.I 
TyoyrDTyD TPD^STB "TT H PK ir5B» t«o 
R PR 
TBD OTBByT Tyr D-ifii ^p:B #33 -]p;^s 
pB Dy'VB"UPt=BPPT 1 -3UP3 D"11 OU "I 
o'i^ .:uya ^BP'TBT O'a tp;*n IBC"CBP IPT 
n n IPiB^cnBD bDTBTp3 Ty BBH jyopBE n 
-Ij^D'a y? 
VH tPOD'WVRD ycnB5 n pa nays n 
,^[J-! DBH 1«E"2BP *T JfD3pTPa faW 
W»D3"n n po *imp PSBD OPT opyroap 
w e a n H oynyoanaTPT ^BT OBH '» -nnv 
5KD*BBP jycrv ia=BP wn po 1P3BIT.R 
OTBBPT _ ( * ^ W T J H J3"3TB pR 
oy .^BP'TBT Tnyt iy;auany3 y3^B3"n n 
.'•». t y r n 03ppy3 0*3 DD^B'VBP J " P e^B« 
eyt3,TB3,n Tyr .nypiBOc TPTB Tyo 
;B ,i3PBB cyr PD t)*m ta*3 T«3 I»R DTBB 
oy« Dyoo>D Tya'D3'-n TyT »« aas? MIB 
DPii vyiya TyT MI 33** -HB ; lPTDonpy 
-'EBTS IPiTV IV IPP3PO P3>PVa"R !P3M T^P 
-IID .yeTinaiii po y'jBiiyTBn Tin pc iyo 
MIB .jyirsycTs'o TPT^IMO 10 pn Tjnayr 
•»3TB yo'na n ,nnv H jyEnprr jyira 3JR5 
W2KP TPD^TpHE'lRaiR Tpl PR JPHITJIR TPD 
3"2TR |1R ^RD'BBP JPmilV 
D5BII ofiv Tpr-asi* Tya*v3"R TPT 
*3"n TyniR po n3a -ijn TBD IB 
JPD'D 1"B BT t*1^ 3 PR P»VB»'5MVX 
PD 33nP'3PT H .HRIDT yC«BD'5B'VBD 'T 
ps^vPipa *T i»p3pc P;^yva"R pB ipenpasB 
PTPT3B JIB 1P0'BRT6 jyn>V JID ODBTP 
n lynnpaTys-K tio *t .o"3TB D':PB»3PD 
DPT Tin "T iy05BMTPD pR 1P*T0P1T3'R 
n .P^BB JID lyoyTPQj^ R H i tfD pK P?«E 
— nocns'R pR ' D B T P B ! ^ pnn'D3'*R TW 
O'D D3TBI1PD |«l ?#1 TPD"2T« TPTy* IB 
CBV.-O^3TB TyT pR nyT R ipaBfi ,0"3TB 
11R T.TBC p't TPTB T3JTH P3"t D'O BWB T» 
D103"T 'T PR IP^D-DaB'VPlTRTB H r« 
-pa>B p'l !V^I IPEBCPS "I 'HTIT 1PTP11 0B11 
yODBS TPT 0'1> TB flM 038T -2103P:"R p*C 
TPT TBD \vw DBII ,yr"ny3 PR jyopBD 
T>3 08T OBT ,iPTBMP3 0:P^ P3TRE I B ^ E ^ 
.Dl?y TPB*»3B5 Tyj'V3"R TJH p»t DCT»T 
•pJJIH *gn 171'7: Pit ifcjo .0 ^«1B2 (* 
-in m:xn |»i I>XSIK .^trm^p tin P" "S0 
25 1 9 1 5 ,"i y 3 8 e p 8 
1P"1EM i* T» in'R pc njnvrff i* DP onyi 
OTRO R ?*R D-IRBIH »&|» "in .OVTPOIR »M 
-ip JR lPOWnR IPP Dtfll .PR*J 1J^8'X*3 
"IPB"21R 'T pN TJB?> m « U I'npa'R uugfi 
D»C D"rm IVTVI pR t»c?yn I IBT awimw 
•pTWjnvsm K IR DPRE "tin -rims v>« 
TO DM13 pE PR D>lp DJH DIPMVS DTRB 
T*5J1Jffi PK i»?WJBn»D3*n D"» »P'iy»jt 
-;» p«
 > .-ijn3jr> P ^ R P B R V R PSSRS D-S 
&"ii o:"n PR wpnv^s : nyoivu mm 
y>pno=n3'R p»t c"o:^8nMin:*R v:pc 
•3jtf yf-m-ioDns'R p»D"o n MI .iwiwitw 
ijnw1 Ttj? — Hpmn9 is^ ,tnw •<>, /im 
P'D'^ RB PO^ R »i PR ~ 5*11 Tp DRV. Jljro 
BpnpcR pR .Dijn3WTHB» IJJD19 OPT |1D 
JWMWft 
0*11 ,'B'VBt'JBDB Tjtwi "TOW pn jyf-yi' 
0*0 IB1P1*. b3W"V1PE IV3P3 BR3BD TPUPT 
lie jraanrps -ipi pR i v a i w s u Minty: 
.P1R' P3 PR IR'JP D'TJIDROTJlRPS'in "1PT 
VD utfm .tyDJ'iiyj-ua'in n tpcuy 
panaior 4S (R : P-I3P;5RD n iP3y3»vryE 
$24.00 ; DiyoOBP TBE i»n R $27.50 ; T,S« 
nyo3W 18E $20.50 ; Diycjnfl IRE ^BH R 
joTyDm&'Dy'B IRE IBH R $16.00 ;DTPOP-IB 
11R DTP"J IMDR2 pCRO TBB ^Rll R $18.00 
-PBR TRE 1T13UJP R 03PD 70 pE srewwa X 
0*TP PR WW^UfW* OTP11 IR'3P n .D1BO"-S 
-ps? n pR yot-Rya |pp*nwnB Dajn*ORn 
XRP itfope PR |yjR?p mimnpssiM ipa 
,D03"?B 
.ipacpoBpc ]poi4 DPT ,-3P2R jRooaim 
3im TP"T 0*lp"BP3 TP3RD"t31RW'yi *1 [VSRH 
PBMTJ R 0>*5- 5^R.T"DeipinKE» \VB*Y\1 pK 
njn -PM13 T3P3 R pR 331?C8tiyE-iyCDB2 
. -DJD338P jyiiya PR i3y2R pE iy3i»n oa'Vi 
#»PDJ*an DsnuytB-c-n .JRTSR^ TP"?: IRE 
PE IP3R1PP3 DRH ,p»nOD JIB TptiVBSR Ijn 
apjjp BP3iy35n Djonw B pD^ysBtipE n 
Jjn^yj »D'13W »'R |W ("BRP :33'"R^) 
.DTRUinD3y.D,D 
DRH *P'-lD*QlRp3'yT pR 'D^TyBWnB H 
pc ina»3iR n JIR .!RODR3 »3»nruh I*IR 
-p3 WR^  IPtwitf tP3"i DRII ,T'-ID jyiyn 
^3R3-IR np*n posrsiyfinM " \w.v* iy:3iRiis 
-»! .-i;RotPiv .tP3»>w?p "i»»»r 3p*?iv iR«f«r 
l»3R"n pR lPn«liy3 OiyD31CP3E'lR P'lllt ]»3. 
I«? y* p^ncc i>'3H&-ci«prjn iy t 
•wyoy^yD 
V3 pR TnDT31RPJ»n Bjn pR *Vt 
•\VBVV H D*»fiy»B p m « DRH DR11 ,P1(J' 
^83 'CnySCRIB PR 1V3P^  02R13y3 OR.1 p.R 
"P3 T*^3 T ' DR.1 ^HR1 P3^DP | » pyjD K 
^ pE n3BDClS Djn(»lMR IP^n'B Dlt^ 
-IB DPT ty^pi ^BPS^ cm imra T C ,IR*;T 
1ff"l pE JPDRt3>UP'l »1 n«B DHJHp JP? 
*11 BDlRliy; JP3RH "I .P"10D ^RipspL-n 
IV3RH pR t33VC»r: Dpi O'O ^ i | IWWP5 W 
-'JBJIR yDDPE R THt3 GP1 pR D'WPJB'IR 
.D"V PV11P 3H1M1PTPO R pR JR*XRt 
"P3 P1B* W I'R l"TO"01«p3'jn DPT PR 
n O'O IPSRIW .iPSPe* 150 DHR ^ t 03'= 
.0"^ 2600 iy>^DE*PP3 DR« ,DnRDPR1D38P 
pO ]RK»"R*DRDR JR T ' lD pR Rl PR DP 
r3S3 " t pE P33R2 ,01p-ntn3PP213«C 20 
TH3'R IP3"t,P3n3 ,R H ,T'10 pR JU'D3*V 
DRH P"1DD Tjh 1P11 .DJWTB t33P*l3ys 
n nun .ODU'IR !P»30 Dyn ,jy3Ri3p;r"s 
TPT D'O lJnnpE3RP pR [PD^RnP3 JR»3P 
2 PR D^ PDPDP3 IP3RH "t .ISC-R'CBCS 
•RO e3P*13PByT3*R n ^1 IP2RH \V\ PR 3PD 
iyn -IP>DPD iRnoya IR5 R Dimiccppci; 
IT pR :yo TP*E tJTP^ny: DRTI DTIDC IVVSR: 
IV Dinypps pmv TT iysBn IWRD-OIRPJ'PI 
IHR ,B«P lyiy PR TTWI 0"31R nm 
» B3y3"*iyE -oapo'TJR nyi ,ycriR3DMs 
"01Rp3,jn 1PT 2MB pR JPD3'liy3 $yQ»3 DDP 
1PD"3TB H PR D"2TR ]P3Rn 113 5sf? V -
1"i mijni =? — " B t ' a « 
ijrl pit ' ,3«njnaii P»i S'nl c?2 -»;*•: - , : * 
p*i v^* IPflfrW ;r»^t« i** vi "a l y s " ; ^ 
.rum swrnaam 
lyoo'M ;? :" t " i t* ,\7^ 0JW«3 y=:«3 
y : ? n : , , « i n j p ' . v p «i ijnjrnurtmx = " - ; -
c*» l e t ' s ijn»» iB .»*« Bptfi Wi .ir=":--8 
E»n-j BBH ,7'iu=c«n I ? T I-H =:r?t;iyi B-ipn 
E>r*vp j r ; - - ' ' K wyfc -y wn -:= jo*"j« 
y : " t iy;y; |10|nBijrB!\« y»-iay: y ;" i JW 
aqtft r 'WnW« .ya^yary;:? iyn$ iya:y;B 
•1 -<JBI u r w o n x T y r w n w f t j n - r ^ 1 
rcjrm'-ipyj '•» I?:BJI -,?*) .Mtftt yaM* " 
wr iffT'o ,a*»ta»Kjrv:> u n m * um p 
yi>*Byna^iBi\, K i^8c; ; :" i« iip»a can 
ijraijjiKO i j n pB P B »*)yj s i r ."ny;v 
p ' p !70 m? tetpajffl Brijnu Till .f»DiT3'H 
.lysipy: B*; ='»;;'=:yT]K 
rants i r -"" " i IP j'fWJW S7=f- ;-:te= 
-*p iyB»3mi ps?i"» rW»» ='= H m M P W i 
-BJJ.IB. ly^B'TiBj i ;n a»e a ' : lysfj ,u»cpy? 
„-i;!i c m ijrViwiyt 8*3 njrVn " T . W * W ? 
iS=e pya»'3i8 jr>*m tyayiaipB DBII |y:«T 
,TJTB»JT« jny'M s ' j !?:"< 
lPt'uysE'ViB I ' t 1?;*" m:ya y^'tB-, «i 
•y .m* i i : -,M mjn pjr ^».B»I D»SLSR 
'IB'*:?:"'? rp ' ?=r K l?«=ypy= ~y 
<nye B'B a»a =p;*.b iya" r iB 
-*,
,
*;B-'1B ;•*:)«'sg: n lyHcypy: " : «n a » p 
«H) jnjpil 1S« IB .•'« M«»*B " I 5B1V . I? '* 
c u » , JB '*BI ' :B ; - IB jnjnsifjw. M i p « n i j »«3 
-fl'SBj i jn lie jye'rBny; p * Binary; a»: OTjm 
V ^ ' " 1 ™ 3 '* a?n , ! B ' S B » , : B ; - K lyr? : 
.1221" IPBroju ^y::r iyp p » =>: BEB-IP 
::yT3' ,"iJ»TB*» '" Jyp'CpyrB Iti5a ^ « " 
y;y; , ' i ' ; y : « ' W W f! ' " » # *w» 
>B H iyp .yeve -\yi ]\t n « ' » ip i^P p * 
*p C<J •»» iyp »i *rtB3m .jyT^B^a:?? " t 
i m ap*py;?y^« u i f t t fe •»: miyii , i r"V 
, - :y ?B e ' l a i ' y ; 
lvtavD*v yiy^n I»3'5PWO*IK n*3«n T O 
cpn nc ,3'D3n im VJnj*na *» ]pi"» :x 
en«em *^po i r i .opJiBiJBtfi? mw»-rnD 
~V>V) K »3 lP>ff» TO .D"31»* I1K ?KD'E 
lie *J3^D»IK W»03MI vnvi:» iV3tfj o"n:y: 
-ijrmi p ^ c c*,x iV2»* vo**> .o^«Eri cm 
K IVnOWB*1K 0 « n JS'D'Elp H IK »|V?IP 
" iPO'- i iK J'K .0"2 i j i ?yp»Dt" Vijyo"ni!3 
sanp'Jin *i t« ,p38".w Din r« ,Wy:pi nw 
•y3 n ijn*Ji3jn p« itft-cj'ntt , T I «nm 
OnfiDP <Q"3*nj J1K B^D'BXP IJjr'VV i9um*K 
-
P H i m » « o p ' n o o Il» .IBDUaO-T^I 
*- .oyw5PT» D:P3"xy3D".K } \ \ 
H iy;P6y D * * ^ O V ^ ; K P H tpK~ xtf 
;y:?n BBT cy.-ytc o r J(U*-P>nwj« CBII 
;-.t syi tm ) • * .i-y^;y- uri '6=n :y i 5* 
"T ^ r S y r y : - t ? i 
.lyays-iB'ii* n \>K c run :ysc n »v. ny 
|U ipiB^ -tm ,]«^f ITT iys^B» '- ' tK 
(It iy;?Btiyt i n ) !*»"«'=*=* =~?:-r 
Bi) 1B1"B ^mvapBiao" *iyB"5iB-'i33yn'it 
o p i s * ; : B ^ |MW a iwyp T T S ^ I I 
'-• :"« i» .iy=y;y::» p«t« =«-- i 
T= 7=:: y^yiB, a-; iyi*nc«tpy lyiyir p» t ) 
=i?^ P * . i y iy r 1B':;> pB »j> 
=BH inat j ' • » r ^ i-T-'Ti B ,^  
- 8 : yiy^i:? p*i awo.^p jycu B B W .wps«r 
y s r y ^ a iypnia : i ! 'vT iJKBh ^li^yo M » H » I 
p t oyrD»c o r i : y ^ n jy^ia'TyTft 
- j"B a-iBT iy:?r cyt»3 n a«r. , ' B B T 
,t/WlW c y r c c c™ ;-E iy;:yr;? H 
iy:»t i-i-ff y:ytP 
ny=B , m p B t J B ' 2 H 
jyijtn &«D *pi ijronnpa pj»V»i i t i j i i T.; 
;•:-;•:? a n CBI I ' B IB ,»«B rrs* ^y^ -~?c 
]yo i« .Kj*e\>i i i | cmr«3=c ••: iy:«i tytl" 
W« =•; it) 
y:yBB »T = ; » B ,1B'C<C?P V I TB* 
|R« =;»at;ryz t r i f i ; y y i - -y=":-B Jp ^ ? r 
.a-: i n ? c"^-ifl»:i» »r:»i »»r -» ,yj|jie 
u p Bsrogrsetiii iy=? =B-T I J I : 
*y= '* BTW = , ; i y : " ' cy=ic 
18 -a'-' I y e r , " i i p u « n y r t i n < ;y; 
I 'B r:p«tc - y i y ! iy:? .a*'V-iB»r,i | j j » i 
- jB ' i i ' iyii i^*tB i? ,t-B ;«a; ' i i 4»w*n 
-iD'*ipcn ijnB a j ^ n y t s»i sTfl-i j y i - n i 
a*: a i? t yci'E »T iy=B -JB^ a.-ypiy:B . 
ll 'EFPW lyr; :?" ia lpo«3*VJ »1 '•« MJfl 
BBP BIB I'B CtJH B»U «a .BJ'3»KiyB 
1tyn»*l BMBSln I ' B ctjn BBS- n »n t y 
' - IB .=•: W=*l5T7 r*"3 t l B ' J - ' t jn 
;;*:-:f«niyc ivap^^B" , , ! s ' s 1-^B1 iya"- iB 
ytyiy: |»p in M I ? .•y;;-;: '-7;-=a";- |» ;y:yr 
Wi irq»n .pa ' : P " c r I M J I I : r »:*»» 
BIB» '"i p i y i " : pR .tjtauonjn-BBHjnK 
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t«58 ptfat " i n a ,P38.TB Tin pram lya^ppa 
13*K |W«t " t lPt"TB PTPCBU JPDM1 JP3PP 
TTKB3 H .TPD"3TB PTJMM 1P3P3 IV VUKDSS' 
"P33B Difn jiK oa^Mips msfrwn iprpn twjn 
T'3 M B T V M I px ivvna pB pa«TE H Ba**$ 
"P2 TJTI D'D .TP3EPDBPD |P02 DVT / W W ' S 
"yj'tavR DTPM cxv, D " 3 T » n DST , U U P I 
O'ti'imiro Mn*>w wm ,Tpept? n px oasa 
prum otpoppa iitfim DBU !PI"TB P"3 H 
TPT383B *IMR .01TB T.BU X I'K TTKB= pa 
**Bp3 TP;J# Tin mm SBJTIBT iptpn px OTB 
PX DiTfftatf Tp Ml B3POH3B IPX3B3 DPT jyj 
ARM 
P3^PTM1 X iPCBP OPM D3PD'T38 TPn 
pn T*TD-PI«5P IPV:B3 DPT P R |»nn*imin 
pjprp'enPD n D»D ivsBtiv ,px B J W r 
PTPT3K n PR T"TE3-plB^P DPT pB Pijpi 
P>TODIT3M* n IP aw- iD ,T38? pfi OTPDU1 
'Pa^B p& PB1DK* TPT tit TP03itflP3 E3'T» X 
1 DRV. .331TPDP3TPD pK 3312'TEMX TP3**S 
"TPOJ'R TPT pB IB^VBTDDO'DTK -j£V3|pyR3 . 
PSKSBMK DJB oJpce'p; w n$n J W J ^ J 
.THK' JPDVP7 EMM 
"XP> DPT TBB IP33"VTPC IV BtfT BJBP1!? 
1P3»K TP3HTM1PTP0 TPT TPD'IW ,08382 |P0 
'^PI K TW ,T"T0_p1«>P DPT pK B«3PTfTPp 
TflWmi PK OO'Ml n JPCM1V 3315P11P3 P'jyo 
,PX DBbJlTpT TpDP3 TpT .TyO^STB ClTlJ 
OTBOSS' PK TPfipC PDDVT3 »T pB "iW GBT 
"00* Ml TPT pR DP'HDD 1PJ1XMP3 JPiljn 
.TJB P3'5CP D'D DVn CB« ,59 $VPt& TP3Rt: 
TM&D^D DTPT3W K T13 DfrPXW p'TIV |P3 
P"3 T3PP10 K »»• IP3«TPP33"T8 BBTt ,TyT 
-»JWTR IV OV'K V 1 DDP3TPD pR DTP35P5 
.BJBP^ P« T"TD JPV3WJ DPT H/VI 
JWTC PDMT3 K TI t)3>CP3 I p W ^ pK 
P3PTP'rTpB B3K0 JPD tt*« .DTJHIJT2 3IJVTVr! 
" TPD3P.T P3 DTPBBT ]1B ,Cti3Pt)TB3 D'T"^ 
—JPMTD D3P0DTHPD IPt)»3TB 1V0TST -OPP 
P3PTP»BnPB PR PC">'1B ,PC"&TPa ,PB"TK 
L-h PB P3«5 *i .iP»PD^B3K-,SW PTPT3B 
,0a*DtPB'p3 OTKT IP3"t DJfll .JPMTO 3000 
ipp .p^ptJcivTMB %ii Tpnc »'3 pnuu PH 
TK^KT DPPI PK WD TBC DPWVBTBP3 tJljn 
*T IPii .^«« * IPT31DC GO D « 3 T R ; J pR 
Ml ,|P331D»V PD3P3'DKTB P3^yiB pK 
-«n " b w ' ^ P T , n . p R " j r a n o W B P ' S ? . H 
OTPTIJEP3BMK DJp*Tl(O^Tp P3*3"K pK IP3 
ipnpt ]1K »1BDBP K IPT^DTPD IV CHTV PT»3 
|P3^TP'TB K VW 0*nt)8» DJIT JpfoPD 1^ ' 
.JC1K 
IBT 1P11P3 PK DVU .CTpBHifJ >p1DPD 
-p,nBD n JiK naoBP npT DB-T .tmspv p« 
DT»DTBT3M< PTBDC-TP3BCP1B^P *1 pfi [P33n 
"D»D3 P3"t eplTTP3 tP3Bn IP331Q»X H pK 
."I V1X E33M1P3 DBMH '1 D3p5P3 pK DD3PD 
-piB>P'TP'S3«p'c n iP3*f^  n«» TPT Tin 
PTPT3MP3 'M1V pX BVt'3B3TB ^M DpC^2 
,lP33inBBTp2 P^P'E ^X3 1« ,D31(lr»X'DXD8 
VI PD PO'CBP X D^ HPMTP 1»^T3P "I 1P3*H 
•WW TPT O^ D IPT,TPC3BP IV 
PT"3 1P3"I TP3CPDBPD IPOU Djn 
-3PDyTPB X IV ]PD1PP3 Cmi l Pl3PU>'TDC 
-TP3'R IP^ST Q*31D3D PTJ^T V^B^B-T D'3PT 
IBC"-TO'3TB MB TTXB3 K IV IPTVll [P3P3P3 
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n iyiio,,83VE ipi c o |PPn> V'K ; 
00 Dnp" n |ycny:D»iK oivooBE'nB'T* 
; lyii'.oc 48 PK <r. lyopicr 
-ipr,» jyt)"3T8 IK tyoipnyE oiyn Dy (6 
pK TJO»»i K 8 |ic W W ipfil;!? **i pn 
IPO 1l(t3 B 
LMWH1B 90 '» ,;38f> 'ltK:C"01 
; cvyrya t3*3 ip;*n 1M 
»p D*3 oi*n Dija y\p (8 
iyi8^ DO TU ,DHDO PE- Ty&"31B jy 
nitn iy r« .JBC'K'D^CB IPT pn \ro*X\ 
ni8" |«r"K'E8B» H IlK..iyD'*318 
; D'CES'irSV J1D nyt3"218 5^8 jyJ38^ 
;C18 D'3 i«o "iyo^'318 p'p (9 
'p-i*8" »* t=«n iy iyi"D ,6«t? px iinyn 
r n iyo"3T8 I« IV" .|»'3r nyi pc ri8P 
iyo838n 6 18D MI inyo i r j r Tin 3H5w 
DH'K I8S"*8'C8D8 H TI DyM'^BiyB ,01H 
; |y;'t3Eytrp3 iy D'3 
|y3Tff5 IV 18 TI IP338C D»n ,Ty5T*o (30 
.581 0 •;yn 0'3 jyanp o"v yon^y n 
1 
, |yecy3 pH ^Kpy i^ 
PB HM i^yE pK I'K IBUDB3 
.^8;8B^3iyDrK *T iy38DP18^P i n pB. P13^8y3 -W38BE83 
,B'E8 ^8iy3yt?n Din D'O . tpsvro i«'3 
DX'DffP; DIPP'^ DD *\VDD1KV. H 08~ B*!! 
yovy? n iBB IB^KI Dijnsm M»5DP 0*0 
yty>n ipw c8i IPOISIOP ,1x3911 P3'top 
I * M i y 3 * 3 p x i « 3 tarn POTB 




PD (IM^PB'pK ,08H ^K38»P3TyD3'8 *1 
Iipip K DS'DopEpa I * 5 I J I » ,OB3»O lyovy^ 
"3'8 0PD18P TVI P« — 1,310 DV"3 « P* 
« i |j»3"o T O .oip^oppjKp pc — noon 
.0*186^1^13 IiD 83 .P8* IPD'113 ,DP"3 am 
PK On'IPD H .7K;8PP3"V03'K ly i 
iyuya o fK ?*3 iy3"T D«H ,CIPP"OOI 
,66 3^13 ,*>8PI^ lySBOPlSPP Dpi pE 5»ro 8 
K ]P3y: " t ?8> ivo 08*: DJJB?IPE 1V38." 
,"P3 OP IP38-1 "I n* 1J»018CT3 IViyi31ty3 
•5338 1V38'1 "l'D811 IP38H1K '1 .1WIPP 
-ovipo -iyi ;pi3P»?8B *1 IP3"T *y3p; 
PK i>'"io i p o ' n : K imftau PK i*no 
18P0 IV I8'*C JW DBPBH "lp pK I80r»3 
•38 0'3 TT IPP 58P87 IWB'Spll^P 1JH pK 
"IPB PK IP *J"11 ,THD "IP! O'D ?P*E !P3y; 
I'K aiiKi .oy3?'3 y:p3*-'K y3»t o 'o jyou 
1V3B3T3T1PD *1 081 ,3*13yi'JJ*W 1HV! DP 
D8" ,18^«P38318 y3y:"K iK iy38"i !P'8f 
yiP"» IPSH'TIOIPD pK 1P3P: 331038 ?W 
.|poyiyo3'K 
33 1 9 1 6 , i y 2 K n p $ 
.y&vm paar tut pme »i pB eapYKis SO 
IKB o i " io H PK PISPDSIY P E » C B W P H 
•wipt [pnfS IWM nns* ya^oy praps »I 
.IYIPH D3(napa txpt c*i PK ,: 'DDJ') D*a 
0 r t jpiBiipaa* i"ii3j^D'3 p a p «i c«i 
^Kipaprn pip*u PD ivtanwa p i y i p t 
n ipaBn -.cm w w .1913 p* CP«TOO 
VW'B 1 ) DaBC'K'DBDB 'D1P1K7DPPE13BD 
DH3 tpi ijrvopa ujf b»napap$pa y i y ipiitfpa 
| r « * m pc Dsotriv iyo3KMPv;3« ran 
DP'OPpa pK. opmp; ipo«'3i8 »t ]p3»n pK 
-pupa B"j n .D^D PK o*m? jyip* *HK 
ipmvv bTKninojv ivcnyjDMis DOT Mia 
*pa k IBE jpasiapEBn p'»a p« W E I B n 
.DDBIPIY ipojpnBa i in p* lysp* JPTPD 
-top * ^ » W t t i n « $ ? r « p ^ i e c njn 
lVC'E'DKB PD 3P13 Din iplK D"11 ,D"11 
ipi IKII ,.5BP .DpfcnrnairDKS p* -IBPPW 
i n jpoani PDESB* n px •»$« PK DBO^P 
-DM* PP3B1P IBE nrn K | I K I W > " I I W 
- P T iyi D«n
 f"»yvTyn p« jpaatf popfDispa 
/ttowanitfp Dipisin «nv K ip rwnpc 5B> 
•«« i j n po p:pDKiDp:jB ,P3Biis? j y o c a 
pK D"**' HI PC ,3«*fl ipWKtytfKIB ,TOT 
yi D:'cpi op?ps7njB"BK> PK .SSKP'C 
n pK 1PBDB^ P1B>P PJ"^P IPtKT K D118 
{JWJ »*1 m DPTDBJ ,1PO"3*l« P3PD1PP33B 
•*ip*uiKM can po ipitfiipa BSsmp ?PD'3B 
•pa Tjapr pipn pN i»2Bn .OBO^P jyiBa 
PBB"J>1P0 H m *1?8 pK -33WDEPPP2 JP31E 
njn pD Tjranfctj'a jpnyj jpjtii n> p c 
K DP13naP3 » | ]p3Bn*,D0*K *1 pK WJ1* 
•P3 t'B DB11 ^K38E?P31pD3'K 1P1 pD !>8P8!> 
52 ^KP8> D^ B 1HB* V3'*DP pD pit? D3BP 
.DPf»yB,n3B"DB^  PD 
"31K DMH DOlp DPfplPnjK-DB? I'** I*!" 
tWH"nonPE v DEB fHM iy3BDPiBJP PW 
PD^PD'MinPD pK PTPD'3 f i l l ?«W V"T 
Di»p3 «i jynijn jinnB'-K-iBO .pceeyp 
P^BP^ ? i n y n P5B PK P""»DD K tP3BDrnn 
^p^ D*O .rapoonpp ip»r |Px»cp3 is 
*11DBP TP"T "I IP3B^ BJH'iV TpD"31B 
,BPDI(3 mj»n jysB" "tfri^"^ .ipawnwa 
np»'i «\MK nwn . IPSBIPPJ ^W««nmm 
nrpo D5BI'PJ D>J »*ii» »T ipa»n PK I B M B 
*T D»D T> IP3P31V3B TADJIK IBEJ-'K 
:'K ipi"3ir i B c n p D ^ «1 pE jpopnpDJ'K 
n D'o rJJHPEJBP K — 
?BTP3prn 
,TPDIBC*D DPI iyoipp3 "I \V2tfn -POCBP; 
]1K ,>K3Bt?jfilVD3^ « iyi PD 30 ^BPB^ 05« 
DD'K 80 pK D'Elf IB D3PDyP3E'lB t»|pi 
D?nymp t*K !*PIBB .D "tfTru .D'"IDD PDIO 
-B^ OPT PD nptrnp3Po-DP3r2 D?B IPIB^P: 
"PA ,r,*D1PPTPP *1P1 D'D IPDBMV ,1jr pK ^ BP 
D"21B i n It 3'DpnD ]p2np3 DY'K V' 1P> 
I P D " 3 I B IB^ ' IPO^K yf-s ircpasaiB PD 
.I»'*BT»;BJIB yosyc K yv 
-D^D8 *mvm |*K -ipcrTpjpD iy>^ K 
pc PPUB PK >pw-»an .13 »n cpi ^B3 
IBII , ' t r i r n PK D'EB TIKKS D3*Bcn DPI 
"iwp B 1P3'B D'*3i« n cyD^Kinyc Dijn iy 
,C'EB ?8ip:ycn -DPI O'D urw'anpB PK 
P*? M^K D^ PDE*P;3W 1TKB2 W*Bt7n '1 Dip 
IPD3BPP3-D13 K .'PD3P11KP D'DPBO .13 r«^E 
D1JH 'P03P'.1BP . 1 3 , .9 ^BPB^ )'E iPi^o 
iPrnPJJTO D^K UOK PK !PO»nDP33»1K 
,np3DPDdPD 33BE3B 
.50 pn 41 ^ «pt0 n»B -3'2p 
-1'3 H [ID 33'0'D Cyi " 3 ,DD13MB Pi; 
lVD1py?PP 5BiP3Pfn pP D1P3DPD TpPIS* 
npBBI -1 JIB PD'D«P B IPaP'C^lP VH ,11B«: 
pB D1pP"D'DDPn JPII^CU J1K D1PP»D 
yiP"T pB jnsyDriY n Dijn^^t?p3 \nw 
^T IVD DBT D)3«?1PD 1P3BH pK DT'ID 
->3BJ1B PiP"t (y^pDf IY PY'Df JV3P3 'H 
-^ B IB TW1 IJHB3 1PDDPE H 1'IK 1P3B*SBI 
,CT»1D inp"I PK Ml3P»lPa"P"TDO P3"DP; 
DTKnDD3'B DB-1 T1KB3 .PPIPP -3PPI1 H 
IY VDPD pK pIPB^Kn JpDSPTtPia'D'Ml H 
D^ BPB^  PtP'1 PC 13KDP1Y DPI tP31t1pD31K 
D5B .D'EB JBipapcn OIY |PDiBBin pK 
1P1 DB-1 ,3313iny031K IptP'l pD OKD I^PI 
-»»3C I1BT DD^D D5PDE-PJ3B D»BB $BiP3PPn 
-PB-H D^ B 1HP«8*JP .D 1ini13 J1K IBDIP^ 
•"1P31BD K ;p3i8B1Y:8 D1P(»J8J1IJ ^81PJ 
opir IBB tn»no pipn pK D«yurb«ttJ 
•iKfcraaniD iPO'iia IPDDPP: 
•nya'K DU ,iP3>n o r n o "1IY PIPH PK 
— n ' n m 16.000 DUB Da'DEP»pa jpa^ia 
-lypnw wjnrup 
V 
-ltoya T5»n Dip .p'eya pK 3'D2jnonyT3 
-pjjif p a i p " i |w DKs^syj T^w» ta*n 
JlfWJVPn X 1KB IB'VBO'aB JK |p;;»c 
PH P"*IOD SBTpjwm Bjn I B B praaiD'n 
x j"i •orcWB 
D'3 D«.l DB11 ,1iniFDPVB 
ojjmha ijn p« pn D*3 n»o ,ascn»»3v |"p 
; W»S»P 
yo'DBP ' Dayivia n (3 
D'3 iyp DK11 yaB^p i i n y (4 
|\D PB5*n Tin D'D PM D3'T 
i n pn *iv»j^  nyn ,ppaya 2«p"rn i3""iB 
ya"sya5x »1 Dp'K-ya Dm» "t iwip .iBOt' 
'5y3 600 *i iv ppw iin po iwavunxc 
BIB>"O cjnv** n .vnB EST pc D'na 
px iirwwa jysuy; ym ww pfrpra pa 
-yaomB |VJ"T lyaany-iBB ysSypi px OBB 
H .o'ju »>y= nya^pna n iv imijny; O P T 
i y r w *i "IBB jyaanysyn jyj"( lwanrnxB 
y$\\ B -utfx-j 27 pc lyB y^rTD'nx Jnv*'t px 
H»«* -IB^KT 27 IWM 24 pD pK 30 *JMK 
•BI TWMTo»an« n rap ^uv tvo D W 
pB com cip pK-c»*Dipn* pram tytapaiB 
-uw w mi myarrsimi nynyocnBE'IB^'' H 
-D01D3D |y3"53D*!X pK iy> 
K TB3 rtyssyoayD- tyo20 err .axoaxs 
pK DBH .lyjj^BBiiyD jnyjy^P PB wrn 
B lyjicyjoBoir ?r«n war-iyoip' porna 




,I"D-DO>K "tjn nnw D-.yp-iBoo yj-sp H 
•>yDC3*B njn pa -imvte yoDB'n n t*3 
.p'Htwyjypn K D*O Vim BBBP ,1'WW 
;y2«^ *(&i njn pc DycB= *i DBH .oaxby? 
pn.i*»-x-iBB lycaiB ny*r po jyaBipyj 
PK DpVMyj D»i ilDB'l .U""** *^^ " "WW PK 
,o rB eyi i TW'J>* H 
- y - PK unn'B;"K .SKJBwaTitM'H i r ! po 
"3Mix pK lyaujnyaiB'J^ y'noK Tno jyr 
iK W C ' K ' D B C B ^y , ' I [ IK e n : *Sp3 H |y: 
p5u iya3i3jnBcnyE r iyn iw>5»n 
.Ty3y3-DD"31B y3'?i 
:H-;L:'H y»»n ^^03W'»K 
• cite po ^ijwBroann n ip«y> ypBori 
• 
nyja'ty^p tuyrtmB .lyjjnriBt vw* •'wiB' M^oy yovyS ' i i«c Tno.iytjnn 
*>3 tsnmys jy3Bn !B"U«> 1V"0 iBCDjnjJBr1 
pD lyjanyiBB ,-i 1» a^^ MHTye "lytjpi 
3*o jyiB^yj iyD"ny>-Dis iwn JB*3^ im 
.5BE*'3 |yB"oni 
IJJDli 
Tt piy M pK T»K OB3BB lyoxy^ yisy 
D3yoonBBjn n — *BPB* iy"J •* rysipyj 
Smysycn ' i .nyT^c iBfny^B DIB^B 
33*0^0 Bin " 3 "1B3 D»" ™& 11'DlpyiW 
BBI ,JJ8^ "iyB "iy"T iyD"nyrou BSBP'^ PB 
9 5»p»^jjp inwivpyiiB (yanViy »n ?B> IV^ 
D*B .5BP»> aysys-K [K ;yf>yDt?3y=Btix pB 
,jy2yjya3B "i iy=B^ o+\V isnyn HBD ynsna 
PIBOC* nt« r>M 9 ^BPB? TVO»VU nyi BBT 
lynyJBKnB px C S I B ~.in B*D lyounyo 
&n»K ItfB »'K DV B»l ,1»1D-M'I!"3'B |!D 
D'_o yoEoyp yiyo'3 B^3 jya^n nyo"3n« 
-BB "un D»D VI* iw oirwrowouBn 
,;tjD-DD»21B iy3H31DB"50 K ]y31Xry3 "V> 
-tya |ix njn";r H IBB ^BII X ixJm 27 
'3i' H .lyajnyopaonK inin3B ysjny^c 
•^ OBDOB,, IK D'O ^X03B \K D3'*W" 
lyrusytjnBin ofywi DBH BBII "iBC'B 
»^ B» y^ B 1V3B V> o;y^ E jyrB^D'iB .Tno 
TyoDjn: mn o'o iyay?o cyoBa *i Dip 
.oavonax po iyop3« n iwvy^ iyD mjw\ 
••'2~B iv ncx^o '5ya runn jyaaMiY rysy^ B 
-lyiiB iyo"2-ix iv px »^pD nyn y^D^ 1x jyo 
onynyaiv a*3yii v» l»3>P n* -n=P Q"o 
n ow .I**JI* iyi po lyaDyoKiB n 
pK o^ ypB^ E^ v v» Dvn Bipv px r.xmt 
""t ,iyiB"ya oany^ya msoc i'K T'*IO *yn 
H pD D*n» [yV3B3. PK OiyB P^IBOD '1 IP3 
o y n 1 ^ n po a3iVi3B"y3 n px Dy^3B^Kn 
MW iyiBM) PB ipayr n pn DIB5»D 
• • • •Mi : ' 
» 1 9 1 5 ,1 
• 
npuut JP3P3P: iP3ip v o o«ii c o n n 
-cms D3BS H "HBip woipyipy 5»iwjj?n 
-& n nnt* DoapcoyDB y^yvpso jysp i^v 
y:o"B i«c .J*D*O pniys P B DP ivn D^BP 
-lPD^npsjB CPDCD ptpn tMp lying* 
ojp^yjCMis VIKW2 n o«n 5«D ps^oy 
?P»D ipJBBi?t33y p« oy -iy3« ,Do:yoDpos 
.D'vupipncivjiK jiK "npj'ni 
K iv ]P3p;p;np3'B i»o jP3ip 1905 pK 
iv I P I B : PiBic n :3ID'DC'3B DnjyipcpT 
-j'K *im iv oppo KO'BHP-ipB can lyiyayri 
IP3y^ D>^B B'o iny";iv:B iy-iB .fw^cyanyD 
K T>n |P=»n DTPIDPD n .DOJPCCPCB 
-UH is /VBBI Do'Dcyj oy»nB'Bo poru 
jm ]npn Diysynpa 5B* DPWD BD'BWP-IPB 
•ytpp *«nyjppn *iin ipspsp: T*IK ipnijn 
-DPDB iPJPf'IVCM-B D2BD *1 Y1KB2 1VD1P 
D V .lyimBD v> DPH DP no prn ,ODJPD 
s5paip v* D"p3^3yD n jpsyspa rjm Dip 
"ipDpa? raw IBC oip DP ;IK .ipvcpa iv 
-*)P3B3"uf iyi3iK .HDIPK jyo'vu B VXWS 
JPD*8» TO tPtt pH .IPDPBllPa PH IB'V 
IPD^n .DBDPS DO r w IPO^PBBI IPTPH 
jvmrn ypD»i: n UMB aoya D»np: DO YD 
? IVJiKiiyj "a im iK'XBPJBai* n D»n 
IPJ'^ in«* 10 PDVP* n pc ^tf-iyc PK 
-pa s*2*n DnpscPD pnpuiK pc nn'3t? n 
IPPDirya " t jy3"j w w pao*** pn .jys'Dr 
-iy jniroB pK lyni* ^ B » B D3yD 50 M*a 
tinsiipa onpapnpa nrpsp n B»"i "W.D 
D»I5 .ipasyc jyiyviBD HB^ B $7-50 O*D 
1P11 tf'EB .nions p s pK pspn IPDDIPB B 
,D<>V y:m«*-iyD IBD ipapamsBiB 5«> ]m 
-BO'DO"3"18 "PIK IPD1B11 ,1P0P11 DpD3P5t? 
r - ruB P-B P"P3'TB*DD»2-IB .ly^s'iyD 
-JPB1BP "2 DCB IPTCBfl OB" iyi3yDCO>« 
•DPS H n»B IV31K11PJ l«OP n D«n ,onpo 
,inP» m*' B - Bn IB^ 'D 13 pc PDID B DTPS 
DO D$B» OP IP11 ,D3P'TlpD JPD^Bll "I M*, 
-:.-»13 1PD"3P »T Ml WV8P3B31B BIB !Pl*P3 
.^ B;f":Oiy3»BX'n 13P DTPD3PB1BP lltllR'iyT 
ijvtp; iy'3imiy3 \vi"t jy33iiy3pn yftn can 
DipaePo P3;BC |P3B>i .JIJOP *un ^ in ip-i 
DPI !P3P3 DD*Dt?y3 pK DCBDPpya,DTD'3B 
imi *>B3B* ,DPT mysyn JIB 3K5ITIBC OPT 
-ya ybni3 ipatt^Banpc iBD^ri M» IMP ?PD 
.SD'Bpa 
1P3B IVJ"i DJI#OP yiyn .-.yoiy pipi3« pn 
<M ,^i IBC inp* — osjnayBpta'K iyrp: 
DB« .13B31PD 5«1D3yV \"p D8HP3 DO JP3l?n 
"I pc y?yc p« ,|yc>yn iiK*!Pin*B »u 5ijr 
.(PTP^ DMB DIT2P3 D"V PVUP B pK I'T 1P2*H 
"I IPD13P3 !P2Mn DPDB3 P*W«| ]P11 ,;«! 
-D>i3iv nyo^aiB n y i IPS'>T WIH'DK^BDPP 
pB ny3B ;'DTI«3B3-!B l ' i iyi*li pB iysipy; 
.;P?BKV iyi>« IBOP >•: im DIIB D»*V B 
|y*inoB3-iB PD CPDD'D w i ' n i m p nyiyi 
,1881 T*3 iyD*«nyj3» DB-T iy*pP3B3iBin p»c 
DnyoapBiBP n« iinipiw-i3 I P D ' O P . n ivt* 
Djnsnsya t»K "BpnyoB »iB oiya^^n p« 
H ]y3'^3 IV P3B1P3 DPT D'D \VMf\Wi 
.IB,-»BTOB3nB y3'DCBm38Dr 
-p; DO ]P3'»i ^ o :B ,TI Dnyoenyc oy 
,!BOP c«n pc tfwjnp am iP3y« nysn IPU 
-y3 ,3*?>n |pMW3 D>3 iP3»i Diyssyo H 5»» 
IPT1BCCK D3ypP3 DO JP3«;i "t .D3IJ1P3 1P3 
ya'in nn>3C PJ»5P jnj 'n lis ptfnBV iv 
ipaijn HJT ,DVI ys'in p« n?yr3"ii?i"K 
-jyo |pip' jp^ riBV "I J«i !PD D33B5ny& w 
*;yp38ip D^iiys iv2t#n "t .D'EP3P3 IP3*5 
D»V |'K PIPD^ -tfy3 pK D3iniC3*« ,D^ By3y3 
.DDMBP^ J^  pK Dp^IDD pE 
"p3nPD3'B 1JH IV DPPD BD'BBEnyS nPT 
-DByi3iD ,ip3 , i5p K nnyi jyiiys t'B 5K3BC 
-IPB ^yc nnyj DIPSDPD n |yai#n iP3p« 
nn«» *i^ p .D*C» 58iP3pt?n D'JIE 0338? 
-iyD3'K H m nyi 1B3 ,1892 pK .nyoysr 
•^IP ynn'B y5n D^BvysDMB D»jn 5B3Bcya 
PDt*P -ip3"oy35B IP". V« Dsnps »t D«n ,IPT 
"BP 1PV38S in»K ipiiy3 T^ B Dtp .$51.19 
.TBt'JmOBP DW D1BB1H Tl^ K t3>^ ,5BD'B 
"V11P3 lPD?8np32« inip CP3P* PB I'B p$« 
.D'Bl5-.DD PB !P1 
D3nB>V3 P18DC' WW. [Bl |P3"t "I'D 
inps iiD .|PvaB3'E pc P3B*IB ipn IP3y*^  
l"p DBH iy3«'XBP3B3iB jnn :« "3 iP$Dy: 
JP3"t D31JOP y^P'D .pM D3ypy3 DO P3B1E 
13BDEP1V iyD3W t^? BtB pB IP1W3 Itfft* ^t$~ 
1?y3 !P3tjn DV11 D3B*3P '"I l''EB ,VD '" 
-ipc "iBc [y3*n DP ^Bi lyciBT ,PDBP V» 
1PD1PP3DMB BI5B t;iK PB .[ppyiiv P3pnp»F 
jpv^pys jic yjBic "iyT D'D ^ *r iyayam xt 
.IB'VBIOBIIB '" 
ysBio ' n mycD3ripc IBI IP31fn VD 
, :piOi'ii B I B D C HPOSBP ,-iyo"n ' 
I'K 1PS1PP33B 0BJ8O WOW? I'M ,K2BD*3K*: 
-O'HB >B' W» DIJ1 VO'3 B D'EB ItnVWWl 
)M1 pK .5Kp»5 B "ISC -iPDIBPD B IP2P3 
)»3i» v c n ' B 250 or is T* IH'BW ape 
p'^p iwnD n t'K DroEpwa 1P3": DBV. 
IB BC»3 Vl pg jjj"K fB amuarw 
oj 'cy: D I B I PK ynpjpp pB OIVDB* m v p a 
PK 33npp5yEP3 yffH'B y w n rasa B V 
Sir ipwcn TPT .33\:vnP3 v:npip> raw i 
" t PK D>'$»HM npoiBco o n «l o«n D-I 
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